MISS DELHI

DEEPAK CHOPRA

trading as ;THE YOUNG GENERATION

"X" WING, 601, GOLDEN RAYS, SHASTRI NAGAR, NEAR LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (W), MUMBAI-400 053.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

INTERNATIONAL TRADE MARKS BUREAU. 
1ST FLOOR, MANEKJI WADIA BUILDING, 127, M.G. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :28/03/1998

MUMBAI

ORGANIZATION, RUNNING AND HOLDING OF CONTESTS INCLUDING BEAUTY CONTEST, BEAUTY PAGEANTS, EVENTS, EXHIBITION, SHOWS, COMPETITION, ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL, SPORTING AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES AND SERVICE AWARDING PRIZES AND GIFT TO THE COMPETITORS AND PARTICIPANTS IN CONTEST, COMPETITION, PAGEANTS, EVENT, SHOWS, EXHIBITION, CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL, SPORTING AND TRAINING ACTIVITIES ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
LHI LEARNING HIGHWAY INSTITUTE

2977357  02/06/2015
MANDEEP SINGH KALRA
trading as ;LEARNING HIGHWAY INSTITUTE

23-B, SHALIMAR PARK, Bhai HIMMAT SINGH NAGAR, DURGI, LUDHIANA (PB.)

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since :01/01/2012

DELHI

Educational & Training Services; Provision of Tuition, Vocational & Computer Training; Organization of Study Courses through Academies, Schools, Colleges & other Educational Institutions, English Speaking Courses & Personality Development, Preparation for IELTS, TOFEL & Study Abroad, Organization of Examination & Competition for Education.
BEAUTY MANTRA

3019758   28/07/2015

VIKRAM SHARMA
83, Pratap Khand, Vishwakarma Nagar, Vivek Vihar Phase-II, New Delhi-110095

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Used Since :01/07/2015

DELHI

Entertainment services
3132276  21/12/2015
SAURABH VERMA
trading as ;CONQUEST DANCE CENTRE
A-10, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO. 5, SHASHI GARDEN, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110091.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3212433  16/03/2016
SANJAY KUMAR MUCHARLA
B-3/47, Vishal Khand3, Gomti Nagar, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh-226010
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA JAIN
H-2697, Sector-49, Sainik Colony, Faridabad, Haryana
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education (Providing Training services)
3225241  31/03/2016
VIJAYKUMAR PRAKASHCHAND PRITHYANI
719, ANAND BHAWAN, NEAR GOODWILL COMPLEX, JABALPUR - 482 001. MADHYA PRADESH. INIDA.

Service Provider

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING IN CLASS-41.
Roaring Farm
3226786  01/04/2016
DHIREN VAITHY
trading as ;Sporting, Corporate, Media and Entertainment Activities
Vaithy Farm, Pathare Wadi, Opposite Bageecha Swagath Restaurant, Malwani Village, Mumbai - 400095
To organise corporate Events, Launch events, media events, Team Building Activities like paintball, RC cars etc., holding various music festivals & gigs, entertainment events, giving venue for Shootin
Proprietary concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX CONSEILLER
401, Narayan Bhavan, 82/86, Perin Nariman Street (Bazaar Gate), Off CST & GPO, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001
Used Since :01/03/2016
MUMBAI
Service provider of organising corporate Events, Launch events, media events, Team Building Activities like paintball, RC cars etc., holding various music festivals & gigs, entertainment events, giving venue for Shootings, Ads/commercials/videos etc., to rent out venue which has multiple small shack kind of setups for restaurants/gourmets to be utilized for weekend experience zones.
3226909 02/04/2016

VIKRAMJEET SINGH trading as ACE SPORTS ACADEMY
96-C, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA
Service Provider
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Aeets address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/01/2007

DELHI
SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
SCIENCE VISION

3229466   07/04/2016
TAMAI ONETOM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
FF 27 NWA, CLUB ROAD, PUNJABI BAGH, DELHI-110026.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/01/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3231089    07/04/2016
UJJWAL GARG
R-14/4, Budhh Prakash Garg Marg, Raj Nagar, Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh-201001
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Coaching Classes.
3231145   08/04/2016
LEARNING CURVE INSTITUTE
trading as ;Learning Curve Institute
B 234, Janta Colony, Adarsh Nagar, Jaipur, 302004, India
Services
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAGYA CHATURVEDI
E-7, 2nd Floor, Vijay Nagar, Single Storey, Delhi-9
Used Since :01/03/2016
DELHI
EDUCATION AND PROVIDING OF COACHING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS LEARNING CURVE INSTITUTE AND OTHER DESCRIPTIVE WORDS EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3233692   12/04/2016
GLOBAL DISCOVERY ACADEMY PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 1, 1ST FLOOR, DEVRAJ COMPLEX, NEAR SWAMINARAYAN TEMPLE, ISCON TEMPLE, GOTRI, VADODARA -390 015, GUJARAT, INDIA
Service Provider
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA LEGAL
402-04, SHILP-2, NEAR SALES INDIA, INCOME TAX CIRCLE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380 009, GUJARAT
Used Since :05/11/2015

AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION SERVICES; TEACHING SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND INSTRUCTIONS; LIBRARY SERVICES; ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS, RESEARCH PROGRAMME; PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PRINTED AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA AND RECORDINGS; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3235778  16/04/2016
ASHUTOSH BHARDAWJ
House no. 59, Pocket H4/5, Suvidha kunj, Pitampura, New Delhi - 110034, Delhi, India
Education and training

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VEDANT VIJAY PUJARI
ACCURES LEGAL, RZ 44-A, Palam Vihar, Sector-6, Dwarka, New Delhi - 110 075, India
Used Since 28/03/1992

DELHI
Education; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities; services of schools and academies [education].
3237380    18/04/2016
DIRIGEANT EDUCATION TRUST
trading as ;Robust legal
72/18, Deshbandhu Road (East) Kolkata-700035, West Bengal.
Service Provider
Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :06/04/2016
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION, ORGANISATION OF CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF IN-PERSON EDUCATIONAL FORUMS, TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES / INSTRUCTION SERVICES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]
3238841  21/04/2016

RAMESH KUMAR MISHRA
FLAT NO. F-1660, GAUR GRANDEUR, SECTOR -119, NOIDA, UTTAR PRADESH.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAKESH KUMAR
105-106 APRA PLAZA-A PLOT NO.29, ROAD NO.44 COMMUNITY CENTRE, NEAR M2K RANI BAGH PITAMPURA DELHI-34

Used Since :01/02/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately. Mark shall be used as represented.
RADIO PITAARA

3243871  27/04/2016
BLUETICKMARK COMMUNICATIONS LLP
FLAT NO. 5617, ORCHID CRESANT, DLF PHASE-IV, GURGOAN, HR 122002
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MOHAN SINHA ADV.,
C-218 SEC-10 VASUNDHARA ,NEAR VANASTHALI PUBLIC SCHOOL GHAZIABAD-201012 U.P

Used Since :12/03/2016

DELHI

EDUCATION; ENTERTAINMENT; CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; SOURCE OF INFORMATIVE CONTENTS WHICH WOULD BE CREATED, CURATED & CONVEYED USING MULTI-MEDIA PLATFORMS; RECREATION INFORMATION; RADIO ENTERTAINMENT.
3248122 02/05/2016
MR. SANJAY RAJPUT
MR. SHAKEEL AHMAD
MRS. MUKTA CHAUHAN
trading as ;HAIR FASHION ACADEMY
D-37/5, MAYUR VIHAR, NEAR KUKREJA HOSPITAL, DELHI-110096.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :27/02/2016
DELHI
EDUCATION ACADEMIES, TEACHING; PHYSICAL EDUCATION, MEDICAL EDUCATION CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, ORPHANAGE, SYMPOSIUMS, TRAINING WORKSHOPS; ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS AND SHOWS; VOCATIONAL ENTERTAINMENT, CULTURE ACTIVITIES, AS PER CLASS 41
3249302 03/05/2016
INTERNATIONAL HOTEL INVESTMENTS PLC
22, EUROPA CENTRE, FLORIANA FRN 1400, MALTA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIPG
K-2/5 (OPP. CENTRAL ARCADE), DLF PHASE-II, GURGAON, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA, INDIA
Used Since: 27/03/1997
To be associated with:
3096235
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT: ENTERTAINMENT CLUB SERVICES; MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; BOOKING OF
ENTERTAINMENT; PROVIDING FACILITIES FOR ENTERTAINMENT; LIVE ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT
INFORMATION SERVICES; BOOKING OF ENTERTAINMENT HALLS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED AT
NIGHTCLUBS; HOLIDAY CENTER ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY HOTELS;
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED AT DISCOTHEQUES; PROVISION OF ROOMS FOR ENTERTAINMENT; WEDDING
CELEBRATIONS (ORGANIZATION OF ENTERTAINMENT FOR-); ARRANGING FOR TICKET RESERVATIONS FOR SHOES
AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS; CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; CULTURAL SERVICES; ORGANIZING CULTURAL AND
ARTS EVENTS; ARRANGING OF CONFERENCES RELATING TO CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3096235
RAKESH KUMAR
6603, DLF CITY PHASE-IV, GURGAON, HARYANA

service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since: 15/04/2015

DELHI

education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting & cultural activities; arranging & conducting of conferences, seminars, workshops, educational services, instruction services, practical training, certificate courses, publication of books & texts, organization of educational competitions, organization of exhibitions for educational purposes, radio & television programmers, reiki healing, chakra healing, law of attraction, mind programming, past life regression therapy, color therapy & crystal therapy, yoga & meditation, tarot card reading & vastu shastra
3251562  05/05/2016
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO. RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately.Mark
shall be used as represented
3253440  07/05/2016
ANKIT AGARWAL, VINITA AGARWAL, AKHILESH CHANDRA, DHARMARAO YECHURI, LAKSHYA SINGHAL, NITIN AGARWAL ANDUTKARSH JOSHI
trading as ;BRIJMALA SOCIETY
14TH MILESTONE, JHJRA , CHAKRATA ROAD, DEHRADUN- 248007, (UTTRAKHAND) INDIA
Service Provider
SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT, 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :31/07/1997
DELHI
ACADEMIC AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES THROUGH SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, PRE-PRIMARY SCHOOLS, PRIMARY SCHOOLS, SECONDARY SCHOOLS, INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS, UNDER GRADUATE SCHOOLS, POST GRADUATE SCHOOLS, DOCTORAL LEVEL, RESEARCH CENTRES, AND/OR TECHNICAL INSTITUTIONS AND COLLEGES; DISTANCE LEARNING; TO COLLABORATE E-LEARNING AND TEACHING SERVICES; PRINTING AND PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND ON- LINE JOURNALS, JOINT VENTURES WITH VARIOUS SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, UNIVERSITIES, INSTITUTIONS, BOTH LOCAL AND FOREIGN; ESTABLISH STUDY CENTRES IMPARTING ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, VOCATIONAL AND HIGHER EDUCATION AND PROVIDE TRAINING IN ALL DISCIPLINES OF KNOWLEDGE; ESTABLISH INSTITUTIONS OF INTERNATIONAL LEVEL SUCH AS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS, UNIVERSAL COLLEGES AND RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS IN WHICH STUDENTS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD COULD BE ENROLLED; ARRANGE INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AND PROFESSOR EXCHANGE PROGRAMS.
HERO

3254879   09/05/2016

BML INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
264, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA

Service Providers
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since :17/09/2003

DELHI

Services relating to education and training, publication of text book and magazines, arranging and conduction of conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums, workshops, competitions;
3254894  09/05/2016
BML INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
264, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA
Service Providers
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3254879
DELHI
Medical and hospital education and training; teaching and education; Publishing of medical publications and texts; organization of medical conferences and symposiums; on-line library services, namely providing electronic library services which feature journals, magazines, photographs and pictures via an on-line computer network; Vocational training and skill development;
HERO
3254909  09/05/2016
BML INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
264, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA
Service Providers
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3254879, 3254894
DELHI
Medical and hospital education and training; teaching and education; Publishing of medical publications and texts; organization of medical conferences and symposiums; on-line library services, namely providing electronic library services which feature journals, magazines, photographs and pictures via an on-line computer network; Vocational training and skill development;
3256282  10/05/2016
ZEPETTO CO.
11th Fl., Jaram Bldg 78, Mapo-daero, Mapo-gu, Seoul, 04168, Korea
Service Provider
a company organized and existing under the laws of People’s Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since: 21/04/2016

DELHI
Production of films; On-line publication of electronic books and journals, not downloadable; Organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; Provision of information relating to electronic computer games provided via the Internet; Providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; Providing amusement arcade services; Entertainment services, namely, providing internet game center in the nature of a website featuring non-downloadable games; Entertainment services, namely, providing of game center for mobile device consisting of an online website featuring online shooting games, online action games, online role playing games, online simulation games; Entertainment services, namely, providing of game center for mobile device consisting of an online website featuring online shooting games, online action games, online role playing games, online simulation games; Providing of mobile game services; Providing of mobile game via wireless internet; Providing of mobile game via cellular phones; Providing of electronic publications relating to mobile game, not downloadable; Providing a web-based system and on-line portal for customers to participate in on-line gaming, operation and coordination of game tournaments, leagues and tours for recreational computer game playing Entertainment services, namely, providing of online shooting games, online action games, online role playing games, online flight simulator games, online strategy simulation games; Entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer games.
3256654  11/05/2016

TV18 BROADCAST LTD.

trading as ; TV18 BROADCAST LTD.

First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DUA ASSOCIATES.

202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI

EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA; ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word India. Mark shall be used as represented.
3256658  11/05/2016
TV18 BROADCAST LTD.
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LTD.
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :18/04/2016
DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately.Mark
shall be used as a whole as represented.
3263045  18/05/2016
PRASAD VINAY SHRINGARPURE
503, Roanne Residency, Lourdes Colony, Near Corporation Bank, Orlem, Malad West, Mumbai - 400064
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :13/05/2016
MUMBAI
Academies education, Coaching training, Education information, Educational services, Practical training demonstration, Teaching, Tuition.
IRIS e-Sim
3269946  27/05/2016
APPLIED RESEARCH INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
B-1, HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE PROVIDER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE LAW OFFICES OF JAFA & JAVALI
S-316, PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI 110017
Used Since : 02/12/1998
To be associated with:
3269934, 3269938, 3269942
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
Creative Image

3270724  27/05/2016

RAGHU RAI (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
2A, 2nd FLOOR, AMBAWATTA COMPLEX, 1091/1, WARD NO. 1, MEHRAULI, NEW DELHI-110030

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
806, Aggarwal Cyber Plaza-1, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitampura, Delhi-110034, India.

Used Since: 12/09/2014

To be associated with:
3270723

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, as included in class 41.
3270791  30/05/2016
MAHENDRA EDUCATIONAL PVT.LTD.
trading as ;MAHENDRA EDUCATIONAL PVT.LTD.
CP-9, FAIZABAD ROAD, VIJAYANT KAHND, GOMTI NAGAR, LUCKNOW, UP-226010.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIBAL CHANDRA PAL, ADVOCATE
D1502,Angel Jupiter,Ahinsakhand2, Indirapuram,Ghaziabad-201014
Used Since :09/04/2008
DELHI
EDUCATION & TRAINING
3279910 08/06/2016
TEAMSKILLS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TEAMSKILLS PRIVATE LIMITED
86, CANNING STREET, 3RD FLOOR, KOLKATA 700001.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :15/04/2015
KOLKATA
VOCATIONAL SKILL DEVELOPMENT TRAINING.
3280228  08/06/2016
VINOD SHARMA
trading as ;WORLD INNOVATIVE BRAIN SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
VINAYAK NAGAR, GHUGHARA, AJMER-305023, RAJASTHAN
WORLD INNOVATIVE BRAIN SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED PVT. LTD.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MONIKA TAPARIA
183, Ganesh Vihar, Sirsi mod, sirsi road, Jaipur 302012
Used Since :21/09/2015
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, PROVIDING TEACHING, TRAINING INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORLD.
GHAZAL BAHAAAR

3282541  08/06/2016

ASHOK KHOSLA
Chaitanya Towers, B Wing, Flat No.1902, Appa Saheb Marathe Marg, Behind Siddivinayak Temple, Prabhadevi, Mumbai – 400 025
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since :17/01/2014

MUMBAI
arranging and conducting of concerts; music composition services; production of music; organization of shows [impresario services]; presentation of live performances; providing on-line music; radio entertainment; production of radio and television programmes; songwriting; and karaoke services
3282803  10/06/2016
ARBAZ KHAN
60, Poorandas ka bagicha, Manik Bagh Road, Indore-452001, Madhya Pradesh, India
Service Provider
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORMULATEIP TECHNOLEGAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
#758,3rd floor, 19th main, Dollar Scheme layout, HSR Layout 2nd Sector, Bangalore, India-560102
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
arranging of beauty contests; booking of seats for shows; club services [entertainment or education]; arranging and conducting of concerts; disc jockey services; entertainer services; entertainment services; entertainment information; modeling for artists; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; party planning [entertainment]; presentation of variety shows; presentation of live performances; production of shows
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately. Mark shall be used as represented.
Art Of Trading

3283885  13/06/2016
SHYAMAL RANJAN SINHA
trading as ;Shyamal Ranjan Sinha
B2/17 Pharma Apt., 88 I P Extn, Patparganj Delhi-110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMESH CHANDRA JOSHI
OFFICE NO.304, JAI GANESH VISHWA, VISHRANTWADI, PUNE-411015.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
TRAINING INSTITUTE, EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES TRAININGS (TECHNICAL / NON-TECHNICAL) , TRAINING CENTRE, COACHING, COUNSELING ETC.
3283946  14/06/2016

BPI INDIA PVT. LTD.
A-27, GROUND FLOOR, MOHAN COOPERATIVE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW DELHI-110044.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RISHABH MAHESHWARI
A-219, LGF, DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI 110024
Used Since : 10/06/2016

To be associated with:
3283945

DELHI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
WINNERS DIGEST

3286829  16/06/2016

INSTITUTE OF DIRECTORS
M-56 A, GREATER KAILASH PART II (MARKET) NEW DELHI- 110048, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOCIETY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HARPREET OBEROI
81, NATIONAL PARK, LAJPAT NAGAR-4 NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :10/07/2014

DELI
PRINTED AND ONLINE PUBLICATION OF CORPORATE JOURNALS, BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND ARTICLES
3288263  17/06/2016
RISHABH THAKUR
HOUSE NO 131 GARHA ROAD RANITAL, KAMLA NEHRU NAGAR WARD, OPPOSITE TO BSNL QUATERS, JABALPUR (MADHYA PRADESH) - 482002
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.
Used Since :01/01/2014
MUMBAI
MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS, SOUND RECORDING SERVICES, MUSICAL PERFORMANCES,
LIVE MUSIC SERVICES, LIVE MUSIC SHOWS, MUSIC PUBLISHING AND MUSIC RECORDING SERVICES, TUITION IN
MUSIC, LIVE MUSICAL CONCERTS, MUSICAL PERFORMANCES
3296959  28/06/2016

PIYUSH KUMAR PANDEY DIRECTOR OF PURR INFOMEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
7/601, EAST END APPARTMENTS, MAYUR VIHAR, PHASE-1 EXTENTION, DELHI-110096.
ENTERTAINMENT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557, 3RD FLOOR, OFFICE-10, HEERA COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 22/06/2016

DELHI
ANNUAL AWARDS FUNCTION, AWARD SHOW, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3297120    30/06/2016
MALHOTRA BOOK DEPOT
SATISH BALA MALHOTRA
MONICA MALHOTRA KANDHARI
SONICA MALHOTRA
GULAB BHAWAN, 6, BAHADUR SHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 002, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES
176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III FARIDABAD HARYANA
Used Since :01/07/2014
DELHI
SPORTS EVENT, CONDUCTING MARATHON & ALLIED ACTIVITIES
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

entertainment services by content leasing and aggregation services featuring videos, audios, images, movies, pictures, user-generated content, text, via internet, mobile or other computer and communication networks; digital video and audio entertainment publishing services; providing online sound and video recordings of concerts, award shows, plays and other live and broadcast events; promotional services in the form of online video; hosting multimedia content for others; hosting video advertisements via internet, mobile or other computer and communication networks
ASHIRWAADSHREE

3297888  29/06/2016

ASHIRWAADSHREE INFRAWORLD PRIVATE LIMITED
H. NO. 24, SAVARKAR NAGAR, GORAKHNATH GORAKHPUR, 273015, Uttar Pradesh, INDIA

services

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL RAJPUT
336-B, bhai randhir singh Nagar, Ludhiana
Used Since: 25/03/2014

DELHI

Education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities
Paradiso Productions

3298266  30/06/2016
PAWAN KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;Paradiso Productions, A Proprietorship Firm
House No.2A, Pocket A-12, Vaishali Apartment, Kalkaji Extension, New Delhi-110019
Providing of services relating to Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
The applicant has applied for the trademark in his own name

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :24/06/2016

DELHI
Education, Providing of training, Entertainment, Sporting and cultural activities including works of production, edition, replication, digitization, distribution, release of cinematograph, film, TV program, Serials, documentaries; hiring of theater, cinema, studio for performance of films, stage show; Assistance for production of music; lyrics, composing, recording of music; Assistance for musicians, singers, actors; Prepare, Launch, distribution of music, sound recording, musical album with audio-video clippings included in class 41
3298462  29/06/2016
THE INDIAN PUBLIC SCHOOL SOCIETY
The Doon School, Chand Bagh, Mall Road, Dehradun-248001, Uttarakhand
Service provider
Society registered under the Societies Registration Act of 1860
Address for service in India/Agents address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
501/7, LANE W-21A, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-62
Used Since : 01/10/2013
To be associated with:
2896831
DELHI
Education and Training Services, Including Publication of Books, Pamphlets, Textbooks, Training Modules, and other Materials and Related Services Covering a Wide Variety of Educational Topics in Print and Electronic Format, Arranging of Award Ceremonies
ABHIRUP BOSE
SOURAV MONDAL.
trading as ;BULL STRENGTH
62 A,HARI GHOSH STREET, KOLKATA - 700 006.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :28/03/2016
KOLKATA
PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING.
3309568   14/07/2016
DEEPAK GOYAL
trading as ;CAREER CLASSES
2 / 3 , South Tukoganj , Opp. Hotel Surya , Bandhan Bank building , Indore ( M.P.)
Service Providers.
Sole Proprietory firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :01/04/1994
MUMBAI
Education , Entertainment and Training Services .
ALLIED INSTITUTE OF COMPUTER EDUCATION

3311493   18/07/2016

MANISH PORWAL
DURGANAGAR, KAKHRAHI BAZAR, AURAIYA ROAD, DIBIYAPUR, AURAIYA U.P- 206244
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/05/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3317970   25/07/2016
MAHESH KUMAR
# 38, MUNESHAWARA LAYOUT, LAGGERE BRIDGE BANGALORE-560 058
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLO PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B S VENKATANARAYANA
NO.92, 2ND FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, MALLESHWARAM, BANGALORE-560003, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/09/2010

CHENNAI
PROVIDING DANCE AND FITNESS CLASS TO STUDENTS
THE STORYTELLERS
3324243  29/07/2016
SURUCHI BAJAJ
trading as ;The Storytellers
Modern Drug Promoters, Garima Royale, 2nd Floor, Danish Road, Panbazar, Guwahati 781001
Fashion and Lifestyle Events
Partner
DR. SALONI LADHA SABOO
trading as ;The Storytellers
House No. 21, Chanakyapath G S Road, Dispur, Guwahati 781005
Fashion and Lifestyle Events
Partner
ADITI HOLANI
trading as ;The Storytellers
2 Ho Chi Minh Sarani, Saket Apartments, 9th Floor, Kolkata 700071
Fashion and Lifestyle Events
Partner
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
ORGANISATION OF CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS such as organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; presentation of variety shows including exhibitions, events, fashion and lifestyle event; presentation of live performances, organization of shows and such other events.
GYMYARD

3328295  05/08/2016
RAJATDEEP SINGH
GURPREET SINGH
trading as ;K K BEYOND LIMITS LLP
A-248 GUJRAWALA TOWN, PART-III, NEW DELHI-110009
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
C-21, SAWAN PARK, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-IIIRD, DELHI 110052
Used Since :01/06/2016
DELHI
GYM; HEALTH CENTRE FOR MAN AND WOMAN
LAXMI

3330283  05/08/2016
M/S. LAXMI COLLEGE OF OPTOMETRY
trading as ;M/s. Laxmi College of Optometry
Laxmi Eye Institute, Uran Road, Panvel, Dist- Raigad 410206
Service Provider
Registered Trust
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web: www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :14/06/2000
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
SMALL WONDERZ
BINDU PANDEY
SUNIL PANDEY
trading as ;SMALL WONDERZ
SKE 817, SHIPRA KRISHNA VISTA, AHINSA KHAND, GHAZIABAD-201014, UTTAR PRADESH
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :02/05/2011
DELHI
EDUCATION SERVICES, PLAY SCHOOL, NURSERY SCHOOL
The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.
3352217  02/09/2016

MS. DIVYA JAIN
41, RAJPUR ROAD, CIVIL LINES, DELHI-110054.

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAWNA BHATNAGAR ADVOCATE
61/A, B.D. ESTATE LUCKNOW ROAD, CIVIL LINES, DELHI-54

Used Since :01/02/2016

DELHI

EVENTS & ENTERTAINMENT, CONDUCTING OF FASHION SHOWS & BEAUTY CONTEST.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word India.
OPEN NETWORK

3355028  05/09/2016
M/S BHARTI AIRTEL LIMITED
1, Nelson Mandela Marg, Vasant Kunj, Phase II, New Delhi-110070
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI-110 062
Used Since :15/06/2016

DELHI
EDUCATION, TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZING LIVE CONCERTS, PRODUCTION OF TELEVISION & RADIO PROGRAM, PROVIDING ONLINE EDUCATION & TRAINING, FACILITIES, ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS & SOFTWARE; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOK, E-JOURNAL; MOVIE SCREENING, MUSIC PERFORMANCE, PROVIDING ONLINE COMMUNITY CHAT ROOMS, FORUMS, JOURNALS, BLOGS AND LISTSERVS FOR USERS, PUBLICATION AND ISSUING OF BOOKS, PERIODICALS & FURTHER PRINTED MATTERS IN ELECTRONIC MEDIA (INCLUDING CD, DVD), PROVIDING INFORMATION, EDUCATION AND EXPERTISE ON TELECOMMUNICATIONS & SERVICES RELATED TO TELECOM INDUSTRY & TELECOM DEVICES & THEIR USE, FUNCTIONS, FEATURES, BENEFITS, ONLINE ELECTRONIC GAMES, SERVICES THROUGH MOBILE APPS
3447227  30/12/2016
GOPAL DASH BAGHEL
trading as ;swachh neta
Mahamaya Niwas,197-243, RSC-48 Opp OXford Public School Gate No. -2Sector-5,Charkop Kandivali West Mumbai-400067, Maharashtra
Service Provider
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE swachh neta.
RED FM DHULANDI FESTIVAL
3478726 09/02/2017
DIGITAL RADIO (DELHI) BROADCASTING LIMITED
401, DAKHA HOUSE, 18/17, W.E.A., KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110005
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.A. ASSOCIATES
B-6/83 FIRST FLOOR SEC 7 ROHINI DELHI 85
Used Since :01/02/2017
To be associated with:
1503155, 1659925, 1659935
DELHI
RADIO & TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT; ONLINE MUSIC; RENTAL OF SOUND RECORDINGS, RADIO AND TELEVISION SETS; PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; EVENT MANAGEMENT; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; CULTURAL, SPORTS, ENTERTAINMENT COMPETITIONS, SHOWS & FESTIVALS; ARRANGING & CONDUCTING COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIA, TRAINING WORKSHOPS; RECREATION & ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; FILM, STUDIO & THEATRE FACILITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3485961   19/02/2017
NREACH ONLINE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;NREACH ONLINE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
37, 1ST FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
SERVICE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/01/2017
DELHI
Education : Education; Providing Of Training; Sporting Activities
3496624  02/03/2017
MAHARISHI INSTITUTE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE
121, FIRST FLOOR, DLF GALLERIA, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1 DELHI-110091
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDES & FIDUCIA LAW FIRM
H-21, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-1, NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :07/08/2001
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS-41
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 41

3510129 18/03/2017
MS EEFFRONN ENTERTAINMENT
198/19, 1st Floor, Ramesh Market, East of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065
Partnership Firm Registered Under The Partnership Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH LOCU POOJARI
LEGAL HOUSE, 94, 1ST FLOOR, HEERA PANNA MALL, NEW LINK ROAD, NEAR OSHIWARA POLICE STATION, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400102

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT, FILM PRODUCTION, MOVIE STUDIO, PRODUCTION OF RADIO ON AND TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND SHOWS, STUDIOS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT AND PROGRAMS.
3513550    24/03/2017

VARUN MITTAL
A-62, Moti Parayag, Anand Hospital, Garh Road, Meeruth-250004 (U.P)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Adventure Playground & Training Services, Organising of sports Events and Sports Competitions, Entertainment;
Sporting and cultural activities included in Class-41
3522184 09/04/2017

VISHAL GUPTA
H No. 3047 Ward No 9 Khurar, Mohali (Pb)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Education services
3529205 19/04/2017
NEETI BALI PUNJ
trading as ;NEETI BALI PUNJ
C-139, 2ND FLOOR, HARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110064
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3529395  19/04/2017
KAIPIL KASHYAP
B-4/2, KRISHNA NAGAR, NEAR CHAWLA JEWELLERS, DELHI-110051
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KINGSINGH LEGAL CONSULTANTS
3 VEER SAVARKAR MARKET, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING GYMNASIUM AND FITNESS TRAINING
DHAMPUR

3529528  19/04/2017
DHAMPUR RISE PVT LIMITED
Corp Office- 24 School Lane, Near World Trade Centre, New Delhi-110001
BODY INCORPORATED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH SHARMA
Ch.No. 391,PATIALA HOUSE COURT, NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :01/04/1994

DELHI

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMES/SERVICES INCLUDING EDUCATIONAL, SPORTS, RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL, NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS PROGRAMMES/SERVICES
3531038  21/04/2017
PREM CHAND DEGRA
B-17/801/17, MANAVTA NAGAR, HOSHIARPUR, PUNJAB - 146 001
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Used Since :01/01/2012
DELHI
PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING; SPORTING ACTIVITIES; GYMNASIUM; WEIGHT TRAINING; YOGA CLASSES; AEROBICS CLASSES.
CLA

3531764    22/04/2017

VINEET AGGARWAL
1324, SECTOR -28 FARIDABAD-HARYANA
Individual Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANU SHARMA ADVOCATE
625, SECTOR-5, NEAR HUDA GROUND, GURGAON, HR 122001

Used Since :01/04/2010

DELHI

Education; Providing of training, Organisation of Teaching, Education, Educational consultancy, career counseling
[education], Educational institute services, Teaching, Teaching services, arranging teaching programmes, Teaching by
correspondence courses, Organising of education exhibitions, Organising of education conferences, Publication of
educational materials, Conducting of educational courses.

Not Applicable.
3532356   24/04/2017
SUNEET PURI
PURI CLOTH HOUSE MAIN MARKET TALWARA,TALWARA-144216
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
3533293 25/04/2017
FEDERATION OF INDIAN PETROLEUM INDUSTRY (FIPI)
PHD HOUSE, 2ND FLOOR, 4/2 SIRI INSTITUTIONAL AREA, AUGUST KRANTI MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 016
A SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT, 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - 1, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CULTURAL PROGRAMS, SHOWS, ARTISTIC PERFORMANCES, SEMINARS, EXHIBITIONS, COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, CLASSES, SYMPOSIUMS, WORKSHOPS, COMPETITIONS, CONCERTS AND EVENTS; RECOGNITION BY WAY OF AWARDS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS & MAGAZINES; PRODUCTION OF AUDIO, VIDEO AND FILMS.
ALPINE SCHOOL

3540939  03/05/2017
DUSHYANT KUMAR SHARMA
H.NO. 1126 SECTOR 15, PART II, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
ALPINE SCHOOL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDER KANT & ASSOCIATES
Office No. 217, 2nd Floor, Vardhman Prachi Plaza, Sector-8, Rohini, Delhi - 110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education Services included in class 41
ALPINE WORLD SCHOOL

3540949  03/05/2017
DUSHYANT KUMAR SHARMA
H.NO. 1126 SECTOR 15, PART II, GURGAON, HARYANA-122001
ALPINE WORLD SCHOOL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDER KANT & ASSOCIATES
Office No. 217, 2nd Floor, Vardhman Prachi Plaza, Sector-8, Rohini, Delhi - 110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education Services included in class 41
3544065  08/05/2017

TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
Express Trade Tower, Plot no. 15-16, Sector 16 A, Noida, Uttar Pradesh-201301

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DUA ASSOCIATES.

202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Used Since :24/04/2017

DELHI

Education and entertainment via programs accessible by television, audio, video and global computer networks; providing info. relating to a wide range of education, news and current affairs and entertainment via website, global computer network, online databases, Internet, audio, video and print media; organizing of academic, recreational, cultural and sports activities; Production, distribution, syndication of entertainment/educational programs
3565665   07/06/2017
ANUKRITI SHARMA
C 1/58, VIPUL KHAND, GOMTI NAGAR, LUCKNOW
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVAM RASTOGI
#3, 2nd Floor, P37/38, Gomti Complex, Mayur Vihar Phase-I, New Delhi, 110091

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
INN NETWORK
3570810  14/06/2017
VIKASH KUMAR SINGH
K-104, WINDSOR PARK, INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING, CULTURAL, EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
INH BROADCASTING PRIVATE LIMITED
D-128, Upper Ground Floor, New Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi-110060
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
B1, 408, Runwal Seagull, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 411028
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities included in class 41
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3217816.
3579652    27/06/2017
BHUPESH KUMARI KHERA
635 CHURCH ROAD, SHEKHPUR, ALIGANJ, LUCKNOW - 226022, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
NEWS REPORTING, ONLINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC NEWSPAPERS, PUBLICATION OF NEWSPAPERS, PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC NEWSPAPERS ACCESSIBLE VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC NEWSPAPERS, NEWS REPORTER SERVICES, ONLINE NEWS PORTAL
3581670    30/06/2017
RAJ BAHADUR JAIN
T-941/4, 1ST FLOOR(RIGHT), NEHRU ROAD, ARJUN NAGAR, KOTLA MUBARAKPUR, NEW DELHI-110003
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PIYUSH KUMAR
CHAMBER NO. 403, Block No.1, DELHI HIGH COURT, NEW DELHI-110003
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMES / SERVICES INCLUDING EDUCATIONAL, SPORTS, CULTURAL, NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS PROGRAMMES / SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
3587798  08/07/2017
BALWINDER KUMAR TRADING AS JAI BHIM PRODUCTION HOUSE
H. NO-53/A, AMAN NAGAR, GULAB DEVI ROAD, JALANDHAR-144001 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
Event Management; Entertainment & Cultural Activities; Organization, Production, Presentation & Conducting of Music Concerts, Festivals, Cultural Performances, Musical Events, Artistic Events and Activities; Producing and Directing Radio and Music Events in the form of Live Radio and Television Programmes; Editing of Radio and Television Programmes.
CHAUHAN ENTERPRISES
3596336  21/07/2017
CHAUHAN ENTERPRISES
PLOT 149P NEAR DPS SCHOOL, SECTOR 47, GURGAON HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/08/2004
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
CREATIVE LABS

3611729  12/08/2017

MR. HARSH NARAYAN
S-452, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I, NEW DELHI-110048, INDIA

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIVAM REGISTRATION CO.
944/3, 2ND FLOOR, FAIZ ROAD, NAIWALA, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI 110005

Used Since: 10/07/2013

DELHI

3619521  24/08/2017
BHAVNEET PAL SINGH BAKSHI
H.NO. 2151 PHASE 10 MOAHLLSAS NAGAR ,PB.-160062
Individual an Indian Citizen.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/10/2014
DELHI
GYMNASIUM SERVICES, GYMNASIUM CLUB SERVICES, GYMNASIUMS.
SAGA ZONE

SURJIT SINGH PROP. OF SAGA ZONE
No. B-18-3236, Model Gram Extension, Kochar Market, Ludhiana
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RCOL & PARTNERS
D-113, RIDGEWOOD ESTATE, DLF-4, GURGAON

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Education & Training services relating to IELTS, TOEFL, Language Courses, Computer, Vocational Courses, Yoga, Health & Wellness, Health and fitness training services; Medical training and teaching; Organization of conferences and symposiums in the field of medical science
3653485  10/10/2017  
JAGJIT SINGH WALIA  
C-461 S.F.S. DIVYA JYOTI APPTT, SECTOR-19, ROHINI, DELHI-110089  
Individual  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RAJENDRA SINGH BEDI  
2035, Rani Bagh, Delhi - 110034  

Proposed to be Used  
To be associated with:  
3605447  
DELHI  
Hospitality Services having the basic aim of entertainment, amusement or recreation of people and a kind of club services to the people with or without food & beverages, arranging and conducting concerts, Disc jockey services, Discotheque services, amusement park services, entertainer services, entertainment services, conducting fitness services, health club services, organization of shows, recreation information services, night club services, orchestra services, organization of entertainment competitions, party planning, presentation of live shows, presentation of variety shows, arranging and conducting of seminars.
TIGER CUP

3661694 23/10/2017
MANISH JADLI
18, RAMDHANI CHAWL GEAVON DEVI ROAD POISAR KANDIVALI EAST MUMBAI 400101
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Arranging and conducting of sports competitions

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3663474   26/10/2017
GAUTAM SHARMA
#590, SECTOR - 11, PANCHKULA
INDIVIDUAL AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/10/2017
DELHI
Arranging and conducting of sports events, Organisation of sports events and competitions, Providing information relating to sports and sporting events.
MPSHEEN

3669563  03/11/2017
MANINDER PAL SINGH TRADING AS MPSHEEN ENTERTAINMENT
H. NO-292, ST. NO-4, RANJIT AVENUE, NEAR BUS STAND, SRI MUKTSAR SAHIB (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Arranging of Film Events, Musical Events, Cultural & Sporting Events and Live Entertainment Events.
3674054    09/11/2017
VIJAY KUMAR TRADING AS M POWER GLOBAL STEM EDUCATION
House No. 98, Saraswati Kunj, Golf Course Road, Sector-53, Gurgaon Sector-56, Gurgaon 122011
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI
MSGIP, ADVOCATES AND IP ATTORNEYS B-895, GROUND FLOOR, DTDC COURIER STREET, PALAM EXTENSION,
SECTOR-7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110077

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education, providing of training, tuition classes.
Gamma Resonance Classes

3677590    14/11/2017
GURPINDER SINGH MANN
trading as ;GAMMA RESONANCE CLASSES
RANI KA BAGH AMRITSAR 143001 PUNJAB, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBICA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
51, INSIDE RAM BAGH CHOWK, POST BOX NO. 79, AMRITSAR, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :04/05/2017

DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL COACHING, TRAINING AND CAREER GUIDANCE SERVICES
3688913 27/11/2017
BLUEHORSE ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
WZ 34, GROUND FLOOR, PREM NAGAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G L VERMA
VERMA & CO, 221, V. B. PLAZA, PLOT-10, PKT-7, OPP. METRO, SECTOR-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :15/06/2016
DELHI
Education and Entertainment Services, Films production, movies, motion pictures, works of visual art or literature to the public for cultural or educational purposes, Film Production and Film Studio Services; Cinema Services; Motion Picture Theater Services; Live Entertainment Services; Music Composition & Recording Services
FUTURE STARZ

3709496   22/12/2017
RUCHIRA SINGHAL
trading as; FUTURE STARZ
174, COLLEGE ROAD, BEGUM BAGH, MEERUT, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASIAN REGISTRATION SERVICE.
9 & 10, THAPAR CHAMBERS III, 2 D. B. GUPTA ROAD, PAHAR GANJ, NEW DELHI-110 055.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCHOOL, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE
3825355  06/05/2018
SAROJ JAYPRAKASH JALAN
232, JALAN PALACE, BEHIND RANI SATI MANDIR, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD-380004
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAKASH SOJITRA
M-504, NANDINI 3, VIP ROAD, VESU, SURAT-395007.
Used Since :01/02/2014
AHMEDABAD
Providing education, training, sports, artistic, scientific and cultural activities services
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK / LABEL..
CATCH UP

3882931  09/07/2018

INDIAVIDUAL LEARNING PVT. LTD.
Terrace of Flat 301B, Prestige Four Seasons Brunton Road, Off M.G. Road Bangalore – 560001, KA
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3997761  14/11/2018
VINAY S
No. 151 (22/1), 4th cross, Cambridge layout, Halasuru, Bangalore 560008
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEUVO LEGAL
No. 4/1, Thambu Chetty Road, Cox town, Bengaluru 560005
Used Since: 10/08/2017

CHENNAI
Organizing the events
*The mark should be used as a whole.*
4157516  25/04/2019
XAVIER AUGUSTIN
Fortune enclave, C-101, Banjara hills road no.12, Banjara hills, Hyderabad-500034,Telangana
Service Provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Proposed To Be Used

No exclusive right over U.S EDUCATION ADVISORY CENTER separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark.
4174370  12/05/2019
SRI TULASI VENTURES
Door No.216, First Floor, Old Bar Line Road, Shivamogga 577202
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRISH KUMAR M.S.
NO.46, 6TH CROSS, SAMIGE ROAD MALLESHWARAM, OPP:SSLC BOARD, BANGALORE-560 003.
Used Since :01/05/2019
CHENNAI
TV Entertainment Services
4304746  26/09/2019
ONTAMO ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
103/104, 1ST FLOOR, ORBIT PLAZA, NEW PRABHADEVI MARG, MUMBAI – 400 025
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
PRODUCTION OF VIDEOS; VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION; PRODUCTION OF
TELEVISION PROGRAMS; PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEO GAMES; PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE;
ANIMATION PRODUCTION SERVICES; AUDIO & VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY; DIGITAL
VIDEO, AUDIO AND MULTIMEDIA ENTERTAINMENT PUBLISHING SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF ANIMATED AND LIVE
ACTION PROGRAMS; PRODUCTION OF ANIMATED CARTOONS; AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION; PRODUCTION
OF SOUND AND VIDEO RECORDINGS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PUBLICATION OF AUDIO BOOKS; PUBLICATION OF
MULTIMEDIA MATERIAL ONLINE; ORGANISATION OF ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS; EDUCATION; ENTERTAINMENT AND
SPORT SERVICES, THEATER PRODUCTIONS; LIVE STAGE SHOWS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES,
PROVIDING TRAINING, AMUSEMENT PARK SERVICES
4333438 30/10/2019
AASHIK DHARMARAJ
14-E, MAHALAXMI ILLAM, CHINNASAMY NAGAR, P N PUDUR, VADAVALLI, COIMBATORE, PAPPANAIKCPUDUR,
TAMILNADU 641041
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Publication of books, periodical publications, magazines, newspapers and newsletters
Acelopreneurs

4364160 02/12/2019
ACELOT INNOVATION PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ACELOT INNOVATION PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 23, SECTOR-18, HSIDC, MARUTI INDUSTRIAL AREA, GURGAON-122015, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
ZIPQ
4379487   16/12/2019
MANIPAL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED
Press Corner, Manipal-576104, Karnataka, India.
A Company registered under Indian Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATENTWIRE CONSULTANTS PVT.LTD.
A-199, Ground Floor, Defence Colony, New Delhi-110024, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing online electronic publications in the fields of tourism, sport and recreation; education training and entertainment; reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural events.
INDORE PHYSICAL ACADEMY

4390023   26/12/2019

JITENDRA Perval
10-GAJADHAR NAGAR, GULMOHAR KA BAGICHA, NEAR KSHIRSAGAR COMPLEX, ANAND NAGAR, CHITAWAD ROAD,
INDORE-452001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRI SAI ASSOCIATES
415, Onam Plaza, Old Palasia INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education & Entertainment Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
4392803  30/12/2019
KANWAR PAL SINGH RANAWAT
Jai Shree Colony, Ganpati Nagar, Udaipur-313001
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUDHAKAR JHA
E-25B,2nd Floor,Jawahar Park,Behind Heera Sweets Laxmi Nagar, Delhi-110092.
Used Since :01/09/2019
AHMEDABAD
Academic (Education) Coaching, Classes services included in class 41
VINAY KUMAR
B-69, First Floor, Gulmohar Park, New Delhi-110049
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SHARMA
D-101, Shyam Park Extn., Sahibabad, Ghaziabad, U.P. - 201005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education, Education services, Courses (Training -) relating to law, Adult education services relating to law, Publication of documents in the field of training, science, public law and social affairs, Tuition in law. Business mentoring services, Academic mentoring of school age children.
4394270  31/12/2019
ANJANA MASCARENHAS
23 GROUND FLOOR, RAHEJA MIDAS, MG ROAD, PUNE 411001
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GB LEGAL ASSOCIATES
B 203 Sai Sagar Complex, Palm Beach Road, Plot No. 5, Sec 13, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai 400705

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING EVENTS IN THE FIELD OF FASHION, GROOMING AND BEAUTY CONTEST
4395423  01/01/2020
MEDIMATION EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
4, ADITYMAN CHS, MAHAVIR ROAD, KANTI NAGAR, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI 400 059
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JEENAL UPADHYAY
22, Kalyan Bldg, K.M.Zaveri Road, 2nd floor, 33/34, Mumbai-400004, Maharashtra
Used Since :01/05/2019
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
4396189  02/01/2020
RAS KALA MANCH
WARD NO -9 , NEAR JAYCEE BHAWAN , SAMRAT COLONY , SAFIDON , JIND -126112
SOCIETY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNNY DAHIYA
SHOP NO -6 , FIRST FLOOR , ARYA SCHOOL BUILDING , PANIPAT -132103

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION , PROVIDING TRAINING , ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
4396723 03/01/2020
SKYSTAR ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
B -51/201, Siddha Co-operative Housing Society Ltd, Siddharth Nagar, Part - II, Goregaon (West), Mumbai - 400104
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRANAY MANGHARAM
MZD Legal Consultancy, Office No. 1202, 12th Floor, Regent Chambers, Jamnalal Bajaj Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
entertainment services; entertainer services; television entertainment; providing films, not downloadable, via video on demand services; rental of motion pictures; providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video on demand services; cinema, movie theatre presentations; presentation of live performances; television and radio entertainment included in class 41.
Geet Event's ***Exclusive events, priceless memories***

4397675  04/01/2020

LAUGHTER CHEF
23, NATRAJ COLONY, FOY SAGAR ROAD, AJMER – 305001, RAJASTHAN

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Event Planner, Event Management, Wedding Planner, Party Planner, Entertainment, Corporate Events and other alike events
4397793  04/01/2020
BRANDWIDTH EVENTS PRIVATE LIMITED.
FIRST FLOOR, PROPERTY NO.-B-103, PANCHSHEEL VIHAR, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Entertainment Activities And Services, Production Of Live Entertainment Features, Live Events & Videos, Live Events, Concerts And Performances; Entertainment Performances And Shows, Cultural Activities.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 ,  29/06/2020           Class 41

4398140    04/01/2020
SS.PHOTOGRAPHY
B-35, Kalyani Vihar, Begum Pur, Delhi-110086
Proprietor-Titoo Sharma

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL KUMAR SAH
A-3A, 2ND FLOOR,SAINIK NAGAR,NEW DLEHI-110059.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Photography Services
4406151  11/01/2020
HARDIK NARESH GADA
A/9, VIRESHWAR MAHAL, TEJ RAJ ROAD, VILE PARLE - EAST, MUMBAI - 400057, MAHARSHTRA, INDIA
proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PRODUCTION OF EVENT FILMS, VIDEO SERIALS, ARRANGEMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF EVENTS, PHOTOGRAPHY, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
TS 24 X 7

4406191  12/01/2020
ANAPURNA BROADCASTING PRIVATE LIMITED
D.No.40-26/1-1,Mohiuddin Estate, Brindavan Colony Venkateswarapuram, Opp. "A"; Convention, Labbipet, Vijayawada-520010,
Krishna District, Andhra Pradesh, India
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
No.23, Hari Prem, 2nd floor, Behind Asha Sweets, CMH Road, Indira Nagar 1st Stage, Bangalore-560038.
Used Since :14/09/2019

CHENNAI
Television entertainment; Television entertainment services, News reporting, Reporters services (News), Publication of
electronic newspapers online, Television program production; Distribution of television programmes; Editing of television
programmes; Production of television films; Production of television features; Production of cable television
programmes; Entertainment services in the nature of creation, development and production of television programming;
News reporters services; News reporter services in the nature of news analysis and news commentary; News reporting
services in the field of financial news; News reporting services in the field of business news; Providing news in the nature
of current events reporting; Entertainment services in the nature of television news shows.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "24 x 7".

4406304  13/01/2020
SADGURU ACADEMY
3/75, Shriniketan CHS, Vartak Nagar, Pokharan Road No 1, Thane- 400606, Maharashtra, India
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners Office 203 & 204, Supreme Headquarters, Mumbai-Pune Highway, Mohan Nagar, Baner, Pune - 411045, Maharashtra, India
Used Since :22/07/2017
MUMBAI
Meditation training; Coaching [training]; Providing training programmes; Life coaching [training]; Personal development training; Education, teaching and training; Conducting workshops and seminars in personal awareness; Arranging, conducting and organization of conferences, congresses, colloquiums, workshops [training], seminars and symposiums.
4406689   13/01/2020
BAYSIDE MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
4/31, Artistes Village, CBD- Belapur, Navi Mumbai, Mumbai
A private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK VANEESA RAMESH
THINKING LEGAL, 625, ANSAL CHAMBER - II, BHIKAJI CAMA PALCE, NEW DELHI - 110066
Used Since :01/01/2017

MUMBAI
Class 41 pertains to education; providing of training; entertainment and consists of all forms of education pertaining to persons, animals etc.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE WHOLE LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
4407104  13/01/2020

AMBUJA NEOTIA HOLDINGS PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit No.: 0101, Block-3B, 1st Floor, Ecospace Business Park, Rajarhat, Kolkata-700156, West Bengal, India and also at 216, A.J.C. Bose Road, Kolkata- 700017, West Bengal, India.
An Indian national Company incorporated Under the Companies Act 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 07/12/2017

KOLKATA
Discotheque Service, Disc Jockey Services, Entertainment/Amusement, Night Clubs, Services for Entertainment, Amusement or Recreation of People.

- THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
PINCINACLE EDUCATION SOCIETY
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL, SONOURA ROAD, MAIHAR BY-PASS, SATNA - 485001, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDESH GOPAL ALHAT
ROOM NO. B/6, SONANI NAGAR CHS, BEHIND PENINSULA HOTEL, OPP GANESH TEMPLE, NEAR METRO STATION,
SAKINAKA, MUMBAI - 400072

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, ACADEMIES [EDUCATION], EDUCATION SERVICES, EDUCATION AND INSTRUCTION SERVICES,
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY SCHOOLS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY INSTITUTES OF HIGHER
EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
4409990    16/01/2020
PAWANSHREE FOOD INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
164, Bhagwandin Nagar, Behind Sapna Santee Cinema (Inox), Indore (M.P.), Pincode - 452001, India
Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act through Director.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
4410297  16/01/2020
KIRAN DADASAHEB MOTE
136/2A/2, HARI OM NIVAS, SINHAGAD ROAD, DHAYARI PUNE
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHAL WASON
B2B-85, Janakpuri, Delhi-110058
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COACHING SERVICES
4426347  31/01/2020
VPA EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
GS-2, AMAR JYOTI PALACE,DHANTOLI, WARDHA ROAD, NAGPUR-440012
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEENA MOHINANI
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, 6TH FLOOR, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.
Used Since :08/01/2019
MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities, Publishing and reporting, Education, entertainment and sport services, Conference services, Organising of educational exhibitions, Organisation of competitions, services, Audio, Sports and fitness services, Services, Educational, Interpretation and translation services, Music competition services, Dancing competitions.
SSMRV PU COLLEGE

4433573   07/02/2020
RASHTREEYA SIKSHANA SAMITHI TRUST
R.V. Teacher’s College Building, 2nd Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore – 560 011
a Registered Indian Trust

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Used Since :01/06/2002

CHENNAI

services of providing education and training in the fields of academia at all levels, sports, cultural activities and entertainment; academic publishing services

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION
4456472    27/02/2020

SHALU SINGLA
21, Dhalwal Colony, Patiala- 147001, Punjab.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Used Since :28/01/2020

DELHI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities Under Class “41”
4457337  28/02/2020
AVANTHIKA NITYANAND
P2 Flat no. 4C, 14th cross street, Besant Nagar, Chennai- 600090
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
4458568  29/02/2020
S. SARABJOT SINGH S/O S. TEJINDER SINGH TRADING AS BODY ENGINEERS
# 365-B, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Near E-Block Gurudwara, Ludhiana (Punjab) & also at # 19-C, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana (Punjab)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Fitness gym, health & fitness centre, providing of fitness training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities being services included in class 41
RUMMYTUNES
4460452  02/03/2020
WILD SPADES ENTERTAINMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
268, Prestige Ozone, Magnolia Drive, Whitefield Main Road, Bangalore, Karnataka-560066
Incorporated Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHESTLAW
H 2/4, MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-110017
Used Since :16/09/2019
CHENNAI
Entertainment services
4462794  04/03/2020
MANDEEP SINGH CHAHAL
PIND- SAMRARI, SAMRARI, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB-144418
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BRIJ AGNIHOTRI
#2774, Sector-40/C, Chandigarh-160036.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT & MOVIES PRODUCTION
4463705    05/03/2020
SHAHEEN BHATT.
B/205, Silver Beach Apartments, A B Nair Road, Juhu, Mumbai 400 049.
Indian Inhabitant.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Offering training, imparting education; conducting workshops, seminars, conferences, education & training services; arranging & conducting of exhibition for cultural or education purposes; electronic publishing services; publication of printed matter and printed publications, publication of books, periodical publications, magazines, newspapers and newsletters; library services, electronic and computerized on-line library services; conducting entertainment events, cultural events, live sports events, educational events, and entertainment and cultural activities; providing services relating to education and entertainment; organizing shows, events and exhibitions for cultural and educational purpose; organization of competitions (educational, entertainment and cultural) being services included in class 41.
SHOEVOLUTION

4464097  05/03/2020

SUHANA SETHI
C-1/1225, Vasant Kunj, South West Delhi-110070
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Used Since: 22/02/2019

DELHI

Providing of services including the activities of organizing, hosting of events, conferences, exhibitions, stage shows, conventions, workshops, road shows, expositions, seminars, fashion shows, concerts, fun events, advertising and publicity exhibition; entertainment events, cultural events, sports events, educational events, and entertainment and cultural activities, on-line journals, namely, blogs featuring editorials; providing information, news and commentary; production of entertainment shows; creating multimedia content for uploading online for recreation and entertainment.
ANITA RANI TRADING AS A FOUNDATION STONE
2ND FLOOR, PC TOWER, OPP. GNDEC, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since: 01/02/2020

DELHI
Organization of Examination & Competition for Education & Lecture services relating to marketing skills, Career Counseling and Coaching.
4465909    07/03/2020
ABDUL RAZAK P
PALLITHODI, CHALIYAM (PO),KOZHIKODE,KERALA-673301
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIBU SYED MUHAMMED
KOODATHAI PARAMBIL HOUSE, KOODTHAI BAZAR POST, THAMARASSERY, CALICUT, PIN - 673 573, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4466203  07/03/2020
DEVASHISH JINDAL
A-41, SECTOR 8, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR, NOIDA
proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PREETI SHARMA.
HOUSE NO.370, BLOCK-D, STREET NO.4, SWAROOP NAGAR, DELHI-110042.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES PERTAINING TO THE ENTERTAINMENTS LIKE MUSIC, FILMS, VLOGS, PODCAST, SHORT FILMS, DOCUMENTARIES THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS AND NETWORK BROADCASTING
4466273 07/03/2020
WILEY INDIA PVT. LTD. A COMPANY THROUGH THE MANAGING DIRECTOR SH. VIKAS GUPTA
4436/7, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi-110002 (India).
Applicant being an incorporated registered company who has applied for its trademark registration

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; Educational Services, Educational Consultancy, Providing Educational Courses, Providing Educational Information, Conducting and providing instructional, Educational and training courses, Online Educational Assessment Services; Conducting and arranging of Educational Seminars and Conferences, Organizing Educational Shows, Conducting Educational Exams; Advisory and consultancy for educational promotion; Publishing of Text Books, Magazines and other Texts, Other than Publicity Texts, Providing of text books, magazines, e-books, e-magazines, Downloadable electronic publications for educational promotion, e-learning and on-line classes; Sporting and Cultural activities being included in class 41.
4466532  07/03/2020
GHADTAR – THE PRESCHOOL
D 1, 2nd FLOOR, ABOVE SHUBHAM MARKETING, YOGI NAGAR SOCIETY, NEAR SILVER BUSINESS HUB, OPPOSITE BAPA SITARAM ROW HOUSE, BAPA SITARAM CHOWK, YOGI CHOWK, SIMADA ROAD, VARACHHA, SURAT - 395006, GUJARAT,
GHADTAR – THE PRESCHOOL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAHANE SANJEEV
TRADEMAARK.COM, OFFICE NO. A/4, BLDG NO. 7, ASTER, OPP. PATANKAR PARK, NALASOPARA WEST, PALGHAR - 401203
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING EDUCATION, TRAINING, PRE SCHOOL, NURSERY, JUNIOR KG, SENIOR KG, PLAY SCHOOL, SCHOOLING EDUCATION FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY STUDENTS
4466663  07/03/2020
VARINDER SINGH PROP. OF M/S KAARLO CONVENT SPORTS SCHOOL
MAIN BIR ROAD, OPP. ATMA INCLAVE, BATHINDA.
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER MALIK
KALER COMPLEX, ZIRA ROAD, MOGA-142001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
4466864    08/03/2020
LATA VYANKATESH CHANNA
“SHUBHANGI” 1556, DAJI PETH, NEAR BALAJI TEMPLE, SOLAPUR-413005
TRUST
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKRANT SHAMKUMAR SUTRAVE
109, WEST MANGALWAR PETH, NEAR SHIVGANGA TEMPLE, SOLAPUR-413002, MAHARASHTRA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 41

4466927 08/03/2020
GEETA VERMA PROP. OF M/S DESERVE COMPUTER CENTRE
2425 ST. NO. 1, NEW SUNDER NAGAR, MUNDIAN KALAN, LUDHIANA-141015
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. S. VERMA & CO.
H. NO. 1563, ST. NO. 14 JANAK PURI, LUDHIANA - 3.
Used Since :03/03/2020
DELHI
PROVISION OF TRAINING & EDUCATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER COURSE, SPOKUN ENGLISH, IELTS & ACCOUNT TRAINING
4467064  09/03/2020
LATIKA SONIA PINTO
4404, GALI NO.5 ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA RAJPAL
D-12, LGF, GULMOHAR PARK, NEW DELHI-110049
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PUBLICATON OF BOOKS
4467333  09/03/2020
FRIENDS EXERCISE BOXING & SILAMBUM CLUB
N.NO.43, II FLOOR, SNR FLAT, 4TH STREET, GOVINDASWAMY NAGAR, KANDANCHAVADI, CHENNAI-600096.
CLUB
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SYED SHA
NO.16, 2ND LINE BEACH ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 001
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING TRAINING AND EXERCISE TO BOXING AND SILAMBAM.
InspireOne

4467341  09/03/2020
INSPIRE ONE CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.
E-12, First Floor, Saket, New Delhi-110017.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/06/2008

To be associated with:
1726906
DELHI
Education and Providing of training.
INSPIREONE

4467345  09/03/2020

INSPIRE ONE CONSULTANTS PVT. LTD.
E-12, First Floor, Saket, New Delhi-110017.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1726906

DELHI
Education and Providing of training.
4467570  09/03/2020
SATGURU EDUCATIONAL AND CHARITABLE TRUST
H.NO. 1,CIVIL LINES, AJMER RAJASTHAN - 305001
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPOTING; EDUCATION AND OTHER CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Nandhini art cerations

4467797  09/03/2020

R.SIVAKUMAR

No: 40/2, Kappal Polu Street, Old Washermenpet, Chennai- 600021, Tamil Nadu Pin: 601 203.

Sole Propertor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

V.VARGEES AMAL RAJA

NO.6, 3RD FLOOR, FRANCIS JOSEPH STREET, CHENNAI - 600 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Entertainment services, Audio, video and multimedia production, and photography, Video entertainment services,Musical entertainment services in class 41
4467871  09/03/2020

ARUL MOZHI
GLIDER PRESCHOOL NO. C4, 4TH CROSS STREET, ASTALAKSHMI NAGAR, MANGADU, CHENNAI - 600069
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education, Pre-school teaching, Pre-school education, School courses relating to examination preparation
4467934  09/03/2020
JOL EVENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
S.NO.50/1/1, ATHARAVA HIGHTS FLAT NO. 9, PIMPLE GAURAV, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA 411061
ACTIVE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NOOPUR JAIN
1, ANAND VIHAR COLONY, BARGAWAN,KATNI-483501,(M.P.).
Used Since :07/02/2019
MUMBAI
EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT
4467949  09/03/2020
SHAYAN ITALIA
701, 7th Floor, Fairmont Building, 21st Road, Bandra West, Mumbai 400050
INDIAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3712532

MUMBAI
arranging and conducting of musical concerts; musical entertainment; music composition services; providing on-line
music, not downloadable; musical performance, live performances; organisation of cultural and artistic events in relation
to music; production of music and music videos; Education academy services; advanced training in the field of music;
arranging and conducting musical workshops; providing information in the field of music; songwriting; dubbing,
publishation of books, magazines and other texts in relation to music; scriptwriting.
Bangla Amazing

4467959   10/03/2020
ALIM MIA
Vill+Post-Sattari, P.S-English Bazar, Dist-Malda, State-West Bengal, Pin-732208
Youtube Channel Name
Individual

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Education information, Dubbing, Video Production (YouTube Channel Name)
4467962   10/03/2020
AKSHATHA PAI
B-88, Pocket-2, Kendriya Vihar-2, Sector-82, Salarpur, Maharishi Nagar, G. B. Nagar, Uttar Pradesh
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITESH KUMAR GUPTA
A-2, Upper Ground Floor, Plot No- 10-B, 10-C, 14-A & 14-B, Khasra No.816, Lal Dora Extn, Near Syndicate Bank, Sant Nagar Burari, Delhi-110084
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Dance Classes/Academy
4468085  10/03/2020
VISHAL MADANLAL BOKDIA
13/B/404 BHAKTIDHARM, PALANPUR CANAL ROAD, ADAJAN, GUJARAT, SURAT-395009.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NILESH DEOKAR
S-14,Heta Complex,Nr.L.P.Savani School, Honey Park Road, Adajan,Surat(Gujarat)
Used Since :01/06/2017
To be associated with:
3561524, 3645553

AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION; PROVIDING TRAINING OF VOCAL MUSIC AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS; ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANISING AND CONDUCTING MUSICAL EVENTS,SINGING EVENTS AND COMPETITIONS.
MR. VIKASH
Villa # 22, MAPSKO Casa Bella, Sector 82, Gurgaon, Haryana – 122004 (INDIA)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEY & KUMHAR CO.
T-62, LGF, BHOGAL ROAD, BHOGAL JANGPURA, NEW DELHI-110014 (INDIA).

Used Since :14/03/2018

DELHI
Education; Providing Of Training, Coaching And Academic Activities, Entertainment; Sporting And Cultural Activities; Including Academies, Arranging And Conducting Of Symposiums, Seminars, Conferences, Colloquiums, Workshops [Training], Organization Of Competitions (Education Or Entertainment), Electronic Desktop Publishing And Journal On-Line, Publication Of Books, Information (Education And Entertainment, Guidance (Vocational) in Class 41.
VEEVILLE

4468525    11/03/2020

VEEVILLE CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
#300, 3rd Floor, 1st Block, 3rd main, RT Nagar, Madadahalli Ext., Opposite BDA Complex, Bangalore 560032
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHOBHA HK
K19/9, 2nd Floor, DLF Phase 2, Gurugram-122001, Haryana

Used Since :11/02/2009

CHENNAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
4468528  11/03/2020
VEEVILLE CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
#300, 3rd Floor, 1st Block, 3rd main, RT Nagar, Matadahalli Extn., Opposite BDA Complex, Bangalore 560032
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHOBHA HK
K19/9, 2nd Floor, DLF Phase 2, Gurugram-122001, Haryana
Used Since: 11/02/2009

CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
KEYA DUTTA
BIDHAN PARK, BLOCK-B, P.O.+P.S – BARASAT, DIST.- NORTH 24 PARGANAS, KOLKATA – 700124, W.B.
STANDARD TRADE MARK

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SKYLINE CORPORATE LAW HOUSE LLP
CN-8/2,SIDCO GLOBAL TOWER,UNIT NO.1501,15TH FLOOR,SECTOR-V,SALT LAKE,KOLKATA 700091,WEST
BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SCHOOL SERVICES, PROVIDING OF TRAINING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
4468638   11/03/2020
BEER WORKS RESTAURANTS AND MICROBREWERY PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, No. 18, Victoria Road, Vivek Nagar Post, Bangalore, Karnataka-560047, India
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Party planning [entertainment], club services, arranging and conducting of concerts, entertainment services, providing information in the field of entertainment, presentation of live performances, providing recreation facilities, organization and production of shows being services included in class-41
4469032   11/03/2020
KEDAR NARESH KUMAR SANTWANI
B-3/1, ASHOK VIHAR, PHASE-2, NEW DELHI-110052
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MUSIC PRODUCTION SERVICES, THEATER PERFORMANCE, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDINGS, CINEMATOGRAPHY SERVICES, PROVIDING ON LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION NOT DOWNLOADABLE IN THE FIELD MUSIC, PRODUCTION OF SOUND, MUSIC AND VIDEO RECORDINGS, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF LIVE PERFORMANCES BY MUSICAL BAND, PROVIDING LIVE MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENTS, ORGANISATION OF LIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES, FILM STUDIO SERVICES, CONSULTANCY SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT.
Rumon Films

4469053    11/03/2020

RUMEEL DHARMVEER SHARMA
K.D.K. College, 201, Shivshakti Apartment, India Devi Town, Nandanvan, Hanuman Nagar
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENA BHATTAD
226 UDHOJI ROAD NEAR RSS BUILDING OPP. TO DR. DHARMADIKARI HOSPITAL, MAHAL, NAGPUR

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Education services; Education information services; Information on education; Educational services; Providing educational examinations; Providing educational courses; Coaching [education and training]; Academic education services, Providing information about entertainment, Organization of film showings; Editing of video recordings; Recording, production and distribution of films, video and audio recordings, radio and television programs; Production of movie films
EPICAH

4469215   11/03/2020
RAJEEV GAMBIHIR
A-100, MAYAPURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE – I, NEW DELHI 110064
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
SSNMC

4469349  11/03/2020

SSNMC SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL (A Unit of Dr. Shetty’s New Medical Centre Private Limited)
NO.8, IDEAL HOMES HBCS LAYOUT, RAJARAJESHWARI NAGAR, BENGALURU-560098, KARNATAKA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
No.23, Hari Prem, 2nd floor, Behind Asha Sweets, CMH Road, Indira Nagar 1st Stage, Bangalore-560038.

Used Since :01/03/2018

CHENNAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACY; TRAINING SERVICES RELATING TO THE CLEANING IN HOSPITALS; CORPORATE HOSPITALITY (ENTERTAINMENT); HOSPITALITY SERVICES (ENTERTAINMENT)
4469361   12/03/2020
K. SUDARSHAN
New No 20, Old No 19, Karthik, Third Avenue, Besant Nagar, Chennai – 600090
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since :30/11/2019

CHENNAI
Arranging and conducting of conferences, conventions, educational exhibitions, classes, lectures, seminars and workshops; Arranging, conducting and organization of conferences, congresses, colloquiums, workshops [training], seminars and symposiums; Providing online non-downloadable videos in the field of finance;
4469452  12/03/2020
SALEEM SHAHZADA
8, PREET NAGAR, STREET NO. 6, ABADPURA, NAKODAR ROAD, JALANDHAR
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL
37, NEW MARKET BEHIND NARINDER CINEMA JALANDHAR
Used Since :27/04/2016
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE FORM OF MUSICAL GROUP PERFORMANCES, ONLINE ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC PRODUCTION, VIDEO PRODUCTION
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL SERVICES
LIT UP - Limited Insolvency Examination Training

4469563  12/03/2020

ICSI INSTITUTE OF INSOLVENCY PROFESSIONALS
Third Floor, 22, Institutional Area, Lodi Road New Delhi - 110003
Section 8 Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/07/2019

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
4469742  12/03/2020
WILEY INDIA PVT. LTD. A COMPANY THROUGH THE MANAGING DIRECTOR SH. VIKAS GUPTA
4436/7, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi-110002 (India).
Applicant being an incorporated registered company who has applied for its trademark registration.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; Educational Services, Educational Consultancy, Providing Educational Courses, Providing Educational Information, Conducting and providing instructional, Educational and training courses, Online Educational Assessment Services; Conducting and arranging of Educational Seminars and Conferences, Organizing Educational Shows, Conducting Educational Exams; Advisory and consultancy for educational promotion; Publishing of Text Books, Magazines and other Texts, Other than Publicity Texts, Providing of text books, magazines, e-books, e-magazines, Downloadable electronic publications for educational promotion, e-learning and on-line classes; Sporting and Cultural activities being included in class 41.
RANGBAAZ

DHANESH LAL
Shivpujan, 319 Chaubepur, Narayanpur, Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh- 221104
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMRIT PAL SINGH
34/1, KRISHNA NAGAR, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110029.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Education and providing of training.
4470355  12/03/2020
ARJUN SINGH RAJPUROHIT
BLOCK.K-101, SURYAM GREEN, RTO VASTRAL ROAD, VASTRAL, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT-382418
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA, OPP. KESHAV BAGH, ASOPALAV LANE, Nr. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.
Used Since : 01/03/2020
AHMEDABAD
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities.
2RING.AI
4470502   12/03/2020
MERITUS AI LEARNING EXPERIENCES PVT. LTD.
NO. 9, FIRST CROSS STREET, KARPAGAM GARDENS, ADYAR, CHENNAI-600 020, TAMIL NADU.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES
ZEECO

4470705   13/03/2020

CHANDRA GULATI

Flat no. 1103, Tower-1, Panchsheel Pratishtha, Plot No.16, Near Sector-50 Metro Station, Sector-75, Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh- 201301

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMEET KAUR
C-56, MAIN KANTI NAGAR, DELHI-110051.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Events and exhibitions of corporate, art & cultural, live entertainment, live sports, educational, film, dance, musical, sporting and entertainment and organizing of entertainment for Wedding celebrations, birthday parties, arranging and conducting of concerts, conferences, symposiums, seminars, film production, modelling for artists, organization of education, sports & entertainment competitions, organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes, party planning beauty contests, concerts, booking of seats for shows, cinema presentations/movie theatre presentations, club services [entertainment or education], disc jockey services, discotheque services, entertainer service, entertainment information, holiday camp services [entertainment], presentation of live performances, movie studios, music composition services, music-halls, night clubs, orchestra services, production of shows, production of radio and television programmes, providing amusement arcade services, providing karaoke services, radio entertainment, rental of movie projectors and accessories, rental of stage scenery, rental of show scenery, rental of cine-films/rental of motion pictures, rental of sound recordings, rental of videotapes, rental of video cassette recorders, rental of radio and television sets, rental of audio equipment, rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios, rental of video cameras/rental of camcorders, scriptwriting services, services of schools [education], subtitling, television entertainment, theatre productions, ticket agency services [entertainment].
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 41

4470706  13/03/2020
CHANDRA GULATI
Flat no. 1103, Tower-1, Panchsheel Pratishtha, Plot No.16, Near Sector-50 Metro Station, Sector-75, Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh- 201301
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
UMEET KAUR
C-56, MAIN KANTI NAGAR, DELHI-110051.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Events and exhibitions of corporate, art & cultural, live entertainment, live sports, educational, film, dance, musical, sporting and entertainment and organizing of entertainment for Wedding celebrations, birthday parties, arranging and conducting of concerts, conferences, symposiums, seminars, film production, modelling for artists, organization of education, sports & entertainment competitions, organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes, party planning beauty contests, concerts, booking of seats for shows, cinema presentations/movie theatre presentations, club services [entertainment or education], disc jockey services, discotheque services, entertainer service, entertainment information, holiday camp services [entertainment], presentation of live performances, movie studios, music composition services, music-halls, night clubs, orchestra services, production of shows, production of radio and television programmes, providing amusement arcade services, providing karaoke services, radio entertainment, rental of movie projectors and accessories, rental of stage scenery, rental of show scenery, rental of cine-films/rental of motion pictures, rental of sound recordings, rental of videotapes, rental of video cassette recorders, rental of radio and television sets, rental of audio equipment, rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios, rental of video cameras/rental of camcorders, scriptwriting services, services of schools [education], subtitling, television entertainment, theatre productions, ticket agency services [entertainment].
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 41

M/S EXPERION STUDENT HOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED
F-9, FIRST FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA 1, PLOT NO. 7, MLU SECTOR 10, DWARKA NEW DELHI-110075.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4335044
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
4470771  13/03/2020  
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED  
FC 09, FILM CITY, SECTOR 16A, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA.  
SERVICE PROVIDERS  
Used Since :08/03/2020  

DELHI  
ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR  
CULTURAL /EDUCATIONAL /ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE  
PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF  
LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;  
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/ RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-  
BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO  
ENTERTAINMENT.  

Transliteration : ZEE PICCHAR HIT DINADA FEELING
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED
FC 09, FILM CITY, SECTOR 16A, NOIDA-201301, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ENTERTAINMENT; ENTERTAINER SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION/FASHION SHOWS FOR CULTURAL/EDUCATIONAL/ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; MOVIE STUDIOS; CINEMA/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES; PRODUCTION/ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PHOTOGRAPHY; SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF FILM/MUSIC/RADIO & TELEVISION PROGRAMMES; PUBLICATION OF E-BOOKS/JOURNALS ON-LINE; RENTALS OF MOTION PICTURES/CINE-FILMS; SOUND RECORDING; TELEVISION & RADIO ENTERTAINMENT.
VIPIN BAGGA
C-66, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI 110018
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CONCEPT LEGAL
Office No. 221, Vardhman City Center, Plot No.3, LSC, Gulabi Bagh-Shakti Nagar Railway under Bridge, Delhi-110052

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1412961, 2645866, 2645867
DELHI
EDUCATION AND PROVIDING OF TRAINING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
4470936  13/03/2020

VIPIN BAGGA
C-66, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI 110018
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CONCEPT LEGAL
Office No. 221, Vardhman City Center, Plot No.3, LSC, Gulabi Bagh-Shakti Nagar Railway under Bridge, Delhi-110052

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

EDUCATION AND PROVIDING OF TRAINING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
Project Board

4471008   13/03/2020
GUVI GEEK NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
ITM Research Park - Phase 2, Module #9, 3rd Floor, D Block, Kanagam Rd, Kanagam, Tharamani, Chennai, Tamil Nadu - 600113
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
4471042  13/03/2020
MOHAMMED KHAJA MOINUDDIN FAIYAZ AHMED
Maskan- e- Zuha, Flat: 301, Farah Colony, Saidabad
Founder of Zubi Cricket Academy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AKSHITA SURANA
3-5-141/e/1, Flat No.301 & 302, Rukmini Apartments, Eden Bagh, Ramkoti, Hyderabad-500027,Telengana.

Used Since :02/02/2011

CHENNAI
Sports Training, Training of Sports Teacher, Training of Sports Players
4471078  13/03/2020

BHARATBHUSHAN AMULYAKUMAR DASH
MAHAVIR RESIDENCY, BLOCK NO. 202/B, BUILDING NO.C-3, PARAS NAGAR, KHAIRAPADA, TALUKA - PALGHAR, BOISAR (EAST), THANE - 401501

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHURI ANANT AMARE
603, KRISHNA PALACE, SECT. NO. 5, CHARKOP, KANDIVALI, MUMBAI- 400067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PROVIDING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF EDUCATION, COACHING AND TRAINING RELATED TO SOFT SKILLS BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
4471919  13/03/2020
KAWALDEEP SINGH CHANDHOK AN INDIAN
602, BANDRA OLYMPIC 16 ROAD, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI-400 050.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAH & SHAH
654, JAGANNATH SHANKAR SHET MARG, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4078275
MUMBAI
FITNESS STUDIO, GYMNASIUM and HEALTH CLUB.
4472735  14/03/2020
SANAT SHRIVASTAVA
RV 132 Indus Garden Phase -2, E-8 ext Arera Colony
Educational Services
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ONLINE COACHING FOR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY, ONLINE VIDEOS FEATURING INSTRUCTION, LECTURES, CLASSES, EXERCISES AND LEAST PREPARATION ON A WIDE VARIETY OF TOPICS AND SUBJECTS, SUCH AS MATH, SCIENCE, HUMANITIES, AND ECONOMICS; PUBLISHING OF BOOKS AND ELECTRONIC BOOKS; ONLINE DOWNLOADABLE AND NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, ARTICLES AND OTHER CONTENT
4473150  16/03/2020
MR. P. CHOCKALINGAM
NO. 113, MAXWORTH NAGAR, PHASE - I, KOLAPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 122
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIRMALA MARY T
LA-77, FIRST BLOCK, GANAPATHY MAANAGAR, COIMBATORE-641006, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Arranging and conducting of workshops [training], Conferences (Arranging and conducting of), Congresses (Arranging and conducting of), Live performances (Presentation of), Information (Recreation), Education information, Religious Education, Performances (presentation of Live), Layout services other than for advertising purposes, Practical training [demonstration], Teaching, Preparation of Television programmes, Training (Practical) [demonstration].
AJINORAH GLOBAL VENTURES LLP
trading as ;AJINORAH GLOBAL VENTURES LLP
37/3140-C(50/965A-3), MANIMALA ROAD EDAPPALLY, ERNAKULAM - 682024, KERALA
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Used Since :19/10/2017
CHENNAI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING ON VARIOUS ENTRY COURSES REQUIRED FOR FOREIGN EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020

4473833   16/03/2020
SOURCE ONE MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT LTD
SITE NO.15, 2ND FLOOR, BANNERGHATTA MAIN ROAD , J. P. NAGAR, 3RD PHASE, BANGALORE 560076, KARNATAKA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L
No.23, Hari Prem, 2nd floor, Behind Asha Sweets, CMH Road, Indira Nagar 1st Stage, Bangalore-560038.

Used Since :29/02/2016

CHENNAI
Online publication of electronic newspapers; News syndication for the broadcasting industry; Provision of news relating to sport; On-line publication of electronic newspapers; Publication of electronic newspapers on-line; News programme services for radio or television; Multimedia publishing of magazines, journals and newspapers; News programming services for transmission across the internet; Publication and editing of books, newspapers and periodicals; Providing news in the nature of current events reporting; Publication of books, magazines and newspapers on the Internet; Providing online newsletters in the fields of sports entertainment; Publication of electronic newspapers accessible via a global computer network; Providing business news and commentary in the field of blockchain technology and cryptocurrency; Providing on-line publications, not downloadable, in the nature of news articles for children; Publication of newsletters; On-line library services, namely, providing electronic library services which feature newspapers, magazines, photographs and pictures via an on-line computer network; Entertainment in the nature of live visual and audio performances, and musical, variety, news and comedy shows; Providing online publications, not downloadable, in the nature of news articles for children; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programmes in the field of news; Entertainment in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of news; Providing on-line information and news in the field of employment training; Providing newsletters in the field of computer games via e-mail.
RAJWARDHINI SANJAY JAGTAP
Anandi Bangalow (Sai Krupa Society), Sopan Nagar, Saswad, Tel-Purandar, Dist-Pune - 412301, Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Entertainment services
4474257    17/03/2020
SUMAN MATHUR
83-A-1st SANJAY NAGAR A, JOSHI MARG, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302012
Sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008
Used Since :30/01/2020

AHMEDABAD
Videotaping, Videography services, Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4474538  17/03/2020
SM JIGYASA
48-A, Shri Vihar Colony Bilavali Khandwa Road Indore M.P.
no
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHRI SAI ASSOCIATES
415, Onam Plaza, Old Palasia INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4474824  17/03/2020
HARSHIT ARORA
S/O: KULBHUSAN ARORA, MANDI LADHUKA FAZILKA 152123 PB
ALL GAMES SUCH AS CRICKET, FOOTBALL, HOCKEY ETC.
ONLINE GAMING EXPERIENCE ACROSS DISTINCT
VERTICALS SUCH AS FANTASY SPORTS GAMES, POKER, RUMMY, QUIZ, PUZZLES, AND PLAYERS ARE FREE TO PLAY
IN ONE OR MORE
ACTIVE

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ONLINE GAMING EXPERIENCES SUCH AS CRICKET, FOOTBALL, HOCKEY AND OTHER SPORTS GAMES.
HEMANT BHARAT RAM  
1/30-A, Shanti Niketan, Moti Bagh, New Delhi-110021  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RAJIV KUMAR GOYAL  
16941, 1, BASANT VIHAR, BATHINDA-151001, PUNJAB  
Used Since :01/01/2012  
DELHI  
education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities
RAHIL SHARMA PROPRIETOR OF MEGA ZEAL INSTITUTE,
823, Greenland, Opp:- Escorts Fortis Hospital, Majitha Road-Verka Bye Pass, AMRITSAR-143001(Punjab),
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR TRADE MARK CO.
14/5, DHARAMPURA, NEAR JOURA PHATAK, AMRITSAR--143004 (PB )

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES,
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 , 29/06/2020 Class 41

HEARITVIK RAWAT
B-107, KEARMCHARI COLONY, ASHOK VIHAR, ALWAR
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TUSHAR Baweja
176 RAM GALI NO. 2 RAJA PARK 302004 JAIPUR

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

EVENTS MANAGEMENT, WEDDING MANAGEMENT, ENTERTAINMENT & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES & SERVICES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
Streemway

4476656  18/03/2020

DIGIVIVE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
D-7, Dhanwandeep Apartments, Jantar Mantar Road, New Delhi 110001

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARUCHA & PARTNERS
Equity Mansion, R-1, Nehru Enclave, New Delhi - 110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing entertainment, amusement or recreation
4476694  18/03/2020
S. RAVICHANDRAN
OLD NO:42, NEW NO: 47, FLAT NO S2, IND FLOOR, C.P RAMASWAMY ROAD, ABIRAMAPURAM, CHENNAI-600018
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Vocational skills training, Training relating to employment skills, Education services relating to communication skills, Provision of facilities for employment skills training, Courses for the development of consulting skills,
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 ,  29/06/2020           Class 41

4476731   18/03/2020
SVAP INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
430 Hanuman Nagar Extension, Sirsi Road, Khatipura Jaipur Rajasthan 302012
PVT. LTD.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M-10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, AZADPUR, DELHI-110033.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES, BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS, SPORT CAMP SERVICES, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, FILM PRODUCTION, GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATION COMPETITION, LAYOUT SERVICES, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, EXHIBITIONS, PHOTOGRAPHY, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, SEMINARS.
Prepladder Own your dream

4476825  18/03/2020
PREPLADDER PRIVATE LIMITED
S C O 36 Sector 11 Panchkula 134113 Haryana
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3904643

DELHI
Education services
Prepladder Prepclinic

4476828    18/03/2020
PREPLADDER PRIVATE LIMITED
S C O 36 Sector 11 Panchkula 134113 Haryana
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3904643

DELHI
Education Services
Prepladder Oneprep

4476830  18/03/2020
PREPLADDER PRIVATE LIMITED
S C O 36 Sector 11 Panchkula 134113 Haryana
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3904643

DELHI
Education services
Prepladder Rapid Revision

4476832  18/03/2020
PREPLADDER PRIVATE LIMITED
S C O 36 Sector 11 Panchkula 134113 Haryana
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3904643

DELHI
Education Services
4476947  18/03/2020
AASHISH EVENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
505, CITI CENTRE, PATTO PLAZA, PANAJI-GOA, 403001
SERVICE
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANAGING, ORGANISING, CREATING, ESTABLISHING: EVENTS, PROGRAMMES, EXHIBITIONS, WEDDINGS AND MAKE-UP ARTIST, DECORATIONS, CONFERENCES, GATHERINGS, CEREMONIES, GROUP MEETINGS, PARTIES AND FESTIVALS, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, SPORTING EVENTS AND ENTERTAINMENT ACTIVITIES.
4476989  19/03/2020
NISSHANT BANSAL TRADING AS RUDR JWALA INDUSTRIES
136 FF, Vardhman Fortune Mall, Delhi - 110033
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Publication of electronic books, magazines and journals online, Coaching [training], Educational services, Life coaching [training], Career counselling and coaching [training and education advice], Educational services in the nature of coaching, Training or education services in the field of life coaching, Training services, Providing online information and news in the field of employment training, Instructional and educational services, Education information, Information relating to education or entertainment, provided on-line from a computer database or the Internet or by means of television or radio programmes, Film production, Videotape film production, other than advertising films, Production of cinema films, Production of television films, Recording, production and distribution of films, video and audio recordings, radio and television programmes, Music production, Music video production services, Digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services, Production of music concerts, Music recording services, Production of radio, television and audio programmes, Post-production editing services in the field of music, videos and films, Providing entertainment by means of television, radio, cinema, cable television, satellite television and the Internet, Online digital publishing services, Microfilming, Publication of periodicals and books in electronic form, Arranging and conducting of training workshops, Arranging and conducting of seminars, workshops [education], congresses, colloquia, distance learning courses and exhibitions for cultural purposes, Nightclub entertainment services, On-line publication of journals
or diaries [blog services], Providing online electronic publications, not downloadable, Publication of books, magazines, almanacs and journals, Music publishing services, Online electronic publishing of books and periodicals, Multimedia publishing relating to books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications, Providing training courses, Digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing services, Publication of multimedia material online relating to books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications, Providing on-line non-downloadable videos featuring music.
4477382  19/03/2020  
MINDSARRAY NETWORK PVT LTD  
221, RAHEJAS METROPLEX, IJMIMA COMPLEX, MINDSPACE, LINK ROAD, MALAD WEST, MUMBAI - 400064  
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI  
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham  

Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS
4477788   19/03/2020
CYBERCON DIGITAL MEDIA NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO-1752, BOMIKHAL POST- RASULGARH, PS-MANCHESWAR BHUBANESWAR OR 751010 IN
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
News reporting services,Publication of books, periodical publications, magazines, newspapers and newsletters
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 41

4478959 20/03/2020
MR. MADANLAL H. GUPTA PROPRIETOR OF M/S. VE NEW SPIRIT DANCE AND FITNESS STUDIO
UNIT.NO.201 & 207, VIKAS CENTRE, DR C G ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400 074
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education, Entertainment, Event management, Fitness Training Services, Fitness Club services, Health Club (fitness) services, Sports & fitness, Tuition in Physical fitness, Conducting fitness classes, Provision of information on fitness training via online portal, Gymnasium services, Dance studio, Dance club services, Dance events, providing Dance Studio services, Gymnasium services relating to body building, Gymnasium facilities.
DREAM CARE

4479616  20/03/2020
DREAM CARE FURNISHINGS PVT. LTD.
44, PATPARGANJ INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110092.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; Providing Of Training; Entertainment; Sporting And Cultural Activities.
LEAVE NO FOOTPRINTS BY CITY EXPLORERS

4481072    23/03/2020
CITY EXPLORERS PRIVATE LIMITED
206 Ashoka Apartments Commercial Complex Ranjeet Nagar New Delhi - 110008
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISWANATH VENKATESH
MANAS, PLOT NO.47 & 48, KRISHNAVENI NAGAR, NORTH STREET, MUGALIVAKKAM,CHENNAI-600125

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4301921
DELHI
Services in Relation to Organizing and Conducting: Guided Sightseeing Tours for Educational or Cultural Purposes; Walks for Educational or Cultural Purposes; Thematic Walks for Educational or Cultural Purposes; Theme-Based Walks for Educational or Cultural Purposes; Experiential Tours and Walks for Educational or Cultural Purposes; Storytelling Tours for Educational or Cultural Purposes; Slow Travel and Group Tours for Educational or Cultural Purposes; Legacy Tours for Educational or Cultural Purposes; City Sightseeing Tours for Educational or Cultural Purposes; Responsible Tours for Educational or Cultural Purposes; and Day Tours for Educational or Cultural Purposes, and Services in Relation to the Promotion of Cultural Heritage.
TCS ION GAMELAB

4481294    23/03/2020
TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
NIRMAL BUILDING, 9TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI – 400021, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, INCLUDING PROVIDING COMPUTER BASED LEARNING SOLUTIONS, COMPUTER BASED INTERACTIVE LEARNING; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, JOURNALS, ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND CDS, PERIODICALS, STUDY MATERIALS; ACADEMIC COURSES; CLASSROOM TEACHING; CONDUCTING SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, CONTESTS, EVENTS, APTITUDE AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES, TESTS AND EXAMS; ORGANIZING DISCUSSION FORUMS; PROVIDING INFORMATION ON-LINE RELATING TO COMPUTER GAMES AND COMPUTER ENHANCEMENTS FOR GAMES; EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES RELATING TO GAMES; GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION PURPOSES; GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS AND GLOBAL COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; PROVISION OF ON-LINE INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER GAMES ENTERTAINMENT; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMMUNICATION NETWORK; INTERACTIVE GAME SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF MULTIMEDIA MATERIAL ONLINE RELATING TO BOOKS, MAGAZINES, JOURNALS, SOFTWARE, GAMES, AND ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS; PRODUCTION OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 , 29/06/2020 Class 41

DEEPAK KUNNATH
7 D WEST KLASSEIKBENCHMARK KALENA AGRAHARA BANNERGHATTA ROAD BANGALORE 560076
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Educational services; Education and training services; Education, teaching and training; Conducting of educational conferences; Arranging of educational conferences; Arranging of educational events
4482266    26/03/2020
JAGANNATHAN S
#332, 2ND FLOOR, ARCOT ROAD, VADAPALANI ,CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU -600026
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :10/05/2019

CHENNAI
Educational services; Education information services; Education services; Educational examination services; Online educational assessment services; Instructional and educational services; Teaching and educational services; Educational and instruction services; Advisory services relating to education
4482546  27/03/2020
NEHA KUMAR
365/B, Door No. 201, 17th A Main, 3rd Sector, HSR Layout, Bangalore South, Bengaluru, Karnataka-560102
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 , 29/06/2020 Class 41

4482555 27/03/2020
SREEKANTH PARIGELA
# Flat No : 103, Balaji Cirupa Apartments, Doctors colony, Kurnool, Andhra Pradesh - 518002, India
CITIZEN OF INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK PIPALWA
# 115 & 116, First Floor, Model House, Dwarakapuri Colony, Punjagutta, Hyderabad, 500082 Telangana, India.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENTS, PRODUCTION OF FILM, TELEVISION, MUSIC AND THEATRE PROGRAMMES, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, PRODUCTION OF ENTERTAINMENT CONTENT IN THE FORM OF AUDIO OR VIDEO DISTRIBUTION OF MOVIE, FILM, MOTION PICTURE, MUSIC, RENTAL OF CINE FILMS, MOTION PICTURE, MUSIC PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, ORCHESTRA SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION AND SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDING ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT MEDIA AND ALL SUCH SERVICES.
4482940  28/03/2020
MEBOT (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 3, NARAYANASAMY NAGAR 3RD STREET, SHOLINGANALLUR, CHENNAI - 600119
THE TRADE MARKS ACT- 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Education; Higher education; Academies [education]; Education information; Educational testing; Educational examination; Education information services; Higher education services; Providing courses of instruction in the field of engineering; Providing courses of instruction in the field of science; Providing courses of instruction in the field of technology; Training; Editing of electronic books; Electronic publishing; Vocational skills training; Consultancy relating to vocational skills training; Training in the field of design, advertising and communication technologies; Personal development training; Training and further training for personnel development; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development
ANITA SHAMSUNDER PESWANI PROPRIETOR OF SILVER GARAGE PRODUCTIONS
PVD 2/1, ASHOKA NIWAS, OPP SAASHIKA BOUTIQUE, NEXT TO MALASHREE HOTEL, PIMPRI, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA- 411017
THE TRADE MARKS ACT- 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Film production; Film distribution; Film rental; Film editing; Film distribution services; Film mastering services;
Cinematographic film editing; Photographic film editing; Film studio services; Film production services; Television film
production; Film directing, other than advertising films; Film production, other than advertising films; Showing of films;
Presentation of films; Leasing of films; Rental of films; Videotape recording [filming]; Providing film studio facilities;
Writing of film screenplays; Motion picture film production; Production of film studies; Rental of film studios; Arranging of
film festivals
4482954  28/03/2020
MAKEBOT ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
606, RUPA SOLITAIRE BUILDING, MILLENIUM BUSINESS PARK, MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI- 400710
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Educational Services
4483021  28/03/2020
PRACHI MAHESHWARI KAUL proprietor of LOVE NOSTALGIA
8/178 G.FLR MADANGIR, NEW DELHI - 110062
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Photography services; Photo editing; Videography services; Digital imaging services [photography]; Digital imaging services [editing of images]
4483055  28/03/2020
DR. SACHIN NAVANATH UDMALE
B-204, B wing, Anuron Majestic Tower, Behind Hotel Parichay, Savedi, Ahmednagar- 414 003
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDRA SURESH DARANDALE
04, Shri Dattakrupa Apt., Plot No.11, Gat No.500/1, Rajya Karmachari Soc., Next to Savarkarnagar, Ashoknagar, Satpur, Nasik-422 012(M.S.)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
LOCKDOWN
4483550  31/03/2020
DEEPAK KUMAR MAHAPATRA
208A/6A, FIRST FLOOR, SAVITRI NAGAR MAIN ROAD, MALVIYA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110017
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMES/SERVICES INCLUDING EDUCATIONAL, INFOTAINMENT, SPORTS, RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL, NEWS, CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT AND INFOTAINMENT RELATED TO AUDIO VISUAL ELEMENTS PROGRAMMES/SERVICES
4484038  01/04/2020
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, Balaji House, Dalia Industrial Estate, New Link Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400053
Public Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
Office No. 102, 1st Floor, 11, Vikas Building, G.N. Vaidya Marg, Near Horniman Circle, Fort, Mumbai - 400001
Used Since: 30/09/2019

To be associated with:
3822229
MUMBAI
Entertainment
4484416   02/04/2020
KUNDAN KUMAR SINGH S/O. SH. RAJ NATH RAY
GATE NO. 93, ITI HOSTEL, BANS KOTHI DIGHA GHAT, DINAPUR-CUM-KHAGAUL, PATNA-800011, BIHAR
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Social entertainments, Sporting and cultural activities in class 41.
4484512  02/04/2020
ABDUL HAKKEEM ALI K P
Kalathuparambil, Puzhakkara, Eramangalam, Veliyankode, Malappuram-679587
Individual Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOHN VADASSERY
J V & ASSOCIATES COMPANY SECRETARIES ROOM # 44/783, FIRST FLOOR, PENTA ESTATE, PALARIVATOM, KOCHI-682025

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Educational services ; running educational institutions , providing of training services ; entertainment activities ; sporting activities and cultural activities as given in class 41.
4484602  03/04/2020
RACHNA TYAGI
C/1302 SHREEJI VILLE, DR. ALMEIDA ROAD, PANCHPAKHADI, THANE 400602, MAHARASHTRA
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :21/12/2019

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
4484672  03/04/2020

BEAM GLOBAL SPIRITS & WINE (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
2nd floor, 70/A-18, Rama Road Industrial Area, Moti Nagar, New Delhi 110015
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO
Khaitan & Co, One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums, events, concerts, conferences, seminars and exhibitions for cultural purposes; organization of shows; presentation of live performances; production of shows; production of films, video and television programmes; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services; entertainment services, namely, annual award programs; arranging, organization and conducting award ceremonies to recognise achievement of extraordinary individuals; awards program for major corporations and individuals who have made significant contributions in the field of business, communication, entertainment, sports, literature, music, science, administration, charity, politics, bravery, fashion and other walks of life; recognition and incentives by the way of awards; conceiving, organizing, producing and managing programs and ceremonies for the allotment of awards

Transliteration : Takumi
SAVANT THATAI
House No. B-1730, Gaushala Road, Fazilka, Punjab - 152123

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH CHANDER SHARMA OF CORPORATE JUNCTION
B-7, GUPTA TOWER - II, PVR COMPLEX, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110018

Used Since: 15/03/2020

DELHI
Training in yoga, Yoga instruction, Yoga Classes, Education services relating to yoga; Sports, Cultural & Recreational Activities.
Script to Screen Films

4484892  04/04/2020

SCRIPT TO SCREEN FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit/Flat /No. C,12 Floor, Atmaram House, 1-Tolstoy Road, Connaught Place, New Delhi, Central Delhi, Delhi, India, 110001
PVT LTD COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. ASHUTOSH SWARNKAR
627-A, SANJAY COLONY, BHILWARA (RAJASTHAN)-311001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ANIMATED AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY IN CLASS 41
PARTICIPANTS WANTED

Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 88/708612 ;United States of America

4485122 06/04/2020

PARTICIPANT MEDIA, LLC
331 Foothill Road, 3rd Floor Beverly Hills, California 90210, United States of America
a Delaware limited liability company, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Arranging and conducting educational conferences; educational services, namely, providing educational courses at the university level and seminars in the fields of social action and social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity, and educational materials associated therewith; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting colloquiums, conventions, exhibitions, seminars, conferences and symposiums in the field of social action and social advocacy relating to environmental protection initiatives, corporate social responsibility initiatives, health initiatives, human rights and tolerance initiatives, peace and security initiatives and social and economic equity initiatives; publishing services, namely, publishing of books and texts other than advertising texts, including publishing of books and non-advertising texts in the fields of social action initiatives and social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity; electronic publishing services, namely, the publication of books and periodicals online through electronic media featuring information on social action campaigns, social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity; continuing public educational service programs in the fields of social action and social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity; providing interactive online entertainment information in the field of motion pictures and television programs; providing online interactive educational programs and educational materials in connection therewith, in the fields of social action and social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity; Entertainment services, namely, development, production and distribution of theatrical motion picture films and multimedia content in the fields of action, comedy, drama, musicals and documentaries; providing online entertainment information, namely, information about films, and audiovisual programs and other digital media; entertainment services, namely, providing an interactive website featuring audiovisual content, namely video clips, audio clips and audiovisual clips delivered by streaming via the internet; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable films and other audiovisual content via streaming on the internet; entertainment services, namely providing downloadable films and other audiovisual content via the internet or other video-on-demand service
Priority claimed from 22/10/2019; Application No.: 88/664087; United States of America
4485129 06/04/2020

PARTICIPANT MEDIA, LLC
331 Foothill Road, 3rd Floor Beverly Hills, California 90210, United States of America
a Delaware limited liability company, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Arranging and conducting educational conferences; educational services, namely, providing educational courses at the university level and seminars in the fields of social action and social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity, and educational materials associated therewith; educational services, namely, arranging and conducting colloquiums, conventions, exhibitions, seminars, conferences and symposiums in the field of social action and social advocacy relating to environmental protection initiatives, corporate social responsibility initiatives, health initiatives, human rights and tolerance initiatives, peace and security initiatives and social and economic equity initiatives; publishing services, namely, publishing of books and texts other than advertising texts, including publishing of books and non-advertising texts in the fields of social action initiatives and social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity; electronic publishing services, namely, the publication of books and periodicals online through electronic media featuring information on social action campaigns, social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity; continuing public educational service programs in the fields of social action and social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity produced and distributed over television, satellite, film, audio, video, Internet, and 3-D virtual reality media; entertainment services, namely, production and distribution of motion pictures and television programs; concert entertainment, namely, live music and live musical performances by bands and individuals artists; production of live stage theater productions; providing interactive online entertainment information in the field of motion pictures and television programs; providing online interactive educational programs and educational materials in connection therewith, in the fields of social action and social advocacy, environmental protection, corporate social responsibility, health, human rights and tolerance, peace and security and social and economic equity; Entertainment services, namely, development, production and distribution of theatrical motion picture films and multimedia content in the fields of action, comedy, drama, musicals and documentaries; providing online entertainment information, namely, information about films, and audiovisual programs and other digital media; entertainment services, namely, providing an interactive website featuring audiovisual content, namely video clips, audio clips and audiovisual clips delivered by streaming via the internet; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable films and other audiovisual content via streaming on the internet; entertainment services, namely providing downloadable films and other audiovisual content via the internet or other video-on-demand service
4485206  06/04/2020
ADITYA JAIN
H-27, W8E/15, WESTERN AVENUE SAINIK FARMS NEW DELHI -110062
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANJALI YADAV
102 & 104, 18/12, JAIN BHAWAN, W.E.A. PUSA LANE, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
INSD

4485369  06/04/2020
SH. SANJAY AGGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF DESIGN
C-7, SUVIDHA APPARTMENT, SECTOR-13, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

IMPARTING EDUCATION AND TRAINING, TEACHING, COACHING, LEARNING, CAREER GUIDANCE & DEVELOPMENT TRAINING, PERSONALITY GROOMING, PROGRAM COURSES IN RETAIL MANAGEMENT, TOURISM & TRAVEL DESIGN, FASHION DESIGN & CLOTHING, INTERIOR DESIGN, FOOTWEAR DESIGN JEWELLERY DESIGN & MANUFACTURING, FASHION ACCESSORIES DESIGN INCLUDING COMPETITIVE EXAMS & PROVIDING STUDY MATERIALS, DIPLOMA & OTHER CERTIFICATES AND OTHER EDUCATIONAL COURSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 41

HappyAtHome
4485593 07/04/2020

TIKTOK LTD.
P.O. Box 31119 Grand Pavilion, Hibiscus Way, 802 West Bay Road, Grand Cayman, KY1-1205 Cayman Islands

A company incorporated under the laws of Cayman Islands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXORBIS
709/710 Tolstoy House, 15-17 Tolstoy Marg, New Delhi-110001

Used Since: 19/03/2020

DELHI

Presentation of music videos via mobile device on online; Providing of on-line electronic publications (not downloadable) via mobile devices; Multimedia publishing of printed matter, books, magazines, journals, newspapers, newsletters, tutorials, maps, graphics, photographs, videos, music and electronic publications; Electronic publication of information on a wide range of topics on-line; Entertainment and amusement information via internet online; Entertainment; Educational services; training services; entertainment, organization and presentation of shows, competitions, sports, games, concerts and entertainment events; arranging, organizing, conducting, and hosting social entertainment events; conducting educational conferences; provision of user generated content and online advertising strategy.
4485764  08/04/2020
MOHAMMAD AKRAM WANI
AYATHMULLA BANDIPORA,JAMMU & KASHMIR-193502
Active
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINIT R PATIL
S No.41/54/B5, Bunglow No.15, Kaustubh Bunglow H.A.Housing Society,Erandwane, Pune-411038, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
YOUTUBE CHANNEL, RECORDING OF MUSIC AND VIDEO
4485902  08/04/2020
MRS. BABITA SINHA
NEW ETAVARPUR, PATNA, BIHAR-804453
TRADEMARK ACT,1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK PATI
c/o- Jatindra Kumar Pati, Bijayramchandrapur, w.n-17,Baripada-2,Mayurbhanj-757002,Odisha

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4480873

KOLKATA
Education, Education services, Services of schools [education], Nursery schools, Boarding school services, Teaching services, Pre-school teaching, Primary education services, Secondary school educational services, Educating at universities or colleges.
MILLIONTREE TECHSYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO B/8, S.NO-163/2, SHREE APARTMENT, PUNE 411046 MAHARASHTRA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Videography services
4486120 09/04/2020
LOVE GUPTA
2065 INDARA KUAN H.C SEN ROAD CHANDNI CHOWK DELHI-1100006
proprietor
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Description: EVENT SHOW, TELEFILMS, SHORT FILMS, TELEVISION PROGRAMME, FILMS AND DOCUMENTARIES, PRODUCTION HOUSE, MOVIE PRODUCTION, ENTERTAINMENT, ART FILMS, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMME, PRESENTATION OF LIVE SHOW PERFORMANCES AND RELATED SERVICES
AMAZON ADVERTISING
Priority claimed from 25/03/2020; Application No. : 88847192 ;United States of America
4486188  09/04/2020
Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, United States of America
A Nevada Corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1238450
DELHI
Educational services, namely, developing curriculum for others in the fields of advertising and marketing.
4486327    09/04/2020

PRIYANCY AND CO.
SHOP NO.410, SHAVION SHOPPING PARADISE, NR. NAKSHATRA EMBASSY, GAURAVPATH ROAD, PALANPUR GAM, SURAT-395005

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHUL CHANDUBHAI MADALIA
402, JIVANDEEP COMPLEX, HIRABAUG CIRCLE, OPP. ROMAN POINT, VARACHHA, SURAT-395006

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

Nursery schools; Preparatory schools; Pre-school teaching; Educational services;
THE WESTERN PENDU MUSIC
4486445  10/04/2020
THE WESTERN PENDU MUSIC
GREEN VELLEY, TALWANDI BHANGERIAN, MOGA, Punjab-142001.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJKUMAR
#44, BALA JI PHASE 2, ZIRAKPUR, MOHALI, PUNJAB
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4486479   10/04/2020
VESTIGE MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
A-89, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-II, New Delhi 110020, India
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARIDUTT KR. MISHRA
AUA LEGAL LLP, C-312, LGF, Defence Colony, New Delhi-110024, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3414409, 3414410

DELHI
Education; Providing of Training; Organization of competitions; Arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; Teaching; Educational services; Instruction services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954  29/06/2020  Class 41

BINANCE CHAIN

4486482  10/04/2020
BINANCE HOLDINGS LIMITED
SERTUS CHAMBERS, GOVERNORS SQUARE, SUITE # 5-204, 23 LIME TREE BAY AVENUE, P.O. BOX 2547, GRAND CAYMAN, KY1-1104, CAYMAN ISLANDS
A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CAYMAN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION INFORMATION; EDUCATION SERVICES; TRAINING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS (IMPRESARIO SERVICES); ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS(TRAINING); ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (NOT DOWNLOAD); PUBLICATIONS OF BOOK; PROVIDE ONLINE VIDEO (NOT DOWNLOAD); PROVIDE ONLINE GAMES ON THE COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; SPORTS CAMPING SERVICE.
4486484  10/04/2020
BINANCE HOLDINGS LIMITED
SERTUS CHAMBERS, GOVERNORS SQUARE, SUITE # 5-204, 23 LIME TREE BAY AVENUE, P.O. BOX 2547, GRAND CAYMAN, KY1-1104, CAYMAN ISLANDS
A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CAYMAN ISLANDS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION INFORMATION; EDUCATION SERVICES; TRAINING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS (IMPRESARIO SERVICES); ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS (TRAINING); ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (NOT DOWNLOAD); PUBLICATIONS OF BOOK; PROVIDE ONLINE VIDEO (NOT DOWNLOAD); PROVIDE ONLINE GAMES ON THE COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; SPORTS CAMPING SERVICE.
BINANCE Dex

4486486  10/04/2020
BINANCE HOLDINGS LIMITED
SERTUS CHAMBERS, GOVERNORS SQUARE, SUITE # 5-204, 23 LIME TREE BAY AVENUE, P.O. BOX 2547, GRAND CAYMAN, KY1-1104, CAYMAN ISLANDS
A COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF CAYMAN ISLANDS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION INFORMATION; EDUCATION SERVICES; TRAINING; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS (IMPRESARIO SERVICES); ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS (TRAINING); ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (NOT DOWNLOAD); PUBLICATIONS OF BOOK; PROVIDE ONLINE VIDEO (NOT DOWNLOAD); PROVIDE ONLINE GAMES ON THE COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT FACILITIES; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; SPORTS CAMPING SERVICE.
DISNEY ENTERPRISES, INC.
500 South Buena Vista Street, Burbank, California 91521 United States of America.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities; Development, creation, production, and distribution of digital multimedia and audio and visual content, namely, motion picture films, television programs, and multimedia entertainment and educational content; development, creation, production, distribution, and rental of audio and visual recordings; production of entertainment shows and interactive programs for distribution via audio and visual media, and electronic means; production and provision of entertainment news and entertainment information via electronic communication networks; providing online computer games, websites and applications featuring a wide variety of general interest entertainment information relating to motion picture films, television programs, musical videos, film clips, photographs, and other multimedia materials;
4486998 13/04/2020
HULAGRAM LIMITED
UNIT 603, 6/F CHOW SANG SANG BLDG 229 NATHAN RD JORDAN KL
A company incorporated under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
N 94 Second Floor Panchshila Park New Delhi 110017 India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Teaching, educational services and instruction services; Organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; Conducting guided tours; Providing online music, not downloadable; Conducting fitness classes; Bookmobile services [mobile library]; Online publication of electronic books and journals; Providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; Production of radio and television programmes; Providing information in the field of entertainment
AU GRAND AIR

4487080   13/04/2020
FRESH AIR EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
11, MAHARANI BAGH, RING ROAD, NEW DELHI – 110065
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PANDEY
N 19 C, Saket, New Delhi 17
Used Since :14/05/2018

DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS; DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL; CONDUCTING OF EDUCATIONAL COURSES; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING ONLINE; TRAINING; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (NOT DOWNLOADABLE); PUBLICATION OF MULTIMEDIA MATERIAL ONLINE; CONDUCTING OF EDUCATIONAL COURSES; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO EDUCATION.
4487082  13/04/2020
FRESH AIR EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
11, MAHARANI BAGH, RING ROAD, NEW DELHI – 110065
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PANDEY
N 19 C, Saket, New Delhi 17
Used Since :14/05/2018
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS; DISSEMINATION OF EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL; CONDUCTING OF EDUCATIONAL COURSES; ELECTRONIC PUBLICATION OF INFORMATION, INCLUDING ONLINE; TRAINING; PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS (NOT DOWNLOADABLE); PUBLICATION OF MULTIMEDIA MATERIAL ONLINE; CONDUCTING OF EDUCATIONAL COURSES; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO EDUCATION.
Mr Leggitt
4487851  15/04/2020
AYUSHI GUPTA
FLAT NO. E - 1105. MANTRI ALPYNE UTTARAHALLI MAIN ROAD, BANASHANKARI 5TH STAGE, SUBRAMANYAPURA, BANGALORE SOUTH, KARNATAKA - 560061.
Sole Proprietress

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
information and education imparted through audio, video and textual mode
Refier

4487854  15/04/2020

EASEASSIST INFORMATION SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
H No:1-95/2/5, Plot No 3, Second Floor Guttala Begumpet, Kavuri Hills, Madhapur, Hyderabad – 500081, Telangana
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :07/01/2017

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
RCW EVENT

4488117  16/04/2020
SONU ARORA PROPRIETOR OF RCW EVENT.
D-24, DEFENCE COLONY, DELHI-110024.

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Organizing of events for entertainment purposes, providing amusement arcade service, rental of audio equipment, club services, arranging and conducting colloquiums, arranging and conducting concerts, arranging and conducting conferences, entertainment/amusement, organization of competitions, organization of exhibition for cultural and educational purposes, organization of shows and sports competition, stage events, party planning, presentation of live performance, providing recreation facilities, rental of stage scenery, Provision of entertainment services through the media of television, Media production services, namely, video and film production included in Class 41.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 , 29/06/2020   Class 41

4488282    17/04/2020
MIRAJ BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PVT. LTD.
MIRAJ CAMPUS, UPER KI ODEN, NATHDWARA, RAJSAMAND, RAJASTHAN-313301. INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1964996

AHMEDABAD
CINEMA THEATERS; CINEMA STUDIOS; CINEMA SERVICES; CINEMA ENTERTAINMENT; CINEMA PRESENTATIONS;
CINEMATOGRAPHY SERVICES; CINEMA PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS;
CINEMA THEATER SERVICES; CINEMA THEATRE SERVICES; CINEMA STUDIO SERVICES; CINEMA FACILITIES
(PROVIDING -); CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM EDITING; PRESENTATION OF CINEMA FILMS; CINEMA SCHEDULE
INFORMATION SERVICES; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM SHOWINGS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES;
PRODUCTION OF CINEMA FILMS; DISTRIBUTION OF CINEMA FILMS; PROVISION OF CINEMA FACILITIES; MOVIE
THEATRE PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS; MOVIE THEATER
PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS; PRODUCTION OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC
FILMS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM STUDIO SERVICES; EDITING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS; PROVIDING THEATRE
AND CINEMA FACILITIES; PROVIDING THEATER AND CINEMA FACILITIES; SHOWING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC AND
MOTION PICTURE FILMS; SERVICES FOR THE SHOWING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS; SCREENING OF MOVIES AT
DRIVE-IN CINEMAS; SCREENING OF MOVIES AT OPEN-AIR CINEMAS IN CLASS 41.
4488287    17/04/2020
MIRAJ BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PVT. LTD.
MIRAJ CAMPUS, UPER KI ODEN, NATHDWARA, RAJSAMAND, RAJASTHAN-313301. INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1964996

AHMEDABAD
CINEMA THEATERS; CINEMA STUDIOS; CINEMA SERVICES; CINEMA ENTERTAINMENT; CINEMA PRESENTATIONS;
CINEMATOGRAPHY SERVICES; CINEMA PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS;
CINEMA THEATER SERVICES; CINEMA THEATRE SERVICES; CINEMA STUDIO SERVICES; CINEMA FACILITIES
(PROVIDING -); CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM EDITING; PRESENTATION OF CINEMA FILMS; CINEMA SCHEDULE
INFORMATION SERVICES; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM SHOWINGS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES;
PRODUCTION OF CINEMA FILMS; DISTRIBUTION OF CINEMA FILMS; PROVISION OF CINEMA FACILITIES; MOVIE
THEATRE PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS; MOVIE THEATER
PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS; PRODUCTION OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC
FILMS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM STUDIO SERVICES; EDITING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS; PROVIDING THEATRE
AND CINEMA FACILITIES; PROVIDING THEATER AND CINEMA FACILITIES; SHOWING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC AND
MOTION PICTURE FILMS; SERVICES FOR THE SHOWING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS; SCREENING OF MOVIES AT
DRIVE-IN CINEMAS; SCREENING OF MOVIES AT OPEN-AIR CINEMAS IN CLASS 41.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 41

4488288 17/04/2020
MIRAJ BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PVT. LTD.
MIRAJ CAMPUS, UPER KI ODEN, NATHDWARA, RAJSAMAND, RAJASTHAN-313301. INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1964996, 1967371

AHMEDABAD
CINEMA THEATERS; CINEMA STUDIOS; CINEMA SERVICES; CINEMA ENTERTAINMENT; CINEMA PRESENTATIONS;
CINEMATOGRAPHY SERVICES; CINEMA PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS;
CINEMA THEATER SERVICES; CINEMA THEATRE SERVICES; CINEMA STUDIO SERVICES; CINEMA FACILITIES
(PROVIDING -); CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM EDITING; PRESENTATION OF CINEMA FILMS; CINEMA SCHEDULE
INFORMATION SERVICES; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM SHOWINGS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES;
PRODUCTION OF CINEMA FILMS; DISTRIBUTION OF CINEMA FILMS; PROVISION OF CINEMA FACILITIES; MOVIE
THEATRE PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS; MOVIE THEATER
PRESENTATIONS IN CINEMAS, DRIVE-IN CINEMAS AND OPEN-AIR CINEMAS; PRODUCTION OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC
FILMS; CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILM STUDIO SERVICES; EDITING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS; PROVIDING THEATRE
AND CINEMA FACILITIES; PROVIDING THEATER AND CINEMA FACILITIES; SHOWING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC AND
MOTION PICTURE FILMS; SERVICES FOR THE SHOWING OF CINEMATOGRAPHIC FILMS; SCREENING OF MOVIES AT
DRIVE-IN CINEMAS; SCREENING OF MOVIES AT OPEN-AIR CINEMAS IN CLASS 41.
4488671   18/04/2020
SIVA DURGA RAO MATTA
19, AAVKAR ENCLAVES, NEW CG ROAD, CHANDHKHEDA, AHMEDABAD
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Services of providing educational training, academies [education], electronic desktop publishing, educational services; publication of books; publication of electronic books and journals on-line, publication of texts, other than publicity texts, teaching, tuition, translation, vocational guidance
4488864 18/04/2020
DOOR INTERNATIONAL B.V.
STAALWEG 19,4104 AS CULEMBORG,THE NETHERLANDS
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA,OPP. KESHAV BAGH,ASOPALAV LANE,Nr. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD,SATELLITE,AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.

Used Since: 24/09/2002

AHMEDABAD

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities.
4489015  20/04/2020
ADV. ROSHI MANUEL.
KURISINKAL, HOUSE NO. 15/151A(24/1037), MUNDAMVELI P.O, PIN-682507, KERALA, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, CONVENTIONS AND EXHIBITION FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; KNOW-HOW TRANSFER [TRAINING]; ONLINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, JOURNALS, MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS; BOOK EDITING AND REVIEW SERVICES; LIBRARY SERVICES; BOOK MOBILE SERVICES (MOBILE LIBRARY); TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES / INSTRUCTION SERVICES; TRANSLATION; PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING INFORMATION ON EDUCATION, PUBLICATION AND ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; WRITING OF TEXTS; CULTURAL, EDUCATIONAL OR ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; ART GALLERY SERVICES; SOCIAL CLUB SERVICES; AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION AND PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES; ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN SERVICES; ANIMAL TRAINING SERVICES;
4489219  20/04/2020
RUPESH SITARAM KAMBLI PROPRIETOR OF WOHLSTAND ENTERPRISES
BUSINESS 3RD FLR, R NO 4619 BLDG NO 151, SAMABHAV CHS, KANNAMWAR NO 01, VIKHROLI EAST
MUMBAIMUMBAI-400083
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; Education services; Education and training; Education and training services; Teaching and training services in the fields of business, industry and information technology
Fintso

4489755  21/04/2020

ADAPT FINTECH ADVISORS PRIVATE LIMITED
IRIS PARK, A-111, PATEL ESTATE ROAD, BESIDE AMBOLI POLICE STATION, JOGESHWARI (WEST) MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA - 400102
Director

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES
B-303, MAHESH SMRUTI CHS, NEXT TO SAI HOMES, BEHIND ATMARAM PARK, KOLWADI, DONGARPADA, VIRAR WEST - 401303, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Used Since: 21/01/2020

MUMBAI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities Included In Class 41.
4489769   21/04/2020

PRATIK SURESHBHAI SINGAL
A 304, SANDIPANI FLATS, OPP. ABHAY GHAT, NEAR CHANDAN KHADI BHANDAR, GANDHI ASHRAM, AHMEDBAD 380027
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHWARDHAN NAVINCHANDRA JOSHI, ADVOCATE
FLAT NO. 204, BLOCK O2, ADANI PRATHAM, BEHIND NIRMAL UNIVERSITY, S.G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD 382481, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES FOR FLIGHT TRAINING, AVIATION EDUCATION AND TRAINING, PILOT TRAINING COURSES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
4489931  22/04/2020
Sanjay Malaviya
AG-69 Nirvana Country, Gurugram, Haryana, 122018
An Indian citizen.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
C-4, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Used Since :06/02/2009
DELHI
Providing services for holding/ organizing educational exhibitions, educational conventions, conferences/ seminars, education fair.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954,  29/06/2020  Class 41

FOODYHIVE
4490013  22/04/2020
PARINATI SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
No.21, B 4th Cross, 3rd A Main Road, Ramaiah Layout, St Thomas Town, Post Karcharkanahali Bengaluru - 560084
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIVEK FANIPATI HEGDE
No.624, 1st floor, 15th Main,24th Cross, BSK II Stage,Bengaluru-560070.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Educational and training services; Arranging and conducting of workshops; Providing of training; Organization of events and competitions; Entertainment; Cultural Activities; Presentation of live performances; Production of Radio and Television programs; online publication of journals and content; undertake educational programs e-learning, organization of webinars.
4490340  23/04/2020
KHADI AND VILLAGE INDUSTRIES COMMISSION
Gramodaya, 3, Irla Road, Vile Parle (W), Mumbai – 400056, Maharashtra, India
Statutory body established under Act of Parliament (No.61 of 1955, as amended by Act No. 12 of 1987 & Act No. 10 of 2006)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
ASCENDAS IT PARK (PUNE) PRIVATE LIMITED
International Tech Park Pune, Plot No. 18, Rajiv Gandhi Infotech Park, MIDC Phase 3, Hinjewadi, Pune 411 057
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOCHHAR & CO.
SUITE 305, DELTA WING RAHEJA TOWERS # 177 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI-600002
Used Since :30/11/2018

To be associated with:
2459028

MUMBAI
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES IN RELATION TO REAL ESTATE AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; ORGANIZING,
ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF MEETINGS, EVENTS, WORKSHOPS, LECTURES, EXHIBITIONS, CONFERENCES,
SEMINARS AND OTHER FORUMS RELATING TO THE PUBLIC REAL ESTATE SECTOR; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
SYLLABUSES, COURSES AND STUDY GUIDES IN THE PUBLIC REAL ESTATE, ORGANIZATION OF EDUCATIONAL AND
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS FOR PROFESSIONALS AND EXECUTIVES IN THE PUBLIC REAL ESTATE SECTORS AND ALL
INCLUDED UNDER CLASS 41
4490877  24/04/2020
GENCOSYS TECHNOLOGIES (P) LTD.
C/O 2ND FLOOR, L-2/9, SECTOR-F, LDA COLONY, KANPUR ROAD, LUCKNOW-226012, UTTAR PRADESH
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI IP PRACTICE
B-83, 3RD FLOOR, DENA BANK BUILDING, I.P EXTANTION NEAR MAYUR PUBLIC SCHOOL,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Entertainment services, namely, providing a web site featuring photographic, audio, video and prose presentations featuring news, entertainment, sports, commentary, fashion, medicine, current events; organizing community sporting and cultural events; entertainment services, namely, multimedia program series featuring entertainment information about news, current events, sports, dining, travel and leisure distributed via various platforms across multiple forms of transmission media; radio entertainment production; recreation information; entertainment in the nature of television news shows; recording studio services; production of radio or television programs; providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos and audio recordings in the field of news, entertainment, sports, commentary, fashion, medicine, current events via a telecommunications link; providing a website featuring non-downloadable videos in the field of music; provision of non-downloadable films and television programmes via a video-on-demand service; production of radio and television programs, musical videos, and films; recording studio services; production of sound and music video recordings; production of television and radio programmes; production and broadcast of cable television programmes; provision of information relating to distribution of television shows and radio show programmes; book publishing services; video tape film production; video tape editing; providing information and news in the field of current events relating to news, entertainment, sports, commentary, fashion, medicine; provision of factual information relating to distribution of television shows and radio show programmes; non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, bulletins, articles in the field of news, entertainment, sports, commentary, fashion, medicine, current events from the internet; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable prerecorded music on-line via the internet; production of interactive television programs, social media like youtube news publishing, film production, other than advertising film, dubbing, microfilming, recording studio services, production of music, videotape editing, videotape film production, videotaping, translation, sign language interpretation, language interpretation services
4491072 24/04/2020
BRAINFEED EDUTECH (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
EAST OF 22 NO GUMATI, BALBHADRANAVTOLE, LAHERIASARIA, DARBHANGA, BIHAR 846001
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4491074   24/04/2020
BRAINFEED EDUTECH (OPC) PRIVATE LIMITED
EAST OF 22 NO GUMATI, BALBHADRAPURNAVTOLE, LAHERIASARIA, DARBHANGA, BIHAR 846001
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
STUDY BADSHAH

4491869  26/04/2020

NEERAJ CHOPRA
A 3/1, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI-110007
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V AGGARWAL AND CO
2ND FLOOR, JEEVAN VIHAR BUILDING, PARLIAMENT STREET, NEW DELHI-110001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

correspondence courses, educational examination, lending library services, online publication of electronic books and journals, providing online electronic publications, not downloadable, publication of books, publication of texts, other than publicity texts.
4491877    26/04/2020
MR. HITESHKUMAR RAMCHANDBHAI PATEL
MALAN ROAD PAR, AT. GANGAPURA, MALAN, BANASKANTHA – 385 001 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GHANSHYAM HOUSE, BUNGLOW NO. 9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD – 380 014 (GUJARAT) INDIA

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities.
4493115 28/04/2020
JITESHKUMAR RAMESHBHAI VEKARIYA (TRADING AS GRUHINEE.COM)
Shop No. 228, Apple Square, Setelight Road, Mota Varachha, Surat-394101
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAMATA BABUBHAI MANGUKIYA
B-37, 2nd Floor, Ramkrishna Soc., L.H.Road, Varachha, Surat-395006, Gujarat, India
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Training and Development Activity, Educational Activity, Cooking Class, Expert Tips for Cooking, Training and Development Classes
STORY EQUALIZER

4493422    29/04/2020
MAHESH BELLIE NATARAJAN
Plot:85, 3/282, EASWARA NAGAR-WEST, K.VADAMADURAL, THUDIALUR, COIMBATORE - 641017, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; COACHING [TRAINING]; TEACHING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; INSTRUCTION SERVICES; ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND ORGANISATION OF CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, COLLOQUIUMS, WORKSHOPS [TRAINING], SEMINARS AND SYMPOSIUMS; EDUCATION INFORMATION; EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE]; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS
4494020   30/04/2020
SUCHITRA PAWAR
Flat No. 13, Building No.2, Lake View Apartment, Sutarwadi, Pashan, Pune -411021
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education services, Provision of educational courses, lectures, seminars, and of youth training schemes, Providing information about online education.
MILIND GOVIND DHUMALE TRADING AS JAAGLYA.COM
Flat No. 201, House No. 196/0001, Namuraj Niwas, Sector 19B, Kopar Khairne, Navi Mumbai, (Municipal Corporation), Thane - 400709
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing online information about entertainment, Providing information, listings and news regarding television programming and entertainment via a web site.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 41

SHASHI KANT CHANDAK
6-1-630/6, MARKET ROAD, KHAIRATABAD, HYDERABAD, ANDHRA PRADESH-500004
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Educational services; Training services; Production of television programmes for broadcast on mobile devices; Providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable, in the field of music; Multimedia publishing of printed matter; Publishing of text books; Publishing of magazines; Editing of magazines; Editing of journals; Publishing of journals; Editing of newspapers; Publication of newspapers; Publishing of newsletters; Publication of electronic magazines; Entertainment; Organization and presentation of shows; Arranging and conducting of tutorials; Providing online graphic novels, not downloadable; Editing of photographs; Providing online videos, not downloadable; Multimedia publishing of books, magazines, journals, music, and electronic publications; Publication of electronic magazines; Entertainment; Organization and presentation of shows; Arranging of sports competitions; Organisation of sports competitions; Organization of games; Organisation and presentation of shows, competitions, games, concerts and entertainment events; Arranging of symposiums; Organizing and conducting sports competitions; Party planning [entertainment] for social events; Conducting of educational conferences
4494536  01/05/2020
SYED ATHIQ PASHA
NO.80, 1st CROSS, DINNUR MAIN ROAD, R.T.NAGAR, BANGALORE- 560032
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :31/03/2014
CHENNAI
EDUCATION SERVICES PROVIDED BY SCHOOLS, PLAY SCHOOLS, KINDER GARDEN SCHOOLS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020  Class 41

4535949  18/06/2020
MAHATMA GANDHI VIDYA PEETHA TRUST
Shavige Malleshwara Hills, Kumaraswamy Layout
Active
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BADRI VISHAL
25/3, 2nd Floor, Lavelle Road, Opposite Nitesh Buckingham Gate, Bengaluru - 560001

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Educational Services including PlaySchool, PreSchool, Primary and Secondary Education; Research and Training Services; Organization of Sports and Cultural Activities;
The Spirit of Mumbai

1494157  06/10/2006
ASHVIN DAULAT GIDWANI
232 ARUN CHAMBERS, 2ND FLOOR, TARDEO, MUMBAI-400 034.
SERVICES PROVIDER.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTERNATIONAL TRADE MARKS BUREAU.
1ST FLOOR, MANEKJI WADIA BUILDING, 127, M.G. ROAD, FORT MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; SERVICES FOR HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY; SERVICES PROVIDED TO INDIVIDUALS IN RELATION WITH SOCIAL EVENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
3173604  02/02/2016
SWAPNIL AVDHUTRAO UGHADE
OFFICENO 305, VISHAL COMPLEX, DSKKRANWARE, BAVDHAN, PUNE - 411021 (MH) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Used Since : 12/12/2014
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR WEB DEVELOPMENT, GRAPHICS DESIGN, DIGITAL MARKETING, ECOMMERCE, MEDIA PORTALS, INTERNET GATEWAYS, DESIGNING AND PRINTING, CONTENT WRITING, VIDEO CREATION, INCLUDING UNDER CLASS 42
3174631    02/02/2016
MR. GOTAM SETHI
trading as ;Adaptabiz Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
34, 2nd Floor, Corner Market, Malviya Nagar, New Delhi-110017
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Used Since :05/02/2013
DELHI
Software Development, and IT enabled services.
3174901  02/02/2016
AMARDEEP ANEJA
trading as ;AMARDEEP ANEJA
H.NO.1017, CIVIL LINES, DUTT ROAD, MOGA.
SERVICES
PROP. FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER MALIK
KALER COMPLEX, ZIRA ROAD, MOGA-142001
Used Since :25/09/2015
DELHI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE , WEB DESIGNING, WEB DEVELOPMENT, WEB HOSTING, WEB PORTAL, DEVELOPMENT OF MULTIMEDIA SOLUTIONS, CUSTOMARIES SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT AND MAKING SOFTWARE TO FOUND LOST/TRACKING GADGETS.
PRASHANT VERMA
House No. 122, Road No. 2, Rajendra Nagar, Patna - 800016
Information Technology Services
Used Since :03/11/2010
DELHI
Consulting/Research & Development in the field of IT, Computer Hardware/Software/Network, Cyber Security, Cloud Computing, e-Commerce, Software/Web Development; IT Services & Operations; ITES; Computer/Programming/Multimedia/Domain Registration Services; Planning, Analysis, Design, Development, Integration, Deployment, Testing & Maintenance of Software/Website/Web & Mobile App; Data Center/Cloud Computing/Web Hosting Services; Server/Infrastructure/Network Management; Technical Support/Troubleshooting of Computer Hardware/Software/Network;
3221185  29/03/2016
SEVENTEEN CUBE CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
12/480, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226016, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROMESH CHADHA & CO.
A - 589, INDIRA NAGAR, A - BLOCK, LUCKNOW - 226016, U.P.
Used Since :07/04/2015
DELHI
WEBSITE DESIGN AND DEVELOPING SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGNS, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTING, ONLINE COMPUTER SOFTWARE SERVICES; ADVISORY, CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO ALL THE AFORESAID SERVICES
Ee SOROBAN

3229451 07/04/2016
TAMAI ONETTOM INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
FF 27 NWA, CLUB ROAD, PUNJABI BAGH, DELHI-110026.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/01/2015
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3231443  11/04/2016
FAASO'S FOOD SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
802, DAMJI SHAMJI BUSINESS GALLERIA, ABOVE DMART, KANJURMARG (WEST) MUMBAI - 400078
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXPORT
R-1, NO. 401-402, PARK VIEW APARTMENTS HAUZ KHAS ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI 110016
Used Since : 26/01/2016
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
doctor.e
3236138  16/04/2016
DOCTOR E HEALTH SERVICES PVT LTD
trading as ;M/S Doctor E Health Services Pvt Ltd
D-243. Anupam Gardens, Neb Sarai, New Delhi - 110068
SERVICE PROVIDER
a company incorporated under the companies act 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. BHAVYA GOYAL ADV.,
INTELLILOCUS IP SERVICES 53/6,THIRD FLOOR, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR NEW DELHI-110060
Used Since :18/03/2015
DELHI
Information technology services for the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries; Data warehousing; Computer-aided diagnostic testing services; Design and development of medical diagnostic apparatus; Development of diagnostic apparatus; Research and development services in the field of diagnostic preparations; Blood analysis services.
RAUNAK DEY
trading as ;RAUNAK DEY

HOUSE NO. 4, SONALI SARANI, GMC HOSTEL ROAD, ANANDA NAGAR, DISPUR POST OFFICE, GUWAHATI - 781005, ASSAM

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17, REHMAN VILLA, DR. S.K. BHUYAN ROAD, DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST), GUWAHATI 781 001, ASSAM.

Proposed to be Used

KOLKATA

PROVIDING SERVICES OF WEB BASED ONLINE BLOGGING SITES.
Creative World

3238647  20/04/2016
CREATIVE TRAVEL PVT. LTD.
27, DDA Shopping Centre, Nanakpura, New Delhi-110021

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024

Used Since :01/02/2008

DELHI

ARCHITECTURAL CONSULTANCY, CLOUD COMPUTING, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, CREATING AND MAINTAINING WEB SITES, INTERIOR DESIGN, TECHNICAL PROJECT STUDIES, TECHNOLOGICAL CONSULTANCY, WEB SITE FEATURING TECHNOLOGY THAT ENABLES INTERNET USERS TO BOOK TRAVEL, E-COMMERCE, MOBILE APPS, ANIMATION AND WEB DESIGNING SERVICES FALLING IN CLASS 42

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole.
HERO

3254880    09/05/2016

BML INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
264, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA

Service Providers
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Used Since :15/09/2011

DELHI

Software as a service (saas services, namely hosting software for use by others, scientific and technological services in the nature of research and design services in the field of metallurgy, namely, steel and manufacturing steel; industrial analysis and research services in the field of metallurgy, steel, and manufactured steel; software design and development services; technology consultation and research in the field of metallurgy, steel, manufacturing steel, and engineering; mining and mineral exploration service;
3254895    09/05/2016
BML INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
264, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA
Service Providers
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Design and development of medical and healthcare technology and equipment; design and development of computer software for use in medical and healthcare technology; information technology services for the medical equipment and healthcare industry; technical consultancy, planning and design of water installations, namely waste water clarifying and purifying installations, service water treatment installations, drinking water treatment installations, desalination installations; technical consultancy, planning and design of evaporation installations, driers and sludge treatment installations; scientific and industrial research and development, and creating technical process models for water installations, namely waste water clarifying and purifying installations, service water treatment installations, drinking water treatment installations, desalination installations, and for evaporation installations, driers and sludge treatment installations.
3263953    20/05/2016
A S TAXSOFT PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO. 9, NEERAV NIKUNJ COLONY, PH-II SIKANDRA, AGRA, U.P.-282007
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :15/04/2016
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH DESIGN RELATING THERETO INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS
AND RESEARCH SERVICES DESIGN DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
ARI World

3269909    27/05/2016
ARI WORLD PVT. LTD.
B-1, HAUZ KHAS, NEW DELHI-110016
SERVICE PROVIDER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE LAW OFFICES OF JAFA & JAVALI
S-316, PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI 110017
Used Since :11/01/2001
To be associated with:
3252346, 3252350, 3269900, 3269902, 3269905
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
NEON
3286457  16/06/2016
ARM LIMITED
110 Fulbourn Road, Cambridge, CB1 9NJ, United Kingdom
Service Providers
A company incorporated under the laws of England and Wales
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since :04/10/2004
DELHI
Research, development, design, technical consultancy and technical support services, all relating to computer application software, namely, computer software for use in applications for multimedia, graphics video, audio and numerically intensive computations; research, development, design, technical consultancy and technical support services, all relating to electronic data processing equipment, computer hardware, computer hardware architecture, integrated circuits, semiconductor devices, microprocessors, microcontrollers, printed circuit boards, interfaces for computers and printed circuit boards, parts and accessories for computer hardware, electronic apparatus for wireless communications, electronic devices that send and receive data in a connected network, computer servers, mobile telephones, computer software architecture, application software, operating system software, and other electronic machines, apparatus and their parts.
3290131 21/06/2016
MAGIRICS HOTELS PVT. LTD.
trading as; MAGIRICS HOTELS PVT. LTD.
D-8, GROUND FLOOR, ELDECO RESIDENCY GREEN, SECTOR P. O. GREATER NOIDA, U.P., INDIA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Computer Programming And Services That Cannot Be Classified In Other Classes, Namely, Promotion, Sale And Resale Of Items Via Global Computer Network, And For The Collection And Dissemination Of Statistical, Quantitative And Qualitative Information Regarding The Sale And Resale Of Items Via A Global Computer Network; Website Hosting;
3292061  23/06/2016
DHEERAJ JUNEJA
H NO 10, NEW GANDHI NAGAR, GHAZIABAD 201001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.N. GOEL, ADVOCATE
210 GOPAL PALACE, MALIWARA CHOWK, GHAZIABAD, UP-201001
Used Since :16/06/2014
DELHI
SOFTWARES
CREATING CLIMATE FOR CHANGE

3298672   01/07/2016
VIKRAM SOLAR LIMITED
trading as ;VIKRAM SOLAR LIMITED
The Chambers, 8th Floor, 1865, Rajdanga Main Road, Kolkata – 700107, West Bengal, India.
SERVICE PROVIDER (S).
AN INDIAN COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR, P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA 700104, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :27/06/2016

KOLKATA
Scientific research in the field of renewable energy; Research in the field of climate change; Research and development services relating to solar cells and electricity generation; Development of energy and power management systems; Energy Auditing; Consultancy in the field of energy saving; Engineering; Industrial Analysis & Research Services; Design services; Hosting Computer Sites (Web Sites); Software As a Service (SaaS); Computer Programming; Material Testing; Quality Control; Surveying.
SURESH RAINA
3304742 08/07/2016
EXITO CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
A 3/3, GROUND FLOOR, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110 057.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; PLANNING AND DESIGN OF SPORTS FACILITIES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE AND VIRTUAL REALITY SOFTWARE; RENTAL OF COMPUTER GAME SOFTWARE; DESIGN OF CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR AND HEADGEAR; DESIGN OF CLOTHING ACCESSORIES; ARCHITECTURAL SERVICES; DESIGN OF INTERIOR DECOR; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE [SAAS]; PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF ONLINE NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE.
3305124  11/07/2016
UTTAM MANI
PRAKASH MANI
trading as ;PRAKASH TEXTILES
D-27, Sector 11, Noida 201 301, Uttar Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR, P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA 700104, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :01/04/1986
DELHI
DESIGN SERVICES; DESIGN OF JEWELRY & CLOTHING; FASHION ACCESSORY DESIGN SERVICES; TEXTILE & MATERIAL TESTING; SURVEYING; QUALITY EVALUATION OF WOOL; QUALITY CONTROL; RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT OF NEW PRODUCTS FOR OTHERS; AUTHENTICATING WORKS OF ART; GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGN; HOSTING COMPUTER SITES (WEB SITES); PROVIDING SEARCH ENGINES FOR THE INTERNET; HOSTING WEB PORTALS & WEBLOGS; HOSTING E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS ON THE INTERNET; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS); SERVER HOSTING.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 42

3305663  09/07/2016
PREETI CHATURVEDI trading as ;Sky Genomics
73 HIG, Ada Colony, Preetam Nagar, Sulem Sarai, Allahabad- 211011, Uttar Pradesh,
Service Provider
Proprietor

VALSAMMA RAJU trading as ;Sky Genomics
73 HIG, Ada Colony, Preetam Nagar, Sulem Sarai, Allahabad- 211011, Uttar Pradesh,
Service Provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH, NATURAL SCIENCE SERVICES, BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH
GAURI

3308327 13/07/2016
M/S. GAURI GROUP OF COMPANIES
trading as ;M/s. Gauri Group of Companies
Office No-6 To 10,1st Floor, Girnar Tower, S.V.Road, Opp- New Police Station, Dahisar (E),Mumbai -4000 68
Service Provider
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/12/2006

MUMBAI
Infrastructure Design and Development, Interior and Architecture Services
3311364 18/07/2016
DWELLAR SYSTEMS PVT LTD
UNION BUILDING, 2ND FLOOR, 52-54 SLEATER ROAD, GRANT ROAD (WEST), MUMBAI - 400007
SERVICE PROVIDER
A REGISTERED COMPANY, REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since: 01/06/2016
MUMBAI
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS, 2D AND 3D ANIMATION, STEREOSCOPIC ANIMATION, COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VISUAL EFFECTS, VFX, ARCHITECTURAL WALKTHROUGHS, SPECIAL EFFECTS, GRAPHIC DESIGN, WEB HOSTING, IT ENABLED SERVICE
3313770  19/07/2016
DOCSUGGEST HEALTHCARE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
3rd Floor, Krislon House, Krishnalal Marwah Marg, Sakinaka, Andheri East, Mumbai 400072
Service provider
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHANANJAY MODGALYA, ADVOCATE
Ziffi, 3rd Floor, Krislon House, Krishnalal Marwah Marg, Sakinaka, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400072, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
design and development of computer hardware and software for hygienic and beauty care services
3316712  25/07/2016
GALAXY INTERNATIONAL REALTHECH PRIVATE LIMITED
D-255, VIVEK VIHAR, DELHI-95.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD
Used Since :01/06/2010
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
3316834   23/07/2016
ASHISH MAHAJAN
ARVIND MAHAJAN
ASHWANI MAHAJAN
YOGINDER PAL
trading as ;AMAR NATH MAHAJAN & SONS
S-128, INDUSTRIAL AREA JALANDHAR 144004 (PUNJAB)
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
PARTNER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :01/04/1963
DELHI
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT RELATING TO DESIGN,SHAPE AND CONFIGURATION OF SPORTING ARTICLES, FITNESS EQUIPMENTS, SPORTS WEARS & SPORTS SHOES, SPORTS BAGS, HAND BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS & PURSES, HOSTING & MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITE FOR ONLINE SALE OF GOODS.
Emotional Intelligence

3318603    25/07/2016
RN CHIDAKASHI TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Flat No. 4, Stambh Tirth, R.A. Kidwai Road, Wadala (West), Mumbai - 400031, Maharashtra.

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020

Used Since: 20/07/2016

MUMBAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
GetMeAShop
3318634  25/07/2016
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Service Providers
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE,
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :05/05/2012
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; design and development of computer hardware and software, programming on customized web pages featuring user defined information; programming of data processing programs & software for internet portals; creating & maintaining customized web pages & hosting of web sites; design and development of systems for data input, output, processing, display and storage design and graphic arts; publication of electronic books and journals on-line.
3318639  25/07/2016
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103
Service Providers
An Indian company within the meaning of the Companies Act, 2013
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since :05/05/2012
To be associated with:
3318634
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; design and development of computer hardware and software, programming on customized web pages featuring user defined information; programming of data processing programs & software for internet portals; creating & maintaining customized web pages & hosting of web sites; design and development of systems for data input, output, processing, display and storage design and graphic arts; publication of electronic books and journals on-line.
SAVIOR
3319878  26/07/2016
STJ ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD
X-51 OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE-2 NEW DELHI 110020
service provider
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
R.K.DEWAN & CO., Advocates, Trade Marks & Patents Attorneys, 236-237, Vardhman Fashion Mall, Near Bhagwan Mahavir Hospital, Pitampura, Delhi- 110 034
Used Since :02/12/1991
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
SMART NURSING HOME

3324677  01/08/2016
KAREXPERT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
809, Unitech Arcadia, South City II, Gurgaon, Haryana 122002
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAARTHI BHATIA
5/19, Kirti Nagar Industrial Area, New Delhi-110015.
Used Since: 02/05/2016

DELHI
SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS, SERVICES AND AN ONLINE PLATFORM TO PROVIDE INFORMATION ABOUT MEDICAL AND HEALTH ISSUES.
PROJECT INSIDER

3334084   11/08/2016
VDR SYSTEMS
1513-A, HOUSING BOARD COLONY, SECTOR-31 GURGAON HARYANA 122001
TRADERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CONSULTANCY INCLUDING COMPUTER HARDWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES; COMPUTER SYSTEM
AND SOFTWARE DESIGN; INSTALLATION, UPDATING, DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE
3480662  11/02/2017
SHWETA DESHMUKH
A-311, SHIV CHAMBERS, SECTOR-11, CBD BELAPUR, NAVI MUMBAI- 400614.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Used Since :09/02/2017
MUMBAI
ARCHITECTURE, INTERIOR DESIGN CONSULTANCY SERVICES, ARCHITECTURE SERVICES, ARCHITECTURE DESIGN SERVICES, ARCHITECTURE CONSULTANCY SERVICES, PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANCY RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING SERVICES RELATING TO ARCHITECTURE, BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3496623  02/03/2017
MAHARISHI INSTITUTE OF CREATIVE INTELLIGENCE
121, FIRST FLOOR, DLF GALLERIA, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-I DELHI-110091
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDES & FIDUCIA LAW FIRM
H-21, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, LAJPAT NAGAR-I, NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since :07/08/2001
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL-
ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
INCLUDED IN CLASS - 42.
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3598884  25/07/2017

SUMAN CHAUHAN
HOUSE NO-132, D-BLOCK, KRISHI APARTMENT, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
INTERIOR DECORATING, INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES, INTERIOR DECORATION CONSULTATION, DESIGN OF BUILDING INTERIORS, ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN FOR INTERIOR DECORATION, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES.
3666558  31/10/2017
RAVI PRAKASH PROP.OF RAVI PRAKASH
B-32,2ND FLOOR, SECTOR-57 NOIDA,U.P-201301
PROP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, SOFTWARE, DEVELOPMENT SERVICES & SUPPORT
NOPAPERFORMS

3668101   02/11/2017

NOPAPERFORMS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED.
PLOT NO.-76, SECOND FLOOR, OKHLA PHASE-3, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA.
 BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3668099

DELHI

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, INSTALLING COMPUTER PROGRAMMES, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES,
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING CONSULTANCY, COMPUTER PROGRAM DESIGN SERVICES, CREATING AND MAINTAINING
WEB SITES, WEB SITE DEVELOPMENT, WEB SITE DESIGN, HOSTING COMPUTER SITES [WEB SITES], HOSTING
MULTIMEDIA EDUCATIONAL CONTENT, PROGRAMMING OF MULTIMEDIA APPLICATIONS, DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA SOFTWARE, DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF HARDWARE FOR MULTIMEDIA DATA STORING
AND RECALLING, DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE FOR COMPRESSION AND DECOMPRESSION OF MULTIMEDIA
CONTENTS, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO;
INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE.
ARUN KUMAR CHOPRA  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUJ PATANKAR  
Scientific services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
Jugnoo POD
3720936  06/01/2018
SOCOMO TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot no. 5, CDCI, Sector 28-B, Madhya Marg, Chandigarh, India
A company organized and existing under the laws of Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2889779, 2889780, 3547920
DELHI
Providing temporary use of computer programs and software for scheduling, coordinating, dispatching transportation services, for managing a network of transportation requesters and providers, for making and facilitating the sharing of electronic payments, for searching, communicating and locating others by geographical location and for use in social networking, software for bookings of transportation services and for dispatching motorized vehicles to customers, for coordinating and obtaining delivery services; design and development of computer hardware and software.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2889779 and 2889780.
3729412  17/01/2018

VIKAS M KOLI
Kundalika Compound, Versova, Andheri(west), Mumbai- 400016
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAIN JOSHI & ASSOCIATES
17/3, Parvati Niwas, 1st floor, Juhu Village, Sector-11, Vashi Navi Mumbai- 400 703.
Used Since :02/04/2012

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO, DESIGN SERVICES,
GRAPHIC ARTS DESIGN.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3734700  23/01/2018
URVASHI ANEJA
trading as ;TANDEM RESEARCH
A1/178 SAFDERJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-29
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RESEARCH SERVICES
I Got Skills

4205656  13/06/2019

MINDTREE LIMITED
Global Village Technology Park, RVCE Post, Mysore Road, Bangalore - 560059

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S ESHWAR CONSULTANTS
HOUSE OF CORPORATE AND IPR LAWS 4, AISHWARYA, 12B/177, KUMARAN COLONY, 6TH STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI-600026.

Used Since :18/11/2017

CHENNAI

Providing software and platform as a service, providing hosted services and information technology consultancy services.
NEARAYS INFOTECH INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

4258320 07/08/2019
NEARAYS INFOTECH INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
145-B/12-I/4, KAILASHPURI GOVINDPUR TELIARGANJ ALLAHABAD UTTAR PRADESH -211004
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software,Information technology [IT] consultancy services
4324037  17/10/2019
MR. SANJAY BALIRAM AGRAWAL
Bakaulf Housing Society, Link Road, Chichwad, Pune, Pun :- 411 033, maharashtra State, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :01/01/2009
MUMBAI
Design and development of computer hardware and software.
INSTAWELL

4347208  14/11/2019

SHRIRAM AUTOMALL INDIA LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, MOOKAMBIKA COMPLEX, NO. 4 LADY DESIKA ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600004

Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUNIL CHOPRA
FLAT NO. 8, TRIVENI APPARTMENT, WEST ENCLAVE, PITAMPUTA, DELHI

Used Since : 11/02/2010

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
D.DEEPA
trading as ;SANJEEV BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH CENTRE
3/S1 AMUDHAM FLATS GANDHI ROAD, GANDHI STREET KEELKATALAI, CHENNAI-600 117.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICE AND MEDICAL SERVICES INCLUDED IN
4373708  10/12/2019
AVEZO ADVISORS PVT. LTD.
IL & FS Financial Centre, C & D Quadrant, 6th Floor, Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (E), Mumbai - 400 051, Maharashtra, India.
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :23/06/2011
MUMBAI
Design, development, installation, maintenance and updating of computer software and mobile applications and consultancy thereto; conversion of data to electronic media; creating and maintaining electronic databases; technological services; and all of the aforesaid services in relation to financial services, tax assessment, financial and business management, and monetary affairs
MYFEES

4377213  13/12/2019

BALLAV TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
9/606, 5th Floor Larica Township , BKP Road , North 24 paraganas , P.o -Nabally , P.S - BARASAT ,KOLKATA , WEST BENGAL
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJIT KUMAR JHA
804/2, KALIKAPUR ROAD , KOLKATA -700099

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

WEBSITE DEVELOPMENT , APP DEVELOPMENT AND OTHER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES SERVICES
4386793  23/12/2019  

VIKAS NAIR  
F301, Powai Park, Hiranandani Gardens, Powai Maharashtra Mumbai 400076  
Proprietor  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
POOJASHREE  
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu  
Used Since :01/11/2016  

MUMBAI  
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL  
ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL AND AUTHENTICATION  
SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
FFS INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED

4403156  09/01/2020

FFS INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
3, PLOT 6828 GOLD INN, KOLIVERY LANE, KALINA, SANTACRUZ(EAST), MUMBAI - 400098

Service provider
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KESHAVA H.B
B 203, Stargaze, Kolte Patil Housing Society, Bavdhan, Paud Road, Pune, Maharashtra 411021

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Mechanical research services, Mechanical engineering, Mechanical research, Mechanical engineering services, Design of mechanical components, Mechanical and electrical engineering services, Research relating to mechanical engineering, Design of mechanical and micromechanical components, Research in the field of mechanical engineering, Mechanical research in the field of motor sports, Design of mechanical, electromechanical and optoelectronic apparatus and instruments, Product development consultancy for inventors in the field of mechanical engineering, Product development consultancy for inventors in the field of mechanical engineering, Marine engineering [design and development of mechanical equipment of seagoing craft, docks and harbor installations]
WYZIBILITY
4406121  11/01/2020
RP TECHSOFT INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
9TH FLOOR, LEELA INFOPARK, PLOT NO. 2, TECHNOPARK CAMPUS, KARIAVATTOM, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM - 695 581
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since: 12/04/2017
CHENNAI
design, development, implementation, updating and maintenance of computer software; design and development of computer hardware; Research and consultancy services relating to software; Testing of computer hardware and software; Software as a service [SaaS]; Outsource service providers in the field of information technology; Information technology (IT) engineering, consultancy, support services; development of computer software application solutions; computer programming consultancy; computer systems analysis; technical project research; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services
4418466  24/01/2020
DUDANI KRUNAL PRAVINBHAI
NEAR POST OFFICE, MOVIYA, RAJKOT, GONDAL, GUJARAT-360311
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJIT KUMAR JHA
804/2, KALIKAPUR ROAD , KOLKATA -700099
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto
PAC Security

4426074    31/01/2020

PARAS ARORA
8/1138, JAIN BAGH, VEER NAGAR, SAHARANPUR-247001

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RACHNA MITTAL
205, MUKESH COLONY, BALLABHGARH-121004, FARIDABAD

Used Since :28/04/2019

DELHI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and industrial research services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
4429503  04/02/2020
MARV MULTIDIMENSION PRIVATE LIMITED
S.NO.2142, GAJI GALLI DUDHGAON SANGLI 416315
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATIK SHRIKANT DHOLE
Manodnya-25 Sahayognagar,Vishrambag, Sangli-416415, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Software Development
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT THE WHOLE LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
4440745  13/02/2020
SUNAKSHI JAGWANI
C-21, B, ASHOK MARG NEXT TO CITY MALL C-SHEME JAIPUR 302001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARIMA GOYAL
49 A, SULTAN NAGAR, GUJAR KI THADI, GOPALPURA BY PASS JAIPUR 302019

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Interior Decor Design, Home Decor Design Included Class 42
4441122   14/02/2020
ZIPRECRUITER, INC.
604 Arizona Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90401, United States of America
a Delaware corporation, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Software as a service (SAAS) services, namely, hosting software for use by others for use in online personnel recruiting,
posting employment opportunities online, for posting and viewing resumes, for subscribing to job alerts via email and
text, for screening job applicants by viewing and/or downloading resumes in a resume database, for searching for job
opportunities, for screening and interviewing job applicants online, for applying to jobs and for storing resumes online;
Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for use in online personnel recruiting, posting
employment opportunities online, for posting and viewing resumes, for subscribing to job alerts via email and text, for
screening job applicants by viewing and/or downloading resumes in a resume database, for searching for job
opportunities, for screening and interviewing job applicants online, for applying to jobs and for storing resumes online;
Design, creation, hosting and maintenance of websites for others; Computer software technical support services, namely,
troubleshooting of computer software problems
4451043  23/02/2020
ROHIT AGNIHOTRI
H.NO. 304, SHUBAM APARTMENTS, POCKET 4, SECTOR 12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110078
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SAURABH KUMAR
703, 1ST FLOOR
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
REPAIR, MAINTENANCE, CONSULTING, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, DESIGNING, ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT SERVICES FOR USE IN THE FIELDS OF INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION SERVICES FALLING IN CLASS 42.
4455211  26/02/2020
COREFUL TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 1022, OFFICERS COLONY, ANNA NAGAR WEST EXTENSION, CHENNAI 600101
Private Limited Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY & RAJ ASSOCIATES
NO. 15 (OLD NO. 8), PALLAVAN STREET, NESAPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 078.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MOBILE APPLICATION SERVICES, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING SERVICES, CLOUD PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY, COMPUTER SYSTEM ANALYSIS, DATA ENCRYPTION SERVICES, ELECTRONIC DATA STORAGE SERVICES, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES, BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42
CLOSING PRO

4457741    28/02/2020

MRS. ZIA MODY
Barry Villa 2, Tejpal Road, Krishna Sanghi Path, Gamdevi, Mumbai 400007, Maharashtra, India
An Indian citizen

MR. BAHRAM VAKIL
1st Floor, Neptune Court, Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, Maharashtra, India
An Indian citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Software as a service (SaaS); data processing services; design, development, implementation and maintenance of software; electronic data storage.
VITTI AI

4459144  02/03/2020
ATIVITTI AI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
8/3, 2nd Floor, Abdul Aziz Road, Near Oriental Bank of Commerce, New Delhi-110005
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA GUPTA, (ADVOCATE)
4th Floor, Laxmi Ganesh Apartment, 27, Vijay Block, Laxmi Nagar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Scientific and technological services; Research and design services in the field of artificial intelligence; Providing artificial intelligence computer programs on data networks; computer software platforms for artificial intelligence as software as a service
4459853  02/03/2020
KIRLOSKAR PROPRIETARY LTD.
13A, KARVE ROAD, KOTHRUD, PUNE-411038
A company incorporated under the Companies Act 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DE PENNING & DE PENNING
Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4196730

MUMBAI
Information Technology; Design and development of internet security programmes; Computer and internet security consultancy and data encryption services; Digitization of documents, images and sound; Software development; expert advice relating to technology.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION
4459875   02/03/2020
SHREYAS VIJAY REDDY
#2035, 23rd main, 14th cross, HSR layout, 1st sector, Bangalore- 560102
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH CHOWDHARY
A Mahesh Chowdhary No. 189, 7th Main Srinivasanagar, BSK 1st Stage, Bangalore- 560050

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Technological services, Computer system analysis, Computer System design, Monitoring of computer by remote access, Technical writing

THERE IS NO IDENTICAL MARK. HENCE ACCEPTED.
4460166 02/03/2020
VIZZBEE ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
123, Sanjeev Nagar, Karond, Bhopal - 462036, Madhya Pradesh
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 06/08/2018

MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
4460361  02/03/2020
ATUL KUMAR KULSHRESTHA -M/S.A N D CONSULTANTS
20, PRITHVIRAJ NAGAR, PALI ROAD, JHALAMAND,JODHPUR,RAJASTHAN
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
SONI & SONI - 2ND FLOOR SANGH MITRA,OPP. KESHAV BAGH,ASOPALAV LANE,Nr. SHIVRANJANI CROSS ROAD,SATELLITE,AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT INDIA.
Used Since :01/07/2017

AHMEDABAD
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
4460376  02/03/2020  
TARVINDER KAUR TRADING AS A.P. COLLECTIONS  
151-L, MODEL TOWN, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)  
PROPRIETORSHIP  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
MAHTTA & CO  
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)  
Used Since :01/11/2019  
DELHI  
NUMOCITY TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1659/27, 5th Cross, 6th Main, RPC Layout, Vijayanagar II Stage, Bangalore 560040, Karnataka
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 29/01/2020

CHENNAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
4462792  04/03/2020
CODIM SOLUTIONS & SERVICES LLP
No.7, Third Floor, Wellington Estate, 53, Ethiraj Salai, Egmore, Chennai-600008
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALASUBRAMANIAM M
W564, Park Road, Anna Nagar West Extension, Chennai-600101.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Computer Software Suite for Augment Reality (AR) paradigm for the fashion industry. Virtual trial room software infused with AR of the individual for trying the outfit. Software design incorporates dashboard management function, customer experience of AR, fabric scanner and model scanner.
4463191  04/03/2020
JITENDRA KUMAR
I – 112/5, HARI NAGAR EXTENSION, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI-110044
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIDHANATH SINGH
46 LGF, Jorbagh, New Delhi-110003

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software
CHECKBOX TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
BS - 102, SECTOR - 70, NOIDA - 201 301
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PORWAL
Intellect IPR Consulting F-8 & 9, 1st Floor, Ansal Tower, Opp. Jwala Heri Market, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi - 110063

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
4464044  05/03/2020
PARTH KAPADIYA
New Lig 497, Anandnagar Pranami School Line Bhavnagar Gujarat – 364005
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research services; design and development of computer hardware and software
LOVELYKART

4464251  05/03/2020

THYAGARAJU SHRIKAANTH VARMA
H.NO. 8-3988/34/10, SBH COLONY, OPPOSITE ICICI BANK, YELLAREDDY GUDA, SRI NAGAR COLONY, KHAIRATABAD, HYDERABAD-500073
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALI HYDER IMAM
403, imams.ca, MAH Manor, (besides masab tank bus stop), Banjara Hills road, Masab Tank, Hyderabad - 500028.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
E-COMMERCE PLATFORM
ACCESSLINE

4465401  06/03/2020

ACCESSLINE LIMITED
106, Abhishek Premises Co-op Society Ltd., Plot No.C-5, Dalia Ind. Estate, Off. Link Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai-400053, Maharashtra
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRUTIKA GURAV (AS WAYS AND LAWS)
Rosa Gardenia, B3 1004, Behind Hypercity, Near TMC Garden, Kasarvadavli, Thane (W) - 400615
Used Since: 10/03/2006

MUMBAI
Services related to Software Consultancy, Information Technology, Consultancy relating to computer software, Information technology consultancy services, Provision of information relating to information technology
4466774    08/03/2020
SAHIL JAKHAR
75 P, SECTOR 40, GURGAON HARYANA 122001
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL PRUTHI
69-R, MODEL TOWN, SONEPAT, HARYANA-131001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of computer hardware and software
AMOL MADHUKAR SAWANT
trading as ;NIRMATAK
SHOP NO-02, DHOTRE NIWAS, NEAR NEW STAR TAILOR, LOKMANYA NAGAR PADA NO-03, LAKADI POOL, THANE WEST-400606, MAHARASHTRA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
HOSTING E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS ON THE INTERNET, WEB SITE, WEBSITE DESIGNING, SOFTWARE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SERVICES.
Desky Support

4467450    09/03/2020

HETUL PATEL
A-301, Shantivan -1, Raheja Township, Malad East, Mumbai 400097, Maharastra
Design and Development for Software, Apps, and Digital Products.
Proprietor

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Design, Development, programming & Consultancy for Softwares, Mobile and Web Applications, and Products, To sell, distribute, provide on license, or rent the software or application.
BREX
4467591 09/03/2020
MOTURU BHANU PRAKASH
8-2-682/3/A, FLAT NO. 105, ROAD NO.12, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500034 TELANGANA
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since: 01/03/2020
CHENNAI
Computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining online website for others to provide feedback and information with respect to physical and virtual credit, debit, charge and payment card membership; Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for controlling, monitoring and validating credit, debit, charge and payment card transactions and virtual payment transmissions; Provision of an on-line expense management tool for others in the nature of providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for transaction approval and expense management
BREXCARD

4467595   09/03/2020

MOTURU BHANU PRAKASH
8-2-682/3/A, FLAT NO. 105, ROAD NO.12, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500034 TELANGANA

An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Used Since: 01/03/2020

CHENNAI

Computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining online website for others to provide feedback and information with respect to physical and virtual credit, debit, charge and payment card membership; Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for controlling, monitoring and validating credit, debit, charge and payment card transactions and virtual payment transmissions; Provision of an on-line expense management tool for others in the nature of providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for transaction approval and expense management
NUCARD
4467599  09/03/2020
MOTURU CHANDRASEKHARA RAO
MAYFAIR GARDENS, 8-2-682/3/B, FLAT NO. 106, ROAD NO.12, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034 TELANGANA
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Used Since :01/03/2020
CHENNAI
Computer services, namely, hosting and maintaining online website for others to provide feedback and information with respect to physical and virtual credit, debit, charge and payment card membership; Updating of computer software; Data Recovery of computer data; Scanning and digitization of documents; Computer software development; Updating of computer database systems; Providing temporary use of a web-based software application for controlling, monitoring and validating credit, debit, charge and payment card transactions and virtual payment transmissions; Provision of an online expense management tool for others in the nature of providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for transaction approval and expense management
AIRGATE TECHNOLOGIES

4467950  09/03/2020
AIRGATE TECHNOLOGIES
NO. 10, VOC STREET, TNHB ROAD, SHOLINGANALLUR, CHENNAI-600119
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RAMANUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE & SERVICES
4467963    10/03/2020

ADDITI RAI SHARMA
FLAT C803, PLOT NO 16, RANJIT VIHAR II, SECTOR-23, DWARKA, NEW DELHI -110075
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITESH KUMAR GUPTA
A-2, Upper Ground Floor, Plot No- 10-B, 10-C, 14-A & 14-B, Khasra No.816, Lal Dora Extn, Near Syndicate Bank,Sant Nagar Burari, Delhi-110084

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Architectural Services, Architectural Consultation
4467991   10/03/2020
D.SURYA DEVI
BOLIVPRINT, 3A, SINGARAYAR COLONY SOUTH EXT STREET, MARUTHU PANDIAN NAGAR, NARIMEDU, MADURAI, PINCODE-625 002, TAMILNADU, SOUTH INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V VASUKI
M/S.BGROW SERVICES,NO.500, 2ND FLOOR, 10TH EAST CROSS STREET,ANNANAGAR, MADURAI – 625 020.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DESIGNING, DESIGN SERVICES, BROCHURE DESIGN, COMPUTER DESIGN, VISUAL DESIGN, AND DESIGN CONSULTANCY. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE IN THE FIELD OF MOBILE APPLICATIONS, DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARES, SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT AND E-BUSINESS PORTALS.
HUAWEI CurreNET
Priority claimed from 11/09/2019; Application No. : 40993407 ;China
4468346    11/03/2020
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen, P. R. China
a company organized and existing under the laws of P. R. China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1880155
DELHI
Platform as a service (PaaS); development of computer platforms; writing of data processing programs; electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; technological research; research and development of new products for others; scientific research; technical project studies; telecommunications technology consultancy; computer programming; computer software design; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; maintenance of computer software; recovery of computer data; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; computer system design; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); computer software consultancy; rental of web servers; providing search engines for the internet; web site design consultancy; information technology (IT) consultancy; electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; cloud computing; computer technology consultancy; computer security consultancy; developing of driver and operating system software.
HiCampus

Priority claimed from 11/09/2019; Application No. : 40979165 ;China

4468348  11/03/2020

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen, P. R. China

a company organized and existing under the laws of P. R. China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.

AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; software as a service (SaaS); cloud computing; computer technology consultancy; software development in the framework of software publishing; platform as a service (PaaS); information technology (IT) consultancy; research and development of computer software; database development services; maintenance and updating of computer software; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; computer systems integration services; design and development of computer software; database design and development; writing of data processing programs; updating and maintenance of computer software; computer aided graphic design; creating, designing and maintaining web sites; design and development of wireless computer networks; data conversion of electronic information; design and development of virtual reality software; developing of driver and operating system software; providing computer software design for others; rental of web servers; advisory services in the field of development and quality improvement of software; writing and updating of computer software; testing services of website usability; electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; development of software for securities of network operating system; installation and maintenance of computer software; telecommunications technology consultancy; product safety testing services; scientific research and development; design of telecommunications apparatus and parts; design and development of multimedia products; computer programming; computer software design; computer system design; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); computer software consultancy.
VEEVILLE
4468526  11/03/2020
VEEVILLE CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
#300, 3rd Floor, 1st Block, 3rd main, RT Nagar, Matadahalli Extn.,Opposite BDA Complex, Bangalore 560032
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHOBHA HK
K19/9, 2nd Floor, DLF Phase 2,Gurugram-122001, Haryana
Used Since :11/02/2009

CHENNAI
Technology and Software Services; Services of a designer; packaging design; technical consultancy in relation to design of logos; logo designing services; services of a graphic designer; services of a product designer; product-groups design services; computer-aided design services; design and development of computer hardware and computer software; user interface design; animation and special effects design for others; creating of interactive, electronic, application-oriented software.
4468527    11/03/2020
VEEVILLE CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
#300, 3rd Floor, 1st Block, 3rd main, RT Nagar, Matadahalli Extn., Opposite BDA Complex, Bangalore 560032
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHOBHA HK
K19/9, 2nd Floor, DLF Phase 2, Gurugram-122001, Haryana
Used Since : 11/02/2009

CHENNAI
Technology and Software Services; Services of a designer; packaging design; technical consultancy in relation to design of logos; logo designing services; services of a graphic designer; services of a product designer; product-groups design services; computer-aided design services; design and development of computer hardware and computer software; user interface design; animation and special effects design for others; creating of interactive, electronic, application-oriented software.
DIGIVRIDDHI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED.
D-1103, Nagarjuna Aster Park, Yelahanka New Town, Bengaluru- 560 064.
A Company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Research, design and development services relating to software application solutions, hosting e-commerce platforms on the Internet, platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software platforms for transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content and messages, hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet, Information technology [IT] consultancy, consultancy and information services in the field of information, information services relating to information technology, technology architecture and infrastructure, providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a web site, Information technology consultancy services, Information technology support services, software design and development, computer software development services, software development, programming and implementation; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; application software, downloadable applications, mobile application software, web application software, application server software, website development software, software for designing online advertising on websites, computer software for use in creating and designing websites, e-commerce software, software for commerce over a global communications network being services included in class 42.
DGV

4468775  11/03/2020
DIGIVRIDDHI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED.
D-1103, Nagarjuna Aster Park, Yelahanka New Town, Bengaluru- 560 064.
A Company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Research, design and development services relating to software application solutions, hosting e-commerce platforms on the Internet, platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software platforms for transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content and messages, hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet, Information technology [IT] consultancy, consultancy and information services in the field of information, information services relating to information technology, technology architecture and infrastructure, providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a website, Information technology consultancy services, Information technology support services, software design and development, computer software development services, software development, programming and implementation; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; application software, downloadable applications, mobile application software, web application software, application server software, website development software, software for designing online advertising on websites, computer software for use in creating and designing websites, e-commerce software, software for commerce over a global communications network being services included in class 42.
DIGIVRIDDHI

DIGIVRIDDHI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED.
D-1103, Nagarjuna Aster Park, Yelahanka New Town, Bengaluru- 560 064.
A Company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Research, design and development services relating to software application solutions, hosting e-commerce platforms on the Internet, platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software platforms for transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content and messages, hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet, Information technology [IT] consultancy, consultancy and information services in the field of information, information services relating to information technology, technology architecture and infrastructure, providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a web site, Information technology consultancy services, Information technology support services, software design and development, computer software development services, software development, programming and implementation; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; application software, downloadable applications, mobile application software, web application software, application server software, website development software, software for designing online advertising on websites, computer software for use in creating and designing websites, e-commerce software, software for commerce over a global communications network being services included in class 42.
4468783  11/03/2020
DIGIVRIDDHI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED.
D-1103, Nagarjuna Aster Park, Yelahanka New Town, Bengaluru- 560 064.
A Company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Research, design and development services relating to software application solutions, hosting e-commerce platforms on the Internet, platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software platforms for transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content and messages, hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet, Information technology [IT] consultancy, consultancy and information services in the field of information, information services relating to information technology, technology architecture and infrastructure, providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a web site, Information technology consultancy services, Information technology support services, software design and development, computer software development services, software development, programming and implementation; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; application software, downloadable applications, mobile application software, web application software, application server software, website development software, software for designing online advertising on websites, computer software for use in creating and designing websites, e-commerce software, software for commerce over a global communications network being services included in class 42.
DIGIVRIDDHI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED.
D-1103, Nagarjuna Aster Park, Yelahanka New Town, Bengaluru- 560 064.
A Company incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013.

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Research, design and development services relating to software application solutions, hosting e-commerce platforms on the Internet, platform as a service [PaaS] featuring software platforms for transmission of images, audio-visual content, video content and messages, hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet, Information technology [IT] consultancy, consultancy and information services in the field of information, information services relating to information technology, technology architecture and infrastructure, providing information relating to computer technology and programming via a web site, Information technology consultancy services, Information technology support services, software design and development, computer software development services, software development, programming and implementation; design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; application software, downloadable applications, mobile application software, web application software, application server software, website development software, software for designing online advertising on websites, computer software for use in creating and designing websites, e-commerce software, software for commerce over a global communications network being services included in class 42.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020

M/S. NDZ RENEWABLES PVT.LTD.
NDZ Renewables Pvt.Ltd., VII/431 A2, Survey Number 318/8PT, Old Civil Lane, Kakkanad, Cochin-682030
Jithin M V, Director of NDZ Renewables Pvt.Ltd.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BONAFIDE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
43/353 B, ANASWARA, CITIZEN ROAD, AYYAPPANKAVU, KOCHI-18, KERALA, INDIA.

Used Since: 03/07/2018

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of computer hardware and software, hosting computer sites [web sites], server hosting, monitoring of computer systems by remote access, conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion, data encryption services, data security consultancy, electronic data storage, off-site data backup, recovery of computer data, computer technology consultancy, creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services], installation of computer software, electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet, monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach, computer system analysis, computer technology consultancy, data encryption services, recovery of computer data, research and development of new products for others, software as a service [SaaS].
PAYTRAC
4468971  11/03/2020
DEAZZLE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No- 101 Vanashree, S No.94/20, Lane 11, Prabhat Road, Erandwana, Pune - MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Unit 3A, Level 3, PV House, 55, Damle Road, Lane adjacent to Indsearch, Off Law College Road, Pune, 411004 Maharashtra, India
Used Since : 01/10/2019
MUMBAI
Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Rental of application software; Development of software application solutions; Hosting computer software applications for others; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Providing temporary use of web-based applications; Consulting in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; Design and development of computer hardware and software for industrial applications; Hosting computer application software in the field of knowledge management for creating searchable databases of information and data; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; Leasing of application software; Computer programming services relating to multimedia and interactive applications; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Consultancy services in the field of cloud computing applications and networks.
DEAZZLE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat No- 101 Vanashree, S No.94/20, Lane 11, Prabhat Road, Erandwana, Pune - MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Unit 3A, Level 3, PV House, 55, Damle Road, Lane adjacent to Indsearch, Off Law College Road, Pune, 411004 Maharashtra, India

Used Since :01/10/2019

MUMBAI
Design and development of software in the field of mobile applications; Rental of application software; Development of software application solutions; Hosting computer software applications for others; Hosting computerized data, files, applications and information; Providing temporary use of web-based applications; Consulting in the field of cloud computing networks and applications; Design and development of computer hardware and software for industrial applications; Hosting computer application software in the field of knowledge management for creating searchable databases of information and data; Providing temporary use of non-downloadable business software; Design and development of computer software for logistics, supply chain management and e-business portals; Leasing of application software; Computer programming services relating to multimedia and interactive applications; Providing temporary use of online applications and software tools; Consultancy services in the field of cloud computing applications and networks.
4469299    11/03/2020
GET PRO SOLUTION PVT. LTD.
549, ALOK NAGAR, INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH , Pincode-452001
Company incorporated under Indian Companies Act through Director.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Software design and development , Computer software upgrading services, Maintenance of software, Installation of software , Software consulting services, Computer software installation, Software maintenance services, Computer software design, Design of software , Website development for others, Website design consultancy , Website design & Website maintenance .
4469709   12/03/2020
SHANKHA KAMLEY
Bhanjipur Gram Panchayat Tarakeswar Hugli West Bengal-712410
proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CS RAHUL SHARMA
Office No 152A, 1st Floor, Wadhwa Complex. Laxmi Nagar Delhi-90
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
4469718   12/03/2020
Shishi Tongyun Technology (Beijing) Co., Ltd.
Room 808, 8th Floor, No.7 Xueyuan Road, Haidian District, Beijing, CHINA
A Company duly organized and existing under the laws of China.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Rental of computer software; Electronic data storage; platform as a service [PaaS]; software as a service [SaaS]; Developing of driver and operating system software; computer technology consultancy; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; Digitization of documents [scanning]; Monitoring of computer systems by remote access; Cloud computing; data encryption services; Installation of computer software; Developing computer programs for electronic cash register system; Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis; industrial research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
HiDC
Priority claimed from 26/09/2019; Application No. : 41324387 ;China
4469752 12/03/2020
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen, P. R. China
a company organized and existing under the laws of P. R. China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; development of software for securities of network operating system; testing services of website usability; computer system design; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); computer software consultancy; information technology (IT) consultancy; computer software design; electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; software as a service (SaaS); cloud computing; computer technology consultancy; software development in the framework of software publishing; platform as a service [PaaS]; database design and development; writing of data processing programs; updating and maintenance of computer software; computer aided graphic design; creating, designing and maintaining web sites; design and development of wireless computer networks; data conversion of electronic information; design and development of virtual reality software; developing of driver and operating system software; research and development of computer software; database development services; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; computer systems integration services; design and development of computer software; installation and maintenance of computer software; providing computer software design for others; rental of web servers; maintenance and updating of computer software; product safety testing services; scientific research and development; design of telecommunications apparatus and parts; design and development of multimedia products; computer programming; telecommunications technology consultancy; advisory services in the field of development and quality improvement of software; writing and updating of computer software.
HUAWEI HiCity

Priority claimed from 26/09/2019; Application No. : 41331230 ;China
4469756  12/03/2020

HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen, P. R. China

a company organized and existing under the laws of P. R. China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1880155

DELHI

Product safety testing services; telecommunications technology consultancy; scientific research and development; design of telecommunications apparatus and parts; design and development of multimedia products; computer programming; computer software design; computer system design; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others ; data conversion of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); computer software consultancy; information technology (IT) consultancy; electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; software as a service (SaaS); cloud computing; computer technology consultancy; software development in the framework of software publishing; platform as a service (PaaS); database design and development; writing of data processing programs; updating and maintenance of computer software; computer aided graphic design; creating, designing and maintaining web sites; design and development of wireless computer networks; data conversion of electronic information; design and development of virtual reality software; developing of driver and operating system software; research and development of computer software; database development services; maintenance and updating of computer software; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; computer systems integration services; design and development of computer software; installation and maintenance of computer software; providing computer software design for others; rental of web servers; advisory services in the field of development and quality improvement of software; writing and updating of computer software; testing services of website usability; electronic storage services for archiving electronic data; development of software for securities of network operating system.
ANI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
REGENT INSIGNIA, #414, 3RD FLOOR, 4TH BLOCK, 17TH MAIN, 100 FEET ROAD, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE – 560034, INDIA
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND. 
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4352343

CHENNAI
Providing platforms for providing goods and services in databases with electronic, interactive access for immediate order placement, in the field of providing food and drink, catering, transport of food and drink.
4470153   12/03/2020
MANOJ ADWANI
A-802, The Evolution, Block E3, VIP Road, B/s Vesu Garden, Surat, Gujarat - 395007
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALRAASTA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LTD
B - 300, Saraswati Vihar, Pitampura, Delhi - 110034
Used Since :22/04/2019

AHMEDABAD
Design and development of computer software, Computer programming and Hosting websites
4470362    12/03/2020

PHONEBOOTH TMT CONSULTING OPC PRIVATE LIMITED
SARAKKI KERE, D-2, SY NO.4/1, GOWRIS LAYOUT, VINAYAK NAGAR, J P NAGAR PHASE 5, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA - 560078, INDIA

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto industrial analysis and research services
design and development of computer hardware and software
Seiten

4470430  12/03/2020
MR. TUSHAR ASHOK WESANEKAR
200 C, MAHALAXMI MARKET, KASAR GALLI, NEAR VASANT HOSPITAL, BHENDE GALLI, KOLHAPUR –416002, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARESH ACHAREKAR
E-201, Sai Paradise CHS Ltd, Plot No. 64, Sector-8A, Airoli, Navi Mumbai-400708.
Used Since :05/11/2016
MUMBAI
Software design and development; Website design and development included under class 42.
HANS INFOMATIC PRIVATE LIMITED
A-1023, SURYA BHAWAN ROAD NO. 6, VILLAGE MAHIPAL PUR , NEW DELHI-110037.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
HANS INFOMATIC PRIVATE LIMITED
A-1023, SURYA BHAWAN ROAD NO. 6, VILLAGE MAHIPAL PUR, NEW DELHI-110037.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
EVENTBAJA
4471664  13/03/2020
EVENTBAJA DIGITAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
65, Gouri Bari Lane KOLKATA Kolkata WB 700004
Eventbaja is an advanced digital platform which connects customers to the broader range of event industry vendors to achieve the best and hassle-free event at the best price.
ACTIVE
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Eventbaja design and develop IT software in order to provide an advanced digital platform which connects customers to the broader range of event industry vendors by advertising their products and services. It also provides technological services to its vendors to have digital interface like web and app. It also performs necessary industry analysis, research on consumer behaviour, trends in order to design advanced software.
4472598  14/03/2020
HEXAEDGEB NETWORKS PRIVATE LIMITED
Bunglow No. 4, Lazy Rock Sn. 13, Hn. 3/1, Bavdhan, Pune - 411021, Maharashtra

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Development of computer hardware and software, Information technology [IT] consultancy services, Computer network design, Computer network configuration, Providing computer programs on data networks, Computer network configuration services, Technical design and planning of telecommunication networks, Integration of computer systems and computer networks
4472604  14/03/2020
GAURAV MANCHANDA
38-A, POCKET-1, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, EAST DELHI, DELHI-110091
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
4473043  16/03/2020
BRAND GODAM RETAILS PVT. LTD.
H S CHAWLA, PLOT-39, TF, CHAUKHANDI RESIDENTIAL SCHEME, MEERA ENCLAVE, NEAR PARK HOSPITAL, DELHI-110018.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
CREATING, HOSTING & MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE & HARDWARE SERVICES, WEB PORTAL RENDERING SERVICES; WEBSITE SEARCH ENGINE, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, E-BUSINESS, E-COMMERCE ACTIVITIES, ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY, SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, DESIGN AND SUPPORT SERVICES.
4473149    16/03/2020
MR. P. CHOCKALINGAM
NO. 113, MAXWORTH NAGAR, PHASE - 1, KOLAPAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600 122
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NIRMALA MARY T
LA-77, FIRST BLOCK, GANAPATHY MAANAGAR, COIMBATORE-641006, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Architectural consultation, Architecture, Construction drafting, Drafting (Construction), Engineering, Surveying, Research and development for others, Technical research
RELXME

4473242   16/03/2020

SHENZHEN RELX TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room B-208, BLD A, 2F, Vanke Yunchuang, Bodun Tech. Park, Chaguang Rd, Xili Subdistrict, Nanshan Dist., Shenzhen, Guangdong 518055 (CN)
A company organised and existence under the laws of China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEHA CHUGH
IPR INTERNATIONAL SERVICES, Block No. 8, Building No. 2, Ground Floor, Rajinder Nagar, New Delhi-110060 India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Providing use of online temporary non-downloadable software for enabling transmission of images and audiovisual and video content; hosting on-line web facilities as websites and mobile sites for others for managing and sharing on-line content; providing information from searchable indexes and databases of information; providing search engines for obtaining data via communications networks; computer services, namely, creating virtual communities for registered users to participate in discussions and engage in social, business and community networking; computer services, namely, hosting electronic facilities for others for organizing and conducting meetings, events and interactive discussions via communication networks; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others; application service provider (ASP) featuring software to enable or facilitate the uploading, downloading, streaming, posting, displaying, blogging, linking, sharing or otherwise providing electronic media or information over communication networks; providing an online network service that enables users to transfer personal identity data to and share personal identity data with and among multiple websites; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software applications for social networking, creating a virtual community, and transmission of audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; computer services in the nature of customized web pages featuring user-defined or specified information in the nature of personal profiles, audio, video, photographic images, text, graphics and data; updating of computer software; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media.
4473588  16/03/2020
ROHIT G H
27, 3rd D Cross, Kausar Nagar, R.T. Nagar, Bangalore - 560032
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP KAUR
sangrur

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Interior design, Interior decoration consultation, Interior decor design services, Interior Decor
4473986 17/03/2020

ASHISH KUMAR JAGNARAYAN TIWARI
B-703, Salasar Aashirwad Chs. Ltd., Next To K.D. Empire Building, Ramdev Park Road, Landmark Near L.R. Tiwari College, Mira Road, Thane – 401107, Maharashtra

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Software development.
AEROVITE

4473987  17/03/2020

AEROVITE TECHNOLOGIES LLP
F 3/011, Sabarmati Lokgram Chs Ltd, Netivali, Kalyan E, Thane - 421306, Maharashtra
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Information technology [IT] consultancy, IT programming services.
4473988  17/03/2020
AEROVITE TECHNOLOGIES LLP
F 3/011, Sabarmati Lokgram Chs Ltd, Netivali, Kalyan E, Thane - 421306, Maharashtra
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Information technology [IT] consultancy, IT programming services
EXPANDUS

4474093   17/03/2020
MR.JINAL MUKUND SHAH
17,Amar Society, Law Collage Road, Near S.N.D.T Collage, Erandawana, Deccan Gymkhana, Pune-411004
Individual Applicant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VERONICA CONSULTANTS
Plot no-23, Unit no-2, Gananjay Society, Kothrud, Pune-411038

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Industrial Research, Development and testing
4474701  17/03/2020
VOLTUSWAVE TECHNOLOGIES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Floor-3, Plot No.25, Sri Ganesh Magnum Opus, Jayabheri Enclave, Gachibowli, Hyderabad, Telangana-500032
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUHRY
C1A, LGF, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi - 110013
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
Bioligand
4474830  17/03/2020
ABHINAV HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.,
298-A, VILLAGE: NEHROLI, TAL: WADA, DIST: PALGHAR 421312
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services;
TWINX

4474958  17/03/2020
TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
NIRMAL BUILDING, 9TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN; DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER PLATFORMS;
PROVIDING TEMPORARY USE OF NON-DOWNLOADABLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE; PROVIDING TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF DEVELOPING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE PURPOSE OF IMPROVING BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT, REVENUE GROWTH, OPERATIONAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY, COSTS, CUSTOMER SERVICE,
AND COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATIONS; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE FOR DATABASE
MANAGEMENT, MASS CUSTOMIZATION OF CUSTOMER JOURNEY, JOURNEY MONITORING; DIGITAL COMPRESSION
OF BUSINESS FILES AND DATA; CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF COMPUTER-
BASED INFORMATION SYSTEMS FOR BUSINESSES; CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF VIRTUALIZATION TECHNOLOGIES
FOR ENTERPRISES AND BUSINESSES; DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING DIGITAL SOLUTIONS FOR BUSINESS
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF OPERATING SOFTWARE FOR ACCESSING AND USING
A CLOUD COMPUTING NETWORK; SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SAAS) SERVICES FEATURING SOFTWARE FOR
DATABASE MANAGEMENT, DATA STORAGE, DATA MINING, DATA ACCESS AND REPORTING, SCHEDULING, DATA
MIGRATION, DATA ADMINISTRATION, AND DATA ANALYSIS USING ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND MACHINE
LEARNING ALGORITHMS; PLATFORM AS A SERVICE (PAAS) SERVICES FEATURING COMPUTER SOFTWARE
PLATFORMS FOR USE BY OTHERS AS A PRE-CONFIGURED AND INTEGRATED BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY FOR
MANAGEMENT OF ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS, CUSTOM APPLICATIONS, OR DEVELOPMENT AND TEST
ENVIRONMENTS.
4475839  18/03/2020
RASHMI MURTHY CUDUVALLI
Villa No.161, Prestige Mayberry, Off Channsandra Main Road, Nagondanahalli, Bengaluru
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RKIRAN
#4, LASKESIDE RESIDENCY,No.4,ANNASWAMY MUDILIA ROAD, BANGALORE 560042

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of computer hardware and software. Explanatory Note Class 42 includes mainly services provided by persons in relation to the theoretical and practical aspects of complex fields of activities, for example, scientific laboratory services, engineering, computer programming, architectural services or interior design.
FINABLRR TECH HOLDINGS LIMITED
trading as :FINABLRR TECH HOLDINGS LIMITED
35TH FLOOR, AL MAQAM TOWER, ABH DHABI, GLOBAL MARKET SQUARE, AL MARYAH ISLAND, P.O.BOX 35665, ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
INDIAN INCORPORATED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SYNIGOROS PARTNERS
HB-20, 6TH CROSS ROAD, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, KOCHI KERALA - 682 036.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE.
ASTRYVE

4476124  18/03/2020
FINABLR TECH HOLDINGS LIMITED
trading as :FINABLR TECH HOLDINGS LIMITED
35TH FLOOR, AL MAQAM TOWER, ABU DHABI, GLOBAL MARKET SQUARE, AL MARYAH ISLAND, P.O.BOX 35665, ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
INDIAN INCORPORATED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SYNIGOROS PARTNERS
HB-20, 6TH CROSS ROAD, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, KOCHI KERALA - 682 036.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
4476121

CHENNAI
SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE.
4476308  18/03/2020

ENAAR TECHNOLOGIES LLP
B-501, Western Edge-II, Kanakia Space, Western Express Highway, Borivali – East, Mumbai – 400066.
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
302 Olive Arcade, Off. C. G. Road, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 380009

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software
EQAD CONSULTANCY PRIVATE LIMITED
CHOWDHURI PARA J.P.LAHIRI ROAD KRISHNAGAR, NADIA-741101 WEST BENGAL
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IP EXPERT
20, RAMCHANDRA PALLY, KOLKATA-700008

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Providing quality assurance in the construction industry
Streemway

4476657  18/03/2020
DIGIVIVE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
D-7, Dhanwandeep Apartments, Jantar Mantar Road, New Delhi 110001

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARUCHA & PARTNERS
Equity Mansion, R-1, Nehru Enclave, New Delhi - 110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computer and technology services for securing computer, personal and financial information, and for detection of unauthorized access to data and information, and platform as a service (PaaS)
4476679   18/03/2020
BRANDPIER SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot 21, Park Avenue Colony, Dharam Karam Road, Ameerpet, HYDERABAD -500016, Telangana, INDIA
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MUDDU KRISHNA VEMANA
Flat No.401, Sai Mayuri Residency, # 1-1-538/1, Gandhi Nagar, Near Balaji Towers, Hyderabad - 500080. Telangana, INDIA.
Used Since :09/05/2013

CHENNAI
Website design; Creating websites online; Online data storage; Computer programming and design of Computer Software.
M/S. MAJOC ELITE FURNITURE
M/s. Majoc Elite Furniture, 24/81 A,B,C,D,E,F,H,I, Elite Tower, CH Bypass Road, Melakkam, Karuvambram Post, Pin - 676 123, Malappuram District, Kerala, India
Partnership

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Interior decorating; interior decoration consultancy; interior design services; interior decor designing, consultancy and decor designing services for buildings and homes; interior architectural services
HUMANITY OMC
4477345  19/03/2020
OMNICOM INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS INC.
720 California Street, San Francisco, California 94108, USA
corporation of the State of Delaware (USA)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Website design services; new product design services; packaging design; computer services, namely, managing web
sites for others, computer system administration for others; providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer
programs for editing images, sound and video; art studio services, namely, graphic art design, commercial art design;
industrial design services; research and development of new products for others, namely, product development and
design consultancy covering consumer products; development of computer systems comprised of computer hardware
and software for use in the field of graphic arts; design and development of market research tools, namely, development
of computer software for use in conducting market research; computer graphics services, namely, creation of virtual and
interactive images; software design and development; computer programming services; hosting of computer web sites;
providing information services relating to the technology of the Internet, specifically, website design; provision of
information relating to design and development of computer software; updating and maintenance of computer software;
computer programming; rental of computer software; hosting websites; computer services, namely, installation,
electronic storage, rental and maintenance of application software that allows users to play and program entertainment-
related audio, video, text and other multimedia content; electronic data storage services
THAZHAYIL

4477586  19/03/2020

GENOY JOHN

Thazhayil, Karamveli, Nelliikkala P.O, Mallappuzhasery, Pathanamthitta-689 643, Kerala, India

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ABRAHAM CHERIAN P

C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018

Used Since :05/01/2009

CHENNAI

Computer programming; Software as Service (SaaS); Application Service Provider; Platform as a Service (PaaS); Internet of Things (IoT); Providing temporary use of non downloadable software; Information Technology Services; Outsourcing services provided in the field of Information Technology; and software development services included in class 42
4477596    19/03/2020
JIVA INTERNET SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
Cyber Gatway, Hitech City, Madhapur, Hyderabad- 500081,Telangana,India
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES RELATED TO CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, E-COMMERCE, AND INTEGRATION WITH THIRD PARTY SYSTEMS; DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND MAINTENANCE OF SOFTWARE USED IN THE FIELD OF E-COMMERCE, MAINTENANCE AND UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; SERVICES RELATED TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED SERVICES, COMPUTER SYSTEMS, ANALYSIS, SERVICES OF ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS, SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY.
Priority claimed from 23/09/2019; Application No.: 88627813; United States of America

4478891    20/03/2020

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, United States of America
A Nevada Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Providing non-downloadable software for use in connection with providing medicine, medical care, healthcare, telehealth, telemedicine, remote care, and virtual health care services; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for providing medical referrals; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing medicine, medical care, healthcare, telehealth, telemedicine, remote care, and virtual health care services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for scheduling medical and healthcare services; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing medical diagnosis, consultation, treatment recommendations, and medical care; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for remote medical consultation in the field of telemedicine; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for remote diagnosis and consultation with doctors, medical specialists, nurses, nutritionists and healthcare professionals; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software for streaming medical and healthcare services to others; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for online rendering of medical and healthcare services.
AGaaS – AGriculture as a Service

4479202  20/03/2020

TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT LIMITED
No 861, Annasalai, Chennai – 600 002, Tamil Nadu

Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and industrial research services; design and development of computer hardware and software, etc. in respect of agricultural technologies such as farm management systems, water conservation projects, UAVs, etc.
MAWANI INDIA PCS

4479218    20/03/2020

DP WORLD FZE
5th Floor, LOB 17, Jebel Ali Free Zone, P.O. Box 17000, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
A Free Zone Company incorporated in UAE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RNA, IP ATTORNEYS
401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION (HARYANA)

Proposed to be Used

DELI

Software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS]; computer software consultancy; computer software design; installation of computer software; maintenance of computer software; rental of computer software; updating of computer software; creating and maintaining web sites for others; hosting computer sites [web sites]; cloud computing; computer programming; computer system design; development of computer platforms; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; software engineering; provision of online non-downloadable software [application service provider]; development of computer software; electronic data storage; design and development of computer hardware; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; rental of computer hardware; advisory and consultancy services relating to computer software; web site design consultancy; advisory and consultancy services relating to the design and development of computer hardware; cloud computing consultancy; consultancy in the field of programming and development of e-business portals.
SPLOOT

4480913  22/03/2020
SPLOOT PRIVATE LIMITED
C4-4087 Vasant Kunj
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WADHWA LAW OFFICES
5th Floor, Tower 4B, DLF Corporate Park, DLF City Phase-3, MG Road, Gurugram 122 002, India

Used Since :08/08/2019

DELHI
Software as a service (Saas); platform as a service (PaaS); design and development of computer software.
TCS ION GAMELAB
4481295  23/03/2020
TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED
NIRMAL BUILDING, 9TH FLOOR, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI – 400021, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
COMPUTER SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER GAMES; COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING OF ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL GAMES; DEVELOPMENT OF GAMES FOR USE ON MOBILE PHONES,
TABLETS AND OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES; DRAFTING, DESIGNING, DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, HARDWARE AND ONLINE GAMES; NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE; SOFTWARE AS A
SERVICE (SAAS); INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE, ANALYSIS, RECOVERY, MANAGEMENT, UPDATING AND
CONSULTANCY OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; COMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND COMPUTER DESIGN SERVICES;
CREATING, HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITES.; SCIENTIFIC & TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES & RESEARCH &
DESIGN RELATING THERETO; RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT IN THE FIELD OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE; CONVERSION & PRESERVATION OF DATA DIGITALLY.
PUNYAHEALTH

4481336  23/03/2020
THE ACE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD
No.15, Lalith Towers, Kambar Street, GST Road, Alandur, Chennai – 600 016

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANNA ASSOCIATES
NO. 35, I MAIN ROAD LAKE AREA, NUNGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI - 600 034.

Used Since :25/03/2019

CHENNAI

Scientific, Research, Development & Technological services relating to Computer Hardware & Software and Web Portal Designs
INPPY

4481734  24/03/2020
INTELLIAPPLYD TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, No.677, Suite 613, 27th Main Road 13th Cross, Sector-1, H S R Layout, Bengaluru, Karnataka, 560102
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :12/07/2019

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of computer hardware and software
4482587  27/03/2020
IRSHAD MALIK
E-174 Prem Nagar - 3rd Kirari, New Delhi - 110086
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :08/05/2013
To be associated with:
2521365, 2642990
DELHI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL
ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL AND AUTHENTICATION
SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
4482712  27/03/2020
BHOOKHAHAATHI HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
Sy No- 83/1, Villa No. 20, Picasso City, Maragondanahalli, Jigani Hobli- 20, Electronic City Phase 1, Bangalore-560105
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

 Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software development, Software as a service [SaaS]
4482953  28/03/2020
MAKEBOT ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
606, RUPA SOLITAIRE BUILDING, MILLENIUM BUSINESS PARK, MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI- 400710
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Software development; Platforms for artificial intelligence as software as a service [SaaS]
4482955  28/03/2020
MAKEBOT ROBOTIC SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
606, RUPA SOLITAIRE BUILDING, MILLENIUM BUSINESS PARK, MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI- 400710
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Software development; Platforms for artificial intelligence as software as a service [SaaS]
CREYOFACE; Create Your Face

4483995  01/04/2020

AMJAD N
CRESCENT HOUSE, PADA NORTH KARUNAGAPPALLY KOLLAM KERALA -690518

THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Software as a service [SaaS]; Software engineering; Software design; Software development; Programming of software
for Internet portals, chatrooms, chat lines and Internet forums; Computer programming; Computer programme design;
Updating of computer programmes; Development of data processing programs
4484039  01/04/2020
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, Balaji House, Dalia Industrial Estate, New Link Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400053
Public Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
Office No. 102, 1st Floor, 11, Vikas Building, G.N. Vaidya Marg, Near Horniman Circle, Fort, Mumbai - 400001
Used Since :30/09/2019
To be associated with:
3822230
MUMBAI
Design and development of software.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 42

4484417 02/04/2020
KUNDAN KUMAR SINGH S/O. SH. RAJ NATH RAY
GATE NO. 93, ITI HOSTEL, BANS KOTHI DIGHA GHAT, DINAPUR-CUM-KHAGAUL, PATNA-800011, BIHAR
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASTHAN REGISTRATION CENTER
14-B, GOVIND MARG, ADARSH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302004 RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Computer services for providing temporary use of a non-downloadable computer interface software in order to create online personalized information services; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; designing, development, testing and analysis of computer systems, computer hardware, computer software and computer programs; Hosting an online website featuring technology that enables users to share information, participate in discussions, get feedback from their peers, and engage in social networking featuring social media, photos, images, and topics of general interest to such users; computer services and software for creating virtual communities for registered users to participate in discussions and engage in social, business and community networking; application service provider (ASP) services featuring software; design of web sites and software applications on global computer networks, local and internal computer networks or via a mobile phone platform or wireless electronic communication devices; graphic art design and development of multimedia software applications; providing information and news online in relation to scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; search engine services for entertainment and educational purposes; hosting digital content on the Internet; computer services for the temporary provision of non-downloadable software for using social networks and creating a virtual community, and computer services for the temporary provision of non-downloadable software for the transmission of audio, video, data, photographic images, texts, graphics; hosting a website for the uploading, sharing, viewing and posting of photographs, digital images, movies, videos, online journals, namely web blogs in general interest fields, and other related multimedia materials over a global computer network; Cloud computing featuring software; electronic data storage; business card design in class 42.
4484603  03/04/2020
RACHNA TYAGI
C/1302 SHREEJI VILLE, DR. ALMEIDA ROAD, PANCHPAKHADI, THANE 400602, MAHARASHTRA
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :21/12/2019
MUMBAI
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Kommit Techno-Legal

4484781  03/04/2020

KARMANYA SINGH SAREEN
F-11, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :16/03/2020

To be associated with:
4484777, 4484793, 4484797

DELHI

Engineering consultancy relating to computer programming, Consultancy relating to the design and development of information and communication technology, Consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure, Professional consultancy relating to technology design and development of computer software for logistics, supply change management and e-business portals, Technical advice and consultancy services in the field of telecommunication, Development and design of mobile applications.
4484797 03/04/2020
KARMANYA SINGH SAREEN
F-11, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :16/03/2020

DELHI
Engineering consultancy relating to computer programming, Consultancy relating to the design and development of information and communication technology, Consultancy and information services relating to information technology architecture and infrastructure, Professional consultancy relating to technology design and development of computer software for logistics, supply change management and e-business portals, Technical advice and consultancy services in the field of telecommunication, Development and design of mobile applications.
PARTICIPANTS WANTED
Priority claimed from 27/11/2019; Application No. : 88/708621 ;United States of America
4485123    06/04/2020
PARTICIPANT MEDIA, LLC
331 Foothill Road, 3rd Floor Beverly Hills, California 90210, United States of America
a Delaware limited liability company, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Computer services, namely, hosting online web facilities for others for organizing and conducting online meetings, gatherings, and interactive discussions focused on social action campaigns and social advocacy programs
Priority claimed from 22/10/2019; Application No. : 88/664091 ;United States of America

4485130  06/04/2020

PARTICIPANT MEDIA, LLC
331 Foothill Road, 3rd Floor Beverly Hills, California 90210, United States of America
a Delaware limited liability company, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Computer services, namely, hosting online web facilities for others for organizing and conducting online meetings, gatherings, and interactive discussions focused on social action campaigns and social advocacy programs
ONETRIAL

4485147    06/04/2020

JOHNSON & JOHNSON

One Johnson & Johnson Plaza, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08933, United States of America

A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of New Jersey

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Software as a service (SAAS) featuring software to overlay prosthetic templates on radiological images, perform measurements on the images, and position templates.
DEFIVE

4485339  06/04/2020
AKSHAYA A WALIA S/O GURMEET WALIA
9 STREET 1 GOBIND ENCLAVE NEAR FUN WORLD PATIALA 147001, PUNJAB, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto industrial analysis and research services
design and development of computer hardware and software
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020   Class 42

4485518  07/04/2020
PUNEET KAUSHIK
BG-7/117 First Floor Paschim Vihar New Delhi 110063
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJEEV KUMAR
AG-7, Ground Floor, Shalimar Bagh, New Delhi - 110088

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Software engineering, Software design, Software installation, Software creation, Software authoring, Software development, Hardware design, Computer hardware development
SKYMAP GLOBAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5/65, SFS, KABIR AVENUE, MANSAROVAR JAIPUR- 302020
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Software development; Software research; Software design; Software engineering; Software design services; Computer software installation; Software maintenance services; Software development services; Software consultancy services; Computer software updating services; Updating of computer software; Rental of computer software
4486026  08/04/2020
LAUNCHSHIP TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
5th FLOOR, PLOT NO.11, THE WATERMARK BUILDING, SURVEY NO.9, KONDAPUR, HITECH CITY, HYDERABAD-500084,
TELANGANA, INDIA
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
No.23, Hari Prem, 2nd floor, Behind Asha Sweets, CMH Road, Indira Nagar 1st Stage, Bangalore-560038.
Used Since: 19/04/2011
To be associated with:
3712834
CHENNAI
Software Development; Design Of Software; Computer Software Updating; Maintenance Of Software; Website Development Services; Development And Maintenance Of Websites. Soft-Ware Research; Customizing Computer Software; Software Consulting Services; Updating Of Database Software; Software Installation And Maintenance; Maintenance Of Database Software.
4486173    09/04/2020
NASCENT INFO TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
A-805, SHAPATH IV, OPP. KARNAVATI CLUB, S.G. HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD –380 051, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :05/12/2018
AHMEDABAD
CONSULTANCY IN THE FILED OF COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE, RECOVERY OF COMPUTER DATA, COMPUTER PROGRAMMING, COMPUTER RENTAL, MAINTENANCE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, IT SOFTWARE & SERVICES, UPDATING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE, COMPUTER SOFTWARE DESIGN, COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, SOFTWARE (UPDATING OF COMPUTER) COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES.
AMAZON ADVERTISING

Priority claimed from 25/03/2020; Application No. : 88847192 ;United States of America

4486189 09/04/2020

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, United States of America
A Nevada Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1238450, 1861493, 2460125, 2835758, 4300717

DELHI

Application service provider (ASP) featuring software for use in creating advertisements for others; software as a service (SAAS) for the creation and delivery of digital content and advertising via global communication networks; software as a service (SAAS), namely, software that acquires user preferences to customize the subject matter and appearance of digital content and advertising; software as a service (SAAS) for tracking, monitoring, and reporting on trends for advertising, marketing, and promotional purposes; software as a service (SAAS) for evaluating and analyzing customer behavior in the field of advertising and marketing; software as a service (SAAS) for the purpose of tracking, monitoring and reporting on trends for advertising, marketing, and promotional purposes; software as a service (SAAS) for the purpose of development of advertising-focused technology, data, and analytic tools; software as a service (SAAS) for the purpose of evaluating customer behavior; online, non-downloadable software for media buying; on-line, non-downloadable software for the creation and delivery of digital content and advertising via global communication networks; on-line, non-downloadable software for customizing the subject matter and appearance of digital content and advertising.
AIRENDER TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
H-005, Vijetha Elysium Hagadur Road, Whitefield Bangalore, Karnataka - 560066

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RATTAN LAL
98/12, JAWAHAR NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141 002 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software as included in Class 42.
4486307   09/04/2020
INFINITY LABS LIMITED
Teerth- Technospace, Off No C-608 & 609 Level-6 Beside Mercedes Benz Showroom Bangalore ( Old Mumbai - Pune Highway), Baner, Pune-411045
body corporate certified with Udyog Aadhar by MSME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.K. RAJARAMAN
NO.31/3, VIVEKANDAPURAM 1ST STREET, WEST MAMBALAM, CHENNAI-600033, TAMILNADU, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Computer Programming; Computer Software Design; Computer System Analysis; Computer Virus Protection Services; Computer Security Consultancy; Consultancy in the Design and Development of Computer Hardware; Computer Security Technology, Data Encryption Services, Development of Computer Platforms; Electronic Data Storage; Electronic Monitoring of Personally Identifying Information to Detect Identity Theft via the Internet; Information Technology [It] Consultancy; Information Technology Related Service ; Installation of Computer Software; Internet Security Consultancy; Monitoring of Computer Systems By Remote Access; ; Monitoring of Computer Systems for Detecting Unauthorized Access or Data Breach; Recovery of Computer Data;, Software as a Service; Telecommunications Technology Consultancy Included in Class 42
ASHOK PERSHAD TRADING AS PERSHAD ANALYTICS
428/38, RAJIV COLONY, VILLAGE NAHARPUR RUPA, GURGAON, TEHSIL GURGAON, DISTT. GURUGRAM (HR.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Scientific and Technological Services and Research and Design relating thereto, Industrial analysis, Industrial Research and Industrial Design Services, Design and Development of Computer Hardware and Software.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
4486801  11/04/2020
CHETAN SINGH
D4/414 RAJ ABHISHEK CITY HOMES, SACHIN PALSANA HIGHWAY, SACHIN SURAT 394230 GUJARAT
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Software consultancy; Software development; Software research; Software design services; Computer software upgrading; Computer software installation; Computer software consulting; Computer software development services; Information technology consultation; Computer technology consultancy; Information technology [IT] engineering; Providing information on computer technology via a web site
4486898    12/04/2020
MOHAMMED NAHEEM K. P.
Mannissey House, Pulikkal, Malappuram, Kerala, PIN-673637, INDIA
An Indian national

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.K. RAJEEV PRABHAKARAN
18, Capital Radhas, Round East, Nr. Paramekkavu Temple, THRISSUR - 680 001, Kerala

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ENGINEERING DRAWING, CIVIL ENGINEERING, PREPARATION OF ARCHITECTURAL PLANS, STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING SERVICES, ENGINEERING CONSULTANCY SERVICES; INTERIOR DESIGN, INTERIOR DECOR DESIGN, INTERIOR DECORATION CONSULTANCY, SHOP INTERIOR DESIGN, DESIGN OF BUILDING INTERIORS, DESIGN OF BUILDING EXTERIORS, ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN FOR EXTERIOR DECORATION, INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR SHOPS, INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR HOMES, INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR OFFICES, INTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR RELIGIOUS STRUCTURES, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN, LANDSCAPE LIGHTING DESIGN.
4486996  13/04/2020  
HULAGRAM LIMITED  
UNIT 603, 6/F CHOW SANG SANG BLDG 229 NATHAN RD JORDAN KL  
A company incorporated under the laws of Hong Kong  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES  
N 94 Second Floor Panchshila Park New Delhi 110017 India  
**Proposed to be Used**  
DELHI  
Technological research; Creating and maintaining web sites for others; Cloud computing; Providing search engines for the internet; Web site design consultancy; Software as a service [SaaS]; Electronic data storage; Computer software design; Design and development of virtual reality software; Design and development of multimedia products
4486999 13/04/2020
HULAGRAM LIMITED
UNIT 603, 6/F CHOW SANG SANG BLDG 229 NATHAN RD JORDAN KL
A company incorporated under the laws of Hong Kong

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
OBHAN & ASSOCIATES
N 94 Second Floor Panchshila Park New Delhi 110017 India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Technological research; Creating and maintaining web sites for others; Cloud computing; Providing search engines for the internet; Web site design consultancy; Software as a service [SaaS]; Electronic data storage; Computer software design; Design and development of virtual reality software; Design and development of multimedia products
INDITOK

4487699  15/04/2020

RITU VERMA
J- 19, SECTOR GAMMA- II, GREATER NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDH NAGAR (U.P.)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.
A1/140, SECTOR-6, ROHINI DELHI - 110085

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE.
4488106    16/04/2020
CLARITY AUTHENTICATION SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
B 15 Ambattur Industrial Estate Chennai, Thiruvallur Tamil Nadu 600058, India
Body Incorporate registered as a Startup
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALETHEIAA LEGAL
GH-6, 2B, Orchid Garden, Sun City, Gurgaon Sector 54, 122002
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
www.rishtpusht.com

4488300  17/04/2020

N.D. CARE NIROGAM PRIVATE LIMITED
F14/257, Majitha Road, Guru Gobind Singh Nagar, Amritsar, PUNJAB 143001
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT SHEKHAR
CHAMBER NO. 88 STREET NO. 4 DISTRICT AND SESSION COURT SURAJPUR GURU GOBIND SINGH NAGAR UTTAR PRADESH 201306

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medical and pharmacological research services, Development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines, Information technology services for the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries, Consultancy relating to research in the field of pharmacogenetics, Biological research, clinical research and medical research, Biomedical research services, Clinical research, Conducting early evaluations in the field of new pharmaceuticals, Consultancy in the field of pharmaceutical research, Medical laboratories, Medical laboratory services, Medical research, Pharmaceutical drug development services, Pharmaceutical research and development services, Providing information on clinical studies via an interactive website, Providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials, Research of pharmaceuticals, Research on the subject of pharmaceuticals, Research relating to medicines and Pharmaceutical, Hosting websites on the Internet, Hosting an online website for creating and hosting micro websites for businesses, Hosting computer sites [websites], Creation and maintenance of websites.
Rishtpusht

4488301  17/04/2020

N.D. CARE NIROGAM PRIVATE LIMITED
F14/257, Majitha Road, Guru Gobind Singh Nagar, Amritsar, PUNJAB 143001

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUSHANT SHEKHAR
CHAMBER NO. 88 STREET NO. 4 DISTRICT AND SESSION COURT SURAJPUR GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR UTTAR PRADESH 201306

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Medical and pharmacological research services, Development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicines, Information technology services for the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries, Consultancy relating to research in the field of pharmacogenetics, Biological research, clinical research and medical research, Biomedical research services, Clinical research, Conducting early evaluations in the field of new pharmaceuticals, Consultancy in the field of pharmaceutical research, Medical laboratories, Medical laboratory services, Medical research, Pharmaceutical drug development services, Pharmaceutical research and development services, Providing information on clinical studies via an interactive website, Providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials, Research of pharmaceuticals, Research on the subject of pharmaceuticals, Research relating to medicines and Pharmaceutical, Hosting websites on the Internet, Hosting an online website for creating and hosting micro websites for businesses, Hosting computer sites [websites], Creation and maintenance of websites.
GANIB

4488777  18/04/2020

SHITAL AVINASH BHAMARE
Row House 13, Gate 3, Dwarkadheesh Residency, Kunal Icon Road, Pimple Saudagar, Pune, Maharashtra - 411027

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :05/02/2014

MUMBAI

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
SOILSENS

4488789  18/04/2020

PROXIMAL SOILSENS TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1042/B/5 PLOT NO B1, RING ROAD, ASHTVINAYAK COLONY, KOLHAPUR - 416012

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and development of computer hardware and software
MINDTICKLE

4488897   19/04/2020
MINDTICKLE INTERACTIVE MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
ROW HOUSE 4, MORNING GLORY, OPP PRABHADEVI TECH PARK, BANER, PUNE-411045
Service Provider
(A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY) INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Used Since :31/10/2010
MUMBAI
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SERVICES AS PER CLASS 42
4488898  19/04/2020  
MINDTICKLE INTERACTIVE MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED  
ROW HOUSE 4, MORNING GLORY, OPP PRABHADEVI TECH PARK, BANER, PUNE-411045  
Service Provider  
(A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY) INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956  
Used Since :31/10/2010  
MUMBAI  
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, SOFTWARE CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SERVICES AS PER CLASS 42
idharhu

4488960    19/04/2020
ASHISH DESHMANE
INDIVIDUAL APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD, DOMBIVILI(W) 421202

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4032210

MUMBAI
PROVIDING A WEBSITE THAT GIVES USERS THE ABILITY TO UPLOAD IMAGES, PROVIDING USE OF ONLINE TEMPORARY NON-DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE FOR MODIFYING THE APPEARANCE AND ENABLING TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES AND AUDIOVISUAL AND VIDEO CONTENT; FILE SHARING SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING A WEBSITE FEATURING TECHNOLOGY ENABLING USERS TO UPLOAD AND DOWNLOAD ELECTRONIC FILES
TESSOLVE SEMICONDUCTOR PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO:31, P2 SEMICON PARK, ELECTRONIC CITY PHASE 2, BANGALORE (URBAN)- 560100, KARNATAKA

Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :01/07/2005

CHENNAI

Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
4489330  20/04/2020
BHARATHBRANDS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.23/1, Ragavendira Nagar, Madambakkam, Guduvancherry, Chengalpattu, Kancheepuram - 631202, Tamilnadu
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune–411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing temporary use of web-based applications, Software design services.
4489522  21/04/2020
GRYC CONSTRUCTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
VIDYANAGAR 1ST CROSS, NEAR RENUKA FLOOR MILL, GUBBI, TUMKUR District TUMAKURU, KARNATAKA-572216
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Architectural services, Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
Fintso
4489757  21/04/2020
ADAPT FINTECH ADVISORS PRIVATE LIMITED
IRIS PARK, A-111, PATEL ESTATE ROAD, BESIDE AMBOLI POLICE STATION, JOGESHWARI (WEST) MUMBAI,
MAHARASHTRA - 400102
Director
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES
B-303, MAHESH SMRUTI CHS, NEXT TO SAI HOMES, BEHIND ATMARAM PARK, KOLWADI, DONGARPADA, VIRAR
WEST - 401303, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Used Since :21/01/2020
MUMBAI
Information technology services Included In Class 42.
4489992  22/04/2020
TRACEX TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
113, GUDI HATTI, 6TH CROSS, E-BLOCK, KRISHNA GARDENS, RAJARAJESHWARI NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560059
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software as a service [SaaS]; Development of software
4490025 22/04/2020
SEAM TECHNOLOGY LAB PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.19D, SRI RESIDENCY, NO.19, 1ST FLOOR S.T.BED, KORAMANGALA, INTERMEDIATE RING ROAD, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA- 560034
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEGHA HARSHWAL (ADVOCATE)
56-A, Ganesh Vihar, Model Town, Jagatpura Road, Malviya Nagar, Jaipur-302017, Rajasthan
Used Since :16/11/2015

CHENNAI
Software Porting, Software Repair, Software Rental, Software Consultancy, Software Installation, Software Development
In Class 42
4490144    22/04/2020
TAUSEEF AHMED P A
#10/122, GHOUSIA HOTEL, 1ST FLOOR, NAGAWARA, NEAR RING ROAD, BANGALORE NORTH, ARABIC COLLEGE POST,
BENGALURU, KARNATAKA-560045
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
IT programming services; Information technology [IT] consultancy services; Information technology [IT] consulting services; Electronic monitoring services being IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data; IT security services in the nature of protection and recovery of computer data; Technical testing; Technical design services; Technical data analysis; Analysis of technical data; Technical data analysis services; Product development; Product development services; New product development services; Providing information in the field of product development
4490991  24/04/2020
TRANALAB PRIVATE LIMITED
205 ANAND NILAYA, N SY NO 11/1, 12/1, CHINAPANNAHALLI, BANGALORE 560037, KARNATAKA
An Indian company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Product research and development; Scientific research and development; Biochemical research and development; Pharmaceutical research and development; Scientific and medical research and development; Research and development of medicines; Research and development of vaccines; Product research and development services; Biochemical research and development services; Scientific and medical research and development services; Industrial research, development and testing; Pharmaceutical research and development services; Scientific and medical research and development services; Research and development of vaccines and medicines; Scientific and technological services and research and development relating thereto; Research and development services relating to vaccines and medicines; Research and development services relating to medicines; Research and development services relating to fertilizers; Research and development for the pharmaceutical industry; Research and development services relating to vaccines; Research and development services relating to fertilizers; Consultancy relating to pharmaceutical research and development; Providing information and data relating to scientific and technological research and development; Providing information and data relating to medical and veterinary research and development; Research and development services relating to measuring and regulating technology; Research and development in the field of microorganisms and cells; Provision of information and data relating to scientific and technological research and development; Provision of information and data relating to medical and veterinary research and development; Research and development in the field of biochemistry; Research and development services for the pharmaceutical industry; Research, design and development services relating to computers; Research and development services in connection with physics; Research and development of new products for others; Research and development in the field of biotechnology; Research, development, design and upgrading of computer software; Research and development services in the field of microorganisms and cells; Research, design and development of software for data management; Research and development services in the field of cosmetics; Research and development services in the field of food; Research and development services in the field of physics; Research and development services in the field of biochemistry; Research and development services in the field of biotechnology; Research, design and development services relating to computer programs; Research and development services in the field of antibodies; Research and development in the field of diagnostic preparations; Research and development services in the field of immunohistology; Research and development services in the field of bacteriology; Research and
development services in the field of cytology; Research and development services in the field of chemistry; Research and development services in the field of immunology; Research and development services in the field of engineering; Research and development services in the field of medical preparations; Research and development for others with regard to new products; Research and development services in the field of pharmaceutical preparations; Research and development services in the field of nutritional supplements; Research and development of pharmaceutical preparations for treating malignant tumours; Research and development services in the field of diagnostic preparations; Research and development services in the field of antibody technology; Research, development, analysis and consultancy services in the field of engineering; Research and development services in the field of gene expression systems; Consultancy relating to research and development in the field of therapeutics.
KWALITY LOVERS

4491368   24/04/2020

KIRAN MULJI SHAH

B-802/803, Park Side -2, Raheja Estate, Kulupwadi, Borivali- East, Mumbai-400066

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

JITENDRA KUMAR SHARMA

D 349, Block D Govindpuram, Ghaziabad 201013, U.P.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

online portal for selling goods online
STEM DESIGN

4492186    27/04/2020
AMAN BHAYANA
H-28, NEAR KAILASH HOSPITAL, SECTOR - 27, NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH 201301
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Creating, designing and maintaining websites, Design of building interiors and exteriors, Industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; Quality control and authentication services; Design and development of computer hardware and software, Website development, Website maintenance services, Hosting computer sites [websites]
4492190    27/04/2020
ANJANI KUMAR Proprietor of MULTICLOUD4U TECHNOLOGIES
D6 404, TULIP PETALS, SECTOR 89, ON PATAUDI ROAD, GURGAON, HARYANA, 122505
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Website development services, Managing websites for others, Creating, designing and maintaining websites, Cloud computing services, Providing web servers and co-location servers to third party cloud computing and data storage facilities, Computerized data storage, Computerized business information storage
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 42

4492634 28/04/2020
SONANT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
293, HEERA NAGAR-A, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN-302021
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021

Used Since: 27/12/2016

AHMEDABAD
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICES; DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CLASS 42.
BHARUWA SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED.
7, Pkt 3, PH 1, Guru Gorakhnath Mandir Nirman Samiti (Regd), Dwarka South West Delhi, Delhi-110045.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

**Proposed to be Used**

**DELHI**

Development and design of mobile applications, Computer software and hardware design, Computer Technology and Computer Software Services and Consultancy, Scientific and Technological Services and Research and Design Relating Thereto; Industrial Analysis and Research Services; Design and Development of Computer Hardware and Software. Computer Software Design for Others; Integrated Circuit Design for Others; Development of Technologies for the Fabrication of Circuits for Wireless Communication, Electronic Data Processing, Consumer Electronics, Automotive Electronics, Consultancy Services Relating to The Design, Development and Use of Computer Hardware and Software. Providing software on a global computer network, Hosting an online website for creating and hosting micro websites for businesses, Hosting the websites of others on a computer server for a global computer network, Providing online information about industrial analysis and research services, Hosting of mobile applications, Online provision of non-downloadable web-based applications, Computer game software development, on-line, non-downloadable software for the creation and delivery of digital content and advertising via global communication networks; on-line, non-downloadable software for customizing the subject matter and appearance of digital content and advertising.
4492929  28/04/2020
SVAPPS SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
#6-2-280/2, OPPT:, VIJAYA THEATER ROAD, KAKAJI NAGAR COLONY, HANAMKONDA, TELANGANA -506001

THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software consultancy; Software design services; Software consulting services; Software development services; Software maintenance services; Computer software support services; Computer software updating services; Software as a service [SaaS]; Software design and development services; Computer software technical support services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020, Class 42

Dhee

4493037  28/04/2020
DHEEARGHA PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O SatishKumar Thakur, Dhee Ghar, Beside Brahamasthan, Balbhadrapur Laheria Sarai, Darbhanga, Bihar - 846001
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :11/08/2019

KOLKATA

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; INDUSTRIAL ANALYSIS, INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND INDUSTRIAL DESIGN SERVICES; QUALITY CONTROL AND AUTHENTICATION SERVICES
4493358    29/04/2020
PROMO GOAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O RAMAR K SOUTH ST AYYAMPATTI, MADURAI, TAMIL NADU - 625535
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Software development, Computer software installation, Software maintenance services, Hosting websites, Creating, designing and maintaining websites, Online data storage, Electronic storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data, Development of data transmission systems
VENDOR TO PAY PRIVATE LIMITED
301, 3rd Floor, Range Heights, Behrambaug, Sarvodaya Nagar, Jogeshwari (West), Andheri, Mumbai - 400102, Maharashtra
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARKHON IP
3B/2, VISAVA HEIGHTS, VISAVA PARK, DP ROAD, AUNDH, PUNE- 411007, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Used Since :21/11/2015

MUMBAI
Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for creating, preparing, managing, sending, processing, tracking, and reconciling invoices; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for issuing receipts regarding mobile payment transactions; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable authentication software for controlling access to and communications with computers and computer networks; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for tracking and analyzing payment activity; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to prevent fraud, facilitate integration with loyalty and reward platforms to allow tracking of purchases and accrual of rewards, and enable merchants to embed checkouts in third party sites and applications to sell and take payments on third party platforms; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to evaluate and detect fraud and illegality in payment transactions, manage compliance validation; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for customizing Application Programming Interfaces (API's), integrating pay in methods to digital wallets, sharing payment data between users and generating reports, managing disputed charges, and automating chargebacks; Application Service Provider (ASP) featuring Application Programming Interface (API) software for payment collection, payment transactions, forwarding data and information processing.
4493502 29/04/2020

VENDOR TO PAY PRIVATE LIMITED
301, 3rd Floor, Range Heights, Behrambaug, Sarvodaya Nagar, Jogeshwari (West), Andheri, Mumbai - 400102, Maharashtra
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARKHON IP
3B/2, VISAVA HEIGHTS, VISAVA PARK, DP ROAD, AUNDH, PUNE- 411007, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Used Since: 21/11/2015

MUMBAI
Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for processing electronic payments; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for creating, preparing, managing, sending, processing, tracking, and reconciling invoices; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for issuing receipts regarding mobile payment transactions; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable authentication software for controlling access to and communications with computers and computer networks; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable computer software for tracking and analyzing payment activity; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to prevent fraud, facilitate integration with loyalty and reward platforms to allow tracking of purchases and accrual of rewards, and enable merchants to embed checkouts in third party sites and applications to sell and take payments on third party platforms; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to evaluate and detect fraud and illegality in payment transactions, manage compliance validation; Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for customizing Application Programming Interfaces (API’s), integrating pay in methods to digital wallets, sharing payment data between users and generating reports, managing disputed charges, and automating chargebacks; Application Service Provider (ASP) featuring Application Programming Interface (API) software for payment collection, payment transactions, forwarding data and information processing
TRUGUD

4495230   03/05/2020
CLARITY AUTHENTICATION SYSTEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
B 15 Ambattur Industrial Estate Chennai, Thiruvallur Tamil Nadu 600058, India
Body Incorporate registered as a StartUp
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALETHEIAA LEGAL
GH-6, 2B, Orchid Garden, Sun City, Gurgaon Sector 54, 122002

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis, industrial research and industrial design services; quality control and authentication services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
VIGAMEQ
4495892  05/05/2020
KUMAR RAMAIAH
15, 3rd cross, 5th main, Thyagaraja Nagar, 3rd Block, Bangalore 560028
Software, Training, Quality Management Systems
Start up
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
PICKILY GROCERY MART

4497291  07/05/2020

KWICKBOX TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, Site No 455 and 456 17th Cross, Sector-4, HSR Layout Bangalore- 560102
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Designing, development, maintenance, installation and updating of software applications and solutions; providing Software-as-a-Service (SAAS).
2197992  01/09/2011
SUNIL CHAWLA
GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO. 13, ANSAL PLAZA, PALM VIHAR, GURGAON - 122017
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITESH KUMAR SINHA
AASTHA KUNJ, 274, BLOCK-E, SEC-18, ROHINI , DELHI-89
Used Since :29/08/2011
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, LASSI BAR AND CAFE, COFFEE SHOP AND EATERY ETC.
3045246  27/08/2015
SHIV KARAN SINGH
trading as ;URBAN PALETTE RESTAURANTS LLP
B-6, BHANOT CORNER, PAMPOSH ENCLAVE, GREATOR KAILASH - 1, NEW DELHI 110048
SERVICES
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :25/08/2015
DELHI
BAR SERVICES, CAFÉS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, FOOD SCULPTING, HOTEL RESERVATIONS, HOTELS, MOTELS, RESTAURANTS, SELFSERVICE RESTAURANTS AND SNACKBARS.
SAM SPECIAL
3134247  22/12/2015
SAJAN KUMAR
trading as ;SAM SPECIAL
A-259, J.J. COLONY MADIPUR NEW DELHI-110063
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/05/2013
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOODS AND DRINK.
3190893  22/02/2016
SAMHI HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
Caspia Hotels Delhi, District Centre Crossing, Opp. Galaxy Toyota Outer Ring Road, Haiderpur, Shalimar Bagh, Delhi-110088
SERVICE PROVIDER
(A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CONCEPT LEGAL
159E, KAMLA NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110007
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOTELS, MOTELS, RESORT, INNS, GUEST HOUSES, RESTAURANTS, CAFETERIA, LOUNGE, TEA- ROOM, COFFEE SHOPS, SNACKS-BAR, TAKE AWAY OUTLETS, FOOD COURTS, CONCIERGE, LODGING AND BAR SERVICES, BANQUETS SERVICES, ACCOMMODATION SERVICES FOR MEETINGS, EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS FACILITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
3213281  17/03/2016
PRASADAM FOODS PVT. LTD.
G-57, Out of Khasra No. 74, 75 & 78, Situated In The Abadi Of Vikash Marg, Laxminagar, New Delhi - 110092
Service Providers
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :16/12/2015
DELHI
Hotel and restaurant services, Preparation of food and beverages.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 43

3219853  26/03/2016
MILAN TENT & CATERING SERVICES
trading as ;Milan Tent & Catering Services
Shop No. 75, Vijay Market, Berkheda, Bhopal-462021 (Madhya Pradesh)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Used Since : 18/11/1988

To be associated with:
1816997
MUMBAI
Providing of Food & Drink, Catering services
PALM TREE AYURVEDIC RESORT
3229951  06/04/2016
MR.JACOB JOHN
trading as ;M/s. PALMTREE AYURVEDIC RESORT
Survey No.36/9, Patnem Beach Road, Patnem Canacona, South Goa - 403702
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Used Since :17/12/2015
To be associated with:
3217964
MUMBAI
Temporary accommodation, Resorts, Service Apartments, Boarding houses, Holiday Motels, Tourist homes, Retirement homes, Mansions, Rental of Meeting room, Rental of Marriage Halls, Reservations, Camp services, Providing campground facilities, Restaurants, Self-service restaurants, Snack-bars, Cafes, Cafeterias, Providing food and Drink, Catering, Canteens.
RailRestro

3230481  07/04/2016

YESCOM INDIA SOFTECH PRIVATE LIMITED, A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013

trading as; YESCOM INDIA SOFTECH PRIVATE LIMITED

703, MAA BHAGWATI COMPLEX, BORING ROAD CHAURAH, PATNA, BIHAR, PIN - 800001

PROVISION OF SERVING FOOD AND RUNNING RESTAURANT CHAIN AT RAILWAY STATIONS IN ARRANGEMENTS WITH IRCTC OR OTHER PLACES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MANOJ KUMAR SRIVASTWA
TRADESAFE IP, Ground Floor, Shyam Kishori Homes, Behind: Hotel Rajasthan, Fraser Road, Patna, Bihar, PIN - 800001
www.tradesafe.in Ph.: 09631134494

Used Since :18/11/2015

To be associated with:

3100398

KOLKATA
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK.
3234845   16/04/2016
PAREES HOSPITALITY
Plot no.27, Jagadish Housing Society, Near telephone exchange office, Dhanakawadi, Pune-43, Maharashtra, India
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WAGHMARE DHANAJI LAXMAN
C/o Sharad Madake, 501, Vakil Nagar, Erandwane Pune-411004
Used Since :25/12/2013

MUMBAI
Restaurant, cafe, cafeteria, snack bar, coffee bar and coffee house, carry out restaurant, and take out restaurant services; catering services; coffee supply services for offices; contract food services; food preparation; preparation and sale of carry out foods and beverages, rentals and reservations of temporary accommodation; hotel, motel, banqueting, cocktail, wine lounge & bar services; preparation of meals and restaurant services being services included in class 43
3237097  18/04/2016
M/S. NAUNIDH FOODS PVT. LTD.
16-B, HUDSON LANE, G.T.B. NAGAR, DELHI-110009
service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/03/2011
DELHI

services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation including hotels, restaurants, guest house, banquet halls, bars, self services restaurants, cafe and catering services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020  Class 43

3239281   20/04/2016
MOHAMMAD ABDUL NASSAR
Kunnath Parambath House, S/o Hamza, Lex Lata Legal Solution, Near Masjidul Huda, Down Hill, Malappuram Dt, Kerala State 676519
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ELIZABETH SUBASH
3-19,Santhome Estate,Ajri,Kundapura,udupi-576283,karnataka,india
Used Since :20/03/2014
CHENNAI
RESTAURANTS, SELF SERVICES RESTAURANTS, HOTEL, FAST FOOD SERVICES, CATERERS, CAFETERIAS, REST HOMES, PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word Paris
3240780   22/04/2016
KANCHAN DEV GUPTA
SHOP NO - 3, SURAJ MANDIR CHS LTD., GAZDHW BANDH, S.B.PATIL MARG, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI - 400054.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :05/04/2016
MUMBAI
RESTAURANT SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word kitchen
3253966  07/05/2016
MR. RAJEV SHARMA
trading as ;M/S TIPSY CATERERS
E-54, SHASTRI NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA, 302016
SERVICE PROVIDER
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N.J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/01/2016
AHMEDABAD
RESTAURANT SERVICES AND CATERING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
3259906 13/05/2016
ROHIT KESHAO RAUT
F - 28, NIT Complex, Variety Square Behind Eternity Mall Sitabuldi, Nagpur - 440012
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since: 25/10/2014

MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation.
QUILA PRATAP

3278555  07/06/2016
QUILA PRATAP HOTELS PRIVATE LIMITED
Rail Mandi, Jaswant Nagar, Etawah – 206245, Uttar Pradesh, India.
Service Providers
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Used Since :13/09/2014
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole
FOODMANDI

3283783   14/06/2016
RAJESH KUMAR GUPTA
SAIKUTEER, F-244 NEW RAJENDRA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS & SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROMESH CHADHA & CO.
A - 589, INDIRA NAGAR, A - BLOCK, LUCKNOW - 226016, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CAFETERIA, RESTAURANT, TEMPORARY ACCOMODATION
3296961  28/06/2016
PAWAN DUGGAL DIRECTOR OF WAMIKA HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
C-94,RING ROAD,WAZIRPUR,INDUSTRIAL AREA,NEW DELHI-110026
SERVICES RELATED TO BANQUETS, HOTELS, RESORTS, CONFERENCING, INSTITUTION CATERING, OUTDOOR CATERING, SPECIAL EVENTS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :01/01/2016
DELHI
SERVICES RELATED TO BANQUETS, HOTELS, RESORTS, CONFERENCING, INSTITUTION CATERING, OUTDOOR CATERING, SPECIAL EVENTS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS.
ROMEOS PIZZA

3297398  30/06/2016
MOHAMMED SHAHNAWAZ
A-1557, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226016 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOTEL, RESTAURANT, CLUB, RESORT, BAR AND CATERING SERVICES, FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
KHAO PIYO MAUJ KARO

3302936   06/07/2016
DALJEET SINGH
trading as ;KHAO PIYO MAUJ KARO
D-26, IST FLOOR, OLD GUPTA COLONY, NEW DELHI - 110009
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VMS LEGAL SERVICES LLP
M-1/12, GROUND FLOOR, MODEL TOWN-3, NEW DELHI 110009

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole.
SURESH RAINA

3304743  08/07/2016

EXITO CREATIONS PVT. LTD.
A 3/3, GROUND FLOOR, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110 057.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; RESTAURANTS; HOTELS; MOTELS; CAFÉS; CAFETERIAS; SNACK-BARS; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING; HOTEL RESERVATIONS; HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES [LODGING]; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION RESERVATIONS; MAKING ARRANGEMENTS FOR LODGING OR MEALS WHILE TRAVELLING; PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK CATERING SERVICES FOR SPORTS EVENTS, CONCERTS, CONVENTIONS AND EXHIBITIONS
3309791  14/07/2016
RAJEEV CHOPRA
trading as ;SRK VENTURES
101/102, Unique Industrial Estate, Bombay Dyeing Compound, Twin Tower Lane, Off Veer Savrkar Road, Prabhadevi, Mumbai - 400025, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 01/10/2015

MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, CAFÉ SERVICES, CAFETERIA SERVICES, CANTEEN SERVICES, FOOD AND DRINK CATERING, HOTEL SERVICES, RESTAURANT SERVICES, SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANT SERVICES, SNACK-BAR SERVICES
BUN BHUJIA

3311861  18/07/2016
SUNSHINE TEAHOUSE PVT. LTD.
17A SINGAR NAGAR ALAM BAGH LUCKNOW 226005 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHUTOSH KUMAR
A-10, SEC-61, NOIDA-201301 U.P

Used Since :03/03/2014

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK BEING SERVICES FALLING IN CLASS 43
MERI WALI CHAI

3311864   18/07/2016
SUNSHINE TEAHOUSE PVT. LTD.
17A SINGAR NAGAR ALAM BAGH LUCKNOW 226005 U.P
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHUTOSH KUMAR
A-10, SEC-61, NOIDAA-201301 U.P
Used Since :01/11/2012
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK BEING SERVICES FALLING IN CLASS 43
WELWORTH BAKERS

3312162  19/07/2016
NITIN SETH
R/O C-1/203, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH AND JOSEPH LAW OFFICES
EXPRESS TRADE TOWER 2, B-36, SECTOR 132, UNIT NO. 2206, 2ND FLOOR, EXPRESS WAY NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; REFRESHMENT; HOTEL RESERVATIONS; BAR SERVICES; CAFES; CAFETERIAS; CANTEENS; CATERING; RENTAL OF MEETING ROOMS; MOTELS; RESTAURANTS; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS; SNACK BARS; HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY.
RAJESH SHARMA
trading as ;ASHOK & ASHOK MEAT DHABA
27, BHARAT NAGAR, ASHOK VIHAR, DELHI.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK
3329900 06/08/2016
RENU SHAW
20/1, Collin Street, Kolkata, West Bengal-700016.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KASHYAP POPAT KHANDAGALE
S.R.No 19/3, Tukaram Naik Path, Behind Chhajed Petrol Pump, Bopodi, Pune - 411020
Used Since :01/08/2016
KOLKATA
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
HOTEL HIGHWAY PRINCE

3337096  12/08/2016
ABHAY SINGH
SAMAY SINGH
RAKESH KUMAR
MUNESH KUMAR
trading as : HOTEL HIGHWAY PRINCE
N.H.-8, JAIPUR DELHI HIGHWAY, NEAR PAOTA (KOTPUTLI), DISTT.- JAIPUR- 302117, RAJASTHAN.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAJJAN KUMAR MEHTA
202, DEVI NAGAR NEW SANGANER ROAD, JAIPUR RAJASTHAN
Used Since : 22/04/2010

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
3345986  25/08/2016
AJMERWALA
MR. NAVEEN TAK
MR. DINESH TAK
trading as ;AJMERWALA
24, MAIN ROAD, WEST PATEL NAGAR, OPP. METRO PILLAR NO. 210, NEW DELHI-110008
The Service Provider
THE PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :15/07/2016
DELHI
CATERING SERVICES, FAST FOOD SERVICES RESTAURANT SERVICES.
The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.
ONLY TRAVEL
3348157   29/08/2016
PANKAJ ANEJA
trading as ;ONLY TRAVEL
WZ-1351, Rani Bagh, New Delhi-110034.
Service Provider
A proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI TRADE MARKS CO.
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.
Used Since :22/06/2015
DELI
Reservation and booking services for hotels, restaurants and holiday accommodation; Hotel room booking services;
Booking of hotel rooms for travellers; Booking agency services for hotel accommodation; Resort hotel services; Resort
lodging services; Hotel, motel and resort services; Rental of temporary accommodation in the nature of villas and
bungalows.
3353613  02/09/2016
ASHA TREHAN
TREHAN HOUSE, 278-R, MODEL TOWN, PANIPAT, HARYANA-132103
Services for providing food, drink & temporary accommodation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANAND SHANKER GUPTA
59 IIND FLOOR KUNDAN NAGAR DELHI 110092
Used Since :18/01/2016
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD & DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; CAFES, PUBS, RESTAURANTS, COCKTAILS, HOTELS, CAFETERIAS, CANTEEN, CATERING, FAST FOOD RESTAURANT, SNACK BARS, TAKE AWAY FOOD & DRINK SERVICES, BUFFET RESTAURANTS, BAR & PUB SERVICES, PROVIDING OF TOURIST HOMES, LODGING, BOARDING AND HOSPITALITY SERVICES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately.Mark shall be used as represented.
POWER SHAKES

3356450   05/09/2016
GIANI ICE CREAM PVT. LTD.
trading as ;GIANI ICE CREAM PVT. LTD.
Plot no. 89, Sector - 6, IMT Manesar, Gurgaon, Haryana-122050
Manufacturers, Traders, Marchents
A Company incorporated and existing under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
Used Since :16/08/2016

DELHI
Services relating to sale of food and drinks, Restaurants, Ice Cream Parlour, Snack-Bars, Cafes, Cafeterias, Canteens, Takeaway Outlets, Banquet Hall, Food Courts, Carry Out Restaurants, Take Out Restaurants; Catering Services, Bakery, Cafe Club, Ice Cream Kiosk, outlets and stalls in shopping malls; and other kinds of eateries providing variety of foods & drinks, ice cream shakes, ice cream products, soft drinks, fresh juices etc.
RAJA DHABA
3388853  17/10/2016
S. AJIT SINGH AHUJA
B XXI-983 JANTA NAGAR CHOWK, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA PB
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1998
DELHI
43, PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINKS AND TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS (INCLUDING SELF SERVICE AND FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS), PIZZA JUNCTION, CAFE SHOPS, SOUTH INDIAN, FAST, FOOD JUNCTIONS AND ICE CREAM PARLOURS INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
UNBOX TASTE

3498746    03/03/2017

ANUPAM RAJ

trading as ;UNBOX TASTE
COS/R/GL/BLK-2/24, M3M, COSMEOPOLITAN, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, SECTOR -66, GURGAON, HARYANA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRATYUSH PARIMAL , ADVOCATE
G-32, CENTRAL PLAZA MALL, GOLF COURSE ROAD, SECTOR -53, GURGAON, HARYANA.

Used Since :01/01/2017

DELHI
RESTAURANT
3504432  04/03/2017

PALAM KUMAR
Street No1., Gandhi Nagar, Rampura Phul, Dist.- Bathinda -151103, Punjab.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 07/02/2017

DELHI
Restaurant services
New Al-Baik's Chicken

3511002   20/03/2017

MOHAMMAD ISLAHUDDIN
House No. 11A, Nimbuwala, Garhi Cantt, Dehradun
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West) , Mumbai 400 053

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink
3521638  08/04/2017
MS. SUSHMITA SINGH
B-127, 2ND FLOOR, SEC-63, NOIDA-201307
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RESTAURANT SERVICES, MOBILE FOOD TRUCK
TAHINA
3528109  18/04/2017
VARUN SHARMA
trading as ; GANESHAM HOSPITALITY
H-3/14, MODEL TOWN, DELHI-110009.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 01/04/2016
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
DHAMPUR
3529529  19/04/2017
DHAMPUR RISE PVT LIMITED
Corp Office: 24 School Lane, Near World Trade Centre, New Delhi-110001
BODY INCORPORATED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH SHARMA
Ch.No. 391,PATIALA HOUSE COURT, NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :01/04/1994
DELHI
SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD & DRINKS, RESTAURANTS, CAFES, CANTEEN, FAST FOOD CENTRE, FOOD KIOSK,
ICE-CREAM PARLOUR, EATING HOUSES, SNACKS BARS, SELF SERVICES RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INN,
CONCIERGE, LODGING, TAKE AWAY OUTLETS, PREPARATION OF FOOD & DRINKS, CATERING SERVICES, PACK
FOOD AND OUTDOOR CATERING, FOOD PACKAGING, PARCELLING & DELIVERY SERVICES, HOSPITALITY SERVICES,
PROVIDING BANQUET AND SOCIAL FUNCTION FACILITIES FOR SPECIAL OCCASIONS
3540699  03/05/2017
MS. SONIA CHOWDHRY
trading as ;YELLOW TIE HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT LLP
F 89/11, OKHLA PHASE-I, NEW DELHI-110020.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARJITA, ADVOCATE
405 B, PINNACLE BUSINESS TOWER, BEHIND ATRIUM HOTEL-BESIDE VIVANTA BY TAJ, SUKAJKUND ROAD,
FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001.
Proposed to be Used
DELI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND BEVERAGES.
3546356    11/05/2017
MAYANK SAHNI
trading as ;R M HOSPITALITY
2542, PUNJABI BASTI, CLOCK TOWER, OLD SUBZI MANDI-110007
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :10/04/2017
DELHI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK INCLUDING; SHAKES, JUICES, SOFT DRINKS, FAST FOOD.
3557352  26/05/2017
GIC INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
1691/2 GOVINDPURI EXTN, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARJITA, ADVOCATE
405 B, PINNACLE BUSINESS TOWER, BEHIND ATRIUM HOTEL-BESIDE VIVANTA BY TAJ, SURAJKUND ROAD, FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK.
3560995  31/05/2017
JATIN AHUJA
26/1/GHA, PLOT NO 68/3 (B) NEAR PARAG DAIRY, WAZIR HASAN ROAD, FACING JOPLING ROAD LUCKNOW- 226001
(U.P.) INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANHE URPH CHANDRA MAULI DWIVEDI
RZ-18, NEW UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI

**Proposed to be Used**

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS, MOTELS, SELF-SERVICE
RESTAURANTS, SNACK-BARS; CATERING SERVICES; BAR SERVICES; CAFES AND CAFETERIAS; RENTAL OF TENTS,
TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION RESERVATIONS; RESERVATION OF HOTEL
ACCOMMODATION; RESERVATION OF RESTAURANTS; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION AND MEETING
ROOMS; RESORTS AND LODGING SERVICES; SOCIAL CLUBS; PROVIDING CAMPGROUND FACILITIES Included in class 43
3567853 09/06/2017
Patanjali Ayurved Ltd.
D-26, Pushpanjali, Bijwasan, Delhi-110061. India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
Lalji Advocates
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since: 25/02/2008
Delhi
Services for Providing Food & Drinks, School Canteens, Hostel Accommodation, Preschooler, Infant & Child Day Care Services, Temporary Accommodation, Cafes, Cafeterias, Snack Bars, Hotels, Motels, Resorts, Restaurants, Self Service Restaurants, Fast Food Restaurants, Canteens, Coffee Shops, Ice Cream Parlors and Catering Services
Cafe High5

3568163  10/06/2017

Prashant Karan

NIFT Campus, Haus Khas, Near Gulmohar, New Delhi-110016

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KC & CO.

A-37, Welcome Apartment, Sec-9, Rohini, Delhi 110085

Used Since: 01/07/2015

Delhi

Services for providing food and drink
3571453  15/06/2017
AKSHAY MISHRA
HOUSE NO. 50, PALIKA GRAM, SAROJINI NAGAR, WEST DELHI-110023
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KC & CO.
A-37, WELCOME APARTMENT, SEC-9, ROHINI, DELHI 110085
Used Since: 01/06/2017
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink included in Class 43
3574738  20/06/2017
NIHAR AGARWAL
C-3 DEEN DAYAL PURAM
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMBUJ GUPTA
63, CIVIL LINES BEHIND PRAKASH TOWER, BAREILLY-243001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Restaurants, fast foods and catering services
3577374  23/06/2017

PVR LTD.
trading as ;PVR LTD.
61, BASANT LOK, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI 110057, DELHI
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUMIT GAHLAWAT ADV.
1/8 L.G.F. SARVAPRIYA VIHAR NEW DELHI 110016

Used Since : 27/03/2017

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINKS AT BLUO CENTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2904608.
Leo's
3582046    30/06/2017
AMOL KUMAR
C-109, Anand Niketan, New Delhi-110021
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRASHANT MEHRA
D-81, Anand Niketan, New Delhi - 110021.
Used Since :15/10/2016
DELHI
SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AS A RESTAURANT, OF ALL TYPES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
AMOL KUMAR  
C-109, Anand Niketan, New Delhi-110021  
Individual  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
PRASHANT MEHRA  
D-81, Anand Niketan, New Delhi - 110021.  
Used Since :15/10/2016  
DELHI  
SERVICES OF PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK AS A RESTAURANT, OF ALL TYPES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 43.
3583593  03/07/2017
HARI SINGH
1513, GALI NO 13, GOVINDPURI KALKA JI, NEW DELHI-110019
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink, temporary accommodation
ADIMURTI FOODS AND BEVERAGES PRIVATE LIMITED
1/49 Lalita Park, Laxmi Nagar, Main Vikas Marg, Delhi - 110092
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 01/05/2015

DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, ACCOMMODATION BUREAU SERVICES [HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES], TOURIST HOME SERVICES, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION RESERVATIONS, RECEPTION SERVICES FOR TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION [MANAGEMENT OF ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES], RENTAL OF MEETING ROOMS, HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES [LODGING]

IN USE.
3630507   08/09/2017
KUKRAIL RESORT PRIVATE LIMITED
B-34, Sector E, Aliganj, Lucknow UP 226020 IN
private limited company registered by MCA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL AWASTHI ADV.,
178/116 HAIDER MIRZA ROAD GOLAGANJ, LUCKNOW (NEAR DR. SAFIA HOSPITAL)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Provide temporary accommodation to old age care
3634772  13/09/2017
M/S. KOHLI TENT HOUSE
2753, MAIN PATEL ROAD, WEST PATEL NAGAR, MAIN ROAD, OPP. METRO PILLAR NO.-206, NEW DELHI
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/1975

DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation including hotels, restaurants, guest house, banquet halls, bars, café, cafeterias, ice-cream parlour, self services restaurants and catering services
3636419  16/09/2017
PRAYAS SARIN
20 CIVIL LINES ROORKEE UTTARAKHAND
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Used Since :05/01/2017
DELHI
Fast food and non-stop restaurant services
3637688  18/09/2017
AJAY YADAV S/O LATE DEVI RAM
SHRI RAM BHOJNALAYA, BELANGANJ AGRA
proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV CHANDEL
23/251,JEONI MANDI,AGRA 282003 UP
Used Since :01/04/1992
DELHI
BHOJNALAYA, RESTAURANT SERVICES, SERVING FOOD AND DRINK FOR CUSTOMERS
3692887  01/12/2017
DEEVYANAND RAJ ARORA
B.O. J/8 GAMMA II, GREATER NOIDA-201308
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH WARDHAN TIWARI
B-138, 2nd Floor, Back Side West Patel Nagar, New Delhi - 110008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MAKING BOOKINGS AND RESERVATION FOR TRAVELS IN HOTEL, MOTEL, RESORT, TENTS, HOUSE BOATS, GUEST HOUSE, TOURIST, HOMES, INCLUDING BOOKINGS THROUGH INTERNET, ARRANGING LODGING, BOARDING AND ANY OTHER MODE OF PROVIDING ACCOMMODATION FOR TRAVELERS; RESTAURANT, CATERING, HOTEL INFORMATION SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A COMPUTER INFORMATION NETWORK. SERVICES RELATING TO THE HOTEL, MOTEL, RESORTS AND OTHER HOSPITALITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 42

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
3694381  04/12/2017
SARABJEET SINGH KHANUJA
49, SADAR BAZAR, TAJ ROAD, AGRA- 282001, UTTAR PRADESH
THE TRADEMARK ACT,1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
3717611  02/01/2018
RAHUL
Opp. Vishal Mega Mart Mall, Kotakpura Road, Shri Muktsar sahib
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RESTAURANT
3726175  12/01/2018

ALOK KUMAR
UNIT NO 117, FIRST FLOOR, PLOT NO- H-6, AGGARWAL TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAM PURA, DELHI- 110034
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HOTEL, RESORTS AND HOSPITALITY SERVICES
SURESH CHANDU SHETTY
THE SALUTE, OPP. RELIANCE MALL, BORIVALI (W), MUMBAI – 400 092
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD & DRINK; HOTEL, RESTAURANTS, CANTEENS, MOTELS, SELF-SERVICE
RESTAURANTS, SNACK-BARS, SOCIAL CLUBS; CATERING SERVICES; BAR SERVICES; CAFES & CAFETERIAS; ICE
CREAM PARLORS; OPERATION OF BANQUET & HOSPITALITY SERVICES; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
& MEETING ROOMS; RESORTS & LODGING SERVICES; RENTAL OF CHAIRS, TABLE, TABLE LINEN, GLASSWARE;
RENTAL OF TENTS, TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS; RESERVATIONS (TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION);
ACCOMMODATION; BUREAUX (HOTELS); TOURIST HOMES.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..

The trade mark is restricted to use the mark in the state of Maharashtra.
Cafe N Joy

3858074   13/06/2018

ANIL KUMAR JAIN
54, KUSUM VIHAR, BEHIND R K HOUSE, KISHANGARH, AJMER-305801
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALL INDIA PROFICIENT CORPORATE SERVICES
GANESHAM 1ST, BASEMENT, BEHIND LOTUS DAIRY, LALKOTHI MANDI, SAHKAR MARG, JAIPUR

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation included class 43.
Spot Foods

4154752  23/04/2019

LAWRENCE PARANIDHARAN
26600 Lindengate Cir, Plainfield, IL 60585 USA

Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Hotels, Fast-food restaurant services, Food and drink catering, Food preparation, Takeaway food services, Preparation of food and beverages, Provision of food and beverages, Food preparation for others on an outsourcing basis, Juice bars, Juice bar services, Cafeterias, Restaurant services
4164562 02/05/2019
Ms. SANGEETHA Trading as BLUEBELLS
No: 2, MURUGESH MUDALIAR ROAD, AKKITIMMANAHALLI, SHANTHI NAGAR, BANGALORE-560027, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR, NO.2, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE (NEST CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPALYA, BANGALORE-560038.
Used Since: 01/04/2012

CHENNAI
Providing temporary accommodation for guests; Providing guesthouse services; Providing temporary lodging for guests; Providing food, drink and temporary accommodation for guests; Temporary accommodation services; Providing temporary accommodation; Temporary room hire; Rental of temporary accommodation; Provision of temporary lodgings; Temporary accommodation reservation services; Provision of temporary furnished accommodation; Provision of temporary accommodation in boarding houses; Reservation and booking of temporary lodging.

Subject to restrict the area to South India only.
MS. SWATHY RAVINDRAN  
HOUSE NO. 9, UKN ESPERANZA, VARTHUR MAIN ROAD, THUBRAHALI, BENGALURU 560066  
PROPRIETOR  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
SANDEEP GUPTA  
363, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33, Lawrence Road, Delhi-110035.  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation  
No exclusive right over CHOUX separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark.
4182198    21/05/2019
DESI TEA TIME PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;DESI TEA TIME PRIVATE LIMITED
9-144,High School Road, Andhra Bank Backside, High School Road, Kadiam, Kadiam Mandal, East Godavari-533126, Andhra Pradesh, India.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.SANJAI GANDHI
CHOLAMANDALAM IP LAW FIRM, YMIA NEW INDIA BLDG, 1ST FLOOR, 2ND LANE BEACH ROAD, NO:49, MOORE ST, CHENNAI - 600 001
Used Since :01/05/2018
CHENNAI
FRIED CHICKEN AND COLD BEVERAGE STORES.
The mark should be used as a whole and Subject to restrict the area to Andhra Pradesh and Telangana only.
4389801  26/12/2019
DATTU EKNATH MARNE AN INDIAN NATIONAL SOLE PROPRIETOR OF SHREE OM BHEL NAMKIN & FARSAN
AT – PIRANGUT, GHOTAWADE PHATA, CHANDANI EMPIRE, TAL – MULSHI, DIST – PUNE - 412115. MAHARASHTRA -
INDIA
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :20/02/2018

MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATED TO SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDED IN
CLASS - 43
4398646  06/01/2020
PS EATERY PRIVATE LIMITED
FF/33, AMIT NAGAR CO. OP SOCIETY, NEAR AMIT NAGAR CIRCLE, KARELIBAUG, VADODARA- 390 018, GUJARAT, INDIA
BODY-INCORPORATE INCLUDING PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV ASSOCIATES
MRS. PARUL A DANDIWALA, ADVOCATE, B/24, VEDANT RESIDENCY, NEAR SUN RESIDENCY, WAGHODIA - DABHOI RING ROAD, VADODARA - 390 025, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING FOOD & DRINK IN RESTAURANTS
4399368   06/01/2020
PRAMOD CHOURASIA (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS HOTEL NEELAM
Near Old Bus Stand, Sidhi - 486661, Madhya Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :17/02/2014
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
RAJA PATEL
Bypass Road, Countywalk Township, Near Bharat Benz Showroom, Near S.p. Villas, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Indian National Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Rental of tents, rental of chairs, table, table linen, glassware, meeting room, providing of food and drinks, temporary accommodation, catering services
DHI MAHI

4412820  19/01/2020

JAY AKRISHNAN G
Dhanwanthari Vihar, (Vakasseril), Kottayam, Kerala Pin – 686001
single firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRAHAM CHERIAN P
C/o Cherian & Associates, Advocates, Kallath Apartments, Mathai Manjuran Road, Cochin - 682018

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing food, drink, and temporary accommodation included in class 43.
CHAAT BOMBAAT

MR. PRASHANTH B K, TRADING AS CHAAT BOMBAAT
No.2, Shop No. 4, TC Palya Main Road, Akashaya Nagar, Near SBI Bank, Ramamurthy Nagar, Bangalore – 560016, Karnataka, India
A citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Used Since: 19/10/2018

CHENNAI

Services of Cafes, Cafeteria, Food Courts, Snacks Bar, Canteen, Self service restaurants, Caterings, Door delivery services, Food Takeaway, Food & Drinks, Hotels and Restaurants, Banquet Hall included in Class 43
4458077  28/02/2020
SPECIALITY RESTAURANTS LIMITED
Morya Landmark – 1, 4th Floor, B-25 Veera Industrial Estate, Off New Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400 053
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since: 13/02/2013
To be associated with:
2100855, 4446902
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; restaurants; restaurants (self-services); bars; snack-bars; lounge services; hotels; cafes; cafeterias; canteens; caterings; takeaway outlets; banquet hall; food courts
4458213  29/02/2020
KANCHERLA MUNUSWAMY DAMODAR
S/O KANCHERLA MUNUSWAMY,H.NO/28,KEEPAKAM LABUR COLONY,SRIHARIKOTA,NELLORE - 524124
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Restaurant services
TUBELIGHT KITCHEN AND BAR

4459154  02/03/2020
RABBLE RANCH HOSPITALITY PVT LTD
Shivprasad Complex, SN 14/15/2/3, Wadgaon Bk, Pune Pune MH 411041
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHWARDHAN NAVINCHANDRA JOSHI, ADVOCATE
FLAT NO. 204, BLOCK O2, ADANI PRATHAM, BEHIND NIRM UNIVERSITY, S.G HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD 382481, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING RESTAURANT & BAR, CAFETERIA AND FOOD AND DRINKS, SERVICES
RAPIDO

4459209  02/03/2020

MR. NIPUN GUPTA trading as ;MR. NIPUN GUPTA
7/28, ROOP NAGAR, MALKA GANJ, NORTH DELHI-110007, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX AZURE JURIS
C-27, GEETANJALI ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110017, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
ROYAL PG

4460173   02/03/2020
ROYAL PG PRIVATE LIMITED
H NO.-2602, GROUND FLOOR, HUDSON LINE, KINGSWAY CAMP, G.T.B. NAGAR DELHI North West DL 110009 IN
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI BHUSHAN KUMAR
D-5, Third Floor, Sector 10, Noida-201301
Used Since :03/10/2017

To be associated with:
3648383

DELHI
Residential Guest House for Boys and Girls

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ROYAL
4462970  04/03/2020
INOX LEISURE LIMITED
5th Floor, Viraj Towers, next to Andheri flyover, Western Express Highway, Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400 093
A company existing under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO
Khaitan & Co, One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013
Used Since :31/12/2019

To be associated with:
3881088

MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
Anita's Kitchen

4464975  06/03/2020
ANITA JAIN
House No. 31(6), 1st Floor, Maruti Mansion Building, Balti Karkhana Gali, Opposite Hanuman Tower, Athgaon, Guwahati, Kamrup, Assam - 781001
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
4466177  07/03/2020
LERANTA FOOD AND BEVERAGE LLP
Door No.00-00, Main Street, Tilaru Village, Kotabommali Mandalam, Srikakulam - 532474, Andhra Pradesh
Limited Liability Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :18/03/2019
CHENNAI
Juice bar services
4466537   07/03/2020
ANKUSH JAGDISH BENDRE (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS EAT BY EAST
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :26/01/2020
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink, Restaurant Services
ZE-NISHA HALL
4466586 07/03/2020
MOHD RAFI
R-77, Gali No-21, R Block Brahampuri Garhi Mendu, Seelampur, North East Delhi-110053
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS BANSAL
411, B-09, ITL Twin Tower, NSP, Pitampura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MARRIAGE HALL, HOTELS, RESORT HOTELS, LODGING AND BOARDING SERVICES, SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK; PROVIDING OF FOOD COUNTERS, CATERING AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF/QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANTS, SNACK BARS, LOUNGE AND BAR SERVICES, CAFES, CAFETERIAS, CANTEENS; BANQUET SERVICES; HOTEL BOOKING AND RESERVATIONS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN HOTEL, MOTEL, RESORT; PROVIDING OF BOARDING AND LODGING SERVICES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 43
4467110 09/03/2020

TASTE OF NATURE
G-1, NILGIRI APARTMENT, 67 BALWANT NAGAR, GANDHI ROAD, GWALIOR, M.P.-474002
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD, DRINKS AND BEVERAGES., TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
STROGANOV BOWL

4467189    09/03/2020
TRAM FOODS
LOLLO ROSSO, 3 GROUND FLOOR, ONE WORLD CAPITAL, OFF. RAJPATH RANGOLI ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD – 380054, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :29/10/2018

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINK AND CATERING SERVICES; SNACK BARS, RESTAURANTS; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; MEALS BY HOTELS; TOURIST HOUSES; LOUNGE SERVICES, HOTEL AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATIONS, BANQUET SERVICES; RESORT SERVICES.
SANTA FE BOWL

4467190 09/03/2020

TRAM FOODS
LOLLO ROSSO, 3 GROUND FLOOR, ONE WORLD CAPITAL, OFF. RAJPATH RANGOLI ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD – 380054, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

Used Since: 29/10/2018

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINK AND CATERING SERVICES; SNACK BARS, RESTAURANTS; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; MEALS BY HOTELS; TOURIST HOUSES; LOUNGE SERVICES, HOTEL AND HOTEL RESERVATIONS AND INFORMATIONS, BANQUET SERVICES; RESORT SERVICES.
4467198    09/03/2020
G. SUDHAKAR, PROPRIETOR SUDHAKARAN MESS
Old No.32, New NO.220, Block -2, Melakkadu, Ghoppukadu, Mahilankotai PO, Pattukottai Taluk, Thanjavur - 614701
An individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SATHISH KUMAR
'SIVAM' 56, MYLAPPA STREET, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI - 600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; restaurants, hotels, snack bars, canteens, Motels, temporary accommodation
4467276  09/03/2020
ANSARI PALLICKALAKATH, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. NEXTEL GROUP
1996-C-/32, WHITE HOUSE, 90A, NETAJI ROAD, PADIVATTOM, EDAPALLY.P.O, ERNAKULAM-682024, KERALA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THULASI DAS G
3/1556/1,PEARL VIEW, PATTOM P.O, KESAVADASAPURAM,TRIVANDRUM-695004,KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hospitality services (accommodation) providing food and drinks; as part of hospitality package; Bar & Catering Services, Hotels & restaurant services, Snack Bar, coffee House in class 43
4467705 09/03/2020
FOOD STUDIO
SANTHI'S K GEORGE TECHNOLOGY ARCADE, DOOR NO.56/83(OLD NO:39/5273A), 56/84(OLD NO:39/5273A1) GROUND FLOOR, ERNAKULAM DIST, KERALA, INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAMIJITH IP WORLD
2ND FLOOR, SARANAM BUILDING, C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK, RESTAURANT, HOTEL, MOTEL, TAKE-AWAY FAST FOOD SERVICES, FOOD PREPARATION SERVICES HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, MOTELS, CANTEENS, CAFETERIAS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, SELF SERVICES, FAST FOOD SERVICES, OUTDOOR CATERING AND LODGING.
THE CAFEDINE

4467737  09/03/2020

ROOPA SANTHOSH SOLE PROPRIETOR OF THE CAFEDINE
4TH FLOOR, NO 304, S V PRADISE, OPP. BHAGINI RESTURANT, NEAR METRO STATION, HOODI, MAHADEVAPURA, BENGALURU KARNATAKA 560048

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Cafe services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 43

4468639 11/03/2020
BEER WORKS RESTAURANTS AND MICROBREWERY PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor, No. 18, Victoria Road, Vivek Nagar Post, Bangalore, Karnataka-560047, India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KHERKAR
Bhate & Ponkshe 12, Venumadhav Apts, 104/7, Off Lane No.14, Prabhat Road, Pune, 411004, M.S, India +91-20-25437021,25437022

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation, bar services, café services, food and drink catering, restaurant services being services included in class-43
4468796  11/03/2020
SHRIUMESH SON’S/ AJAY PATEL
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOMALAHUJA
office No-112, Laxmi Chamber,D- 223, Vikash Marg, Near Metro Station Gate No 5, Delhi-92

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4113827
DELHI
Providing Food & Drink, Restaurant Services, Fast-food Restaurant Services, Take-away Food Services, Self-service Restaurants, Snack-bar Services, Food & Drink Catering, Cafes & Ice Cream Parlours as per class 43
MOIRA

4468945  11/03/2020

JAIDEEP ISPAT & ALLOYS PVT. LTD.
103, Laxmi Tower, 576, MG Road, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Used Since : 07/06/1985

To be associated with:
2540554

MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
SHREEMANTCHAHA

4469024  11/03/2020
MR. HEMANTKUMAR SHANKAR BELANKE TRADING AS BELANKE UDYOG SAMUHA.
Survey No. 252, Vakhar Bhag, Miraj, Dist. Sangli - 416410.
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING FOOD & DRINK , TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
EPICAH

4469216   11/03/2020
RAJEEV GAMBHIR
A-100, MAYAPURI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE – I, NEW DELHI 110064
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SERVICES OF FOOD AND DRINKS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION SERVICES..
Madeline

4469262   11/03/2020

HARSHITA DESHPANDE
D-301, Moti Baug, Ganesh Khind Road, Shivaji Nagar, Pune - 411016.
Individual, Indian National.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41, SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing Food And Drink; Temporary Accommodation; Restaurants; Restaurants (Self-Services); Bars; Snack-Bars; Lounge Services; Hotels; Cafes; Cafeterias; Canteens; Caterings; Takeaway Outlets; Banquet Hall; Food Courts.
4469358 12/03/2020
HOTEL JET INN
AVADH PLAZA OFFICE NO. 309, VERAVAL MAIN ROAD, VERAVAL- SHAPAR-360024, DIST RAJKOT GUJARAT INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH G. SABAD
YADUNANDAN 3-KISHANPARA B/H OLD CANCER HOSPITAL OPP SHREE PALACE RAJKOT-360001, GUJARAT, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Cafe-restaurant and cafeteria services, Hotel, restaurant and café services, Hotel, motel and resort services, Resort lodging services Catering in fast-food cafeterias, Hotel, restaurant, café and bar services, Serving food and drink in Internet cafés, Accommodation services, Accommodation reservations, Temporary accommodation, Providing holiday accommodation, Providing holiday accommodation, Hotel accommodation services, Hospitality services [accommodation], Arranging hotel accommodation, Providing hotel accommodation, Arranging holiday accommodation, Holiday accommodation services, Accommodation (Rental of temporary -) Providing accommodation for meetings, Booking of campground accommodation, Appraisal of hotel accommodation, Reservation of tourist accommodation, Letting of holiday accommodation, Tourist camp services [accommodation], Providing accommodation for functions, Booking of accommodation for travellers, Travel agencies for arranging accommodation, Accommodation reservation services [time share], Providing temporary accommodation in vacation homes, Tourist agency services for booking accommodation, Booking agency services for hotel accommodation, Providing assisted living facilities [temporary
accommodation], Provision of trade show facilities [accommodation], Arranging of accommodation for holiday makers, Providing temporary accommodation in holiday homes, Providing accommodation in hotels and motels, Temporary accommodation provided by dude ranches, Providing temporary accommodation in boarding houses, Temporary accommodation and catering services for guests, Temporary accommodation information, advice and reservation services, Rental of rooms as temporary living accommodations, Providing temporary accommodation for children with special needs, Providing food, drink and temporary accommodation for guests, Providing temporary accommodation as part of hospitality packages, Providing temporary accommodation in hotels, motels and boarding houses, , hostels and boarding houses, holiday and tourist accommodation, Providing on-line information relating to holiday accommodation reservations, Tour operator services for the booking of temporary accommodation, Reservation and booking services for hotels, restaurants and holiday accommodation, Reservation of temporary accommodation in the nature of holiday homes, Extended-stay hotels, Guest houses, Guest house services ,in class-43
4469536  12/03/2020
PROVYZ LIFESPACES PRIVATE LIMITED
1006, 10TH FLOOR LUXURIA BUSINESS HUB SURAT -395007

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai –400 037.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Hostel Services
4469583   12/03/2020
SONU KUMAR
A2/6a Kh No 70/7 And 70/14, Maatr Chhaya Colony, A Block, Kaushik Enclave, Burari, North Delhi, Delhi- 110084
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHINAV SINGH
2D Pocket A11 Surya Apartments Kalka Ji Extension New Delhi 110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Description: Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
MR. JAY RAMESH KASAWLEKAR
104, YASH PLAZA, R G GADKARI ROAD, OLD PANVEL- 410206, MAHARASHTRA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARAG MORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; RESTAURANTS SERVICE; SERVING OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
4469633  12/03/2020
RANVEER SINGH SONI
S/O VISHESH SINGH SONI, ED1/358, SECTOR D1, KANPURROAD, L D A COLONY, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH-226012
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK ANAND
SPLAN, 2/33, Frist Floor, Bank Colony, Jagdeo Path, Bailey Road, PATNA, BIHAR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Restaurants, Self-service restaurants, Mobile restaurant services, Take-out restaurant services
FRESHLIKEN
4469806  12/03/2020
FRESHLIKEN FOODTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
544C/088/082, PLOT NO- 143A, ALMAS BAGH BARURA, BALAGANJ, LUCKNOW
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH NIGAM
SHOP NO 14 & 15 ROHTAZ PLAZA RAVINDRAPALLI 226016 UP
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
4469866  12/03/2020
FAYMINS PRIVATE LIMITED
House No 44/1085, Poonithura, Indira Road, Palarivattom, Ernakulam – 682025, Kerala
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
VAIBHAVKUMAR ANANDKUMAR TOTLANI AN INDIAN NATIONAL
D-44,45 VISHAL NAGAR SOCIETY, NEAR SARDAR BRIDGE, ADAJAN ROAD, SURAT - 395009. GUJARAT - INDIA.
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION INCLUDED IN CLASS - 43.
4470147   12/03/2020
YOGESH VASANTRAO SOMWANSHI
Swapnshilp Near Gandhi Lawn, F1, B-A-38, S19/2, Erandwana, Kothrud Pune 411029
sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEMANT SURESHRAO PAWAR
B-25,KPCT MALL, FATIMA NAGAR,

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
4470148  12/03/2020

YOGESH VASANTRAO SOMWANSHI
Swapnshilp Near Gandhi Lawn, F1, B-A-38, S19/2, Erandwana, Kothrud Pune 411029
sole proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEMANT SURESHRAO PAWAR
B-25,KPCT MALL, FATIMA NAGAR,

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
4470195  12/03/2020
BHARATH S KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF SIERRA CARTEL
3,27TH MAIN ROAD, PWD QUARTERS, SECTOR 2, HSR LAYOUT
Proprietorship firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008
Used Since: 01/03/2013

CHENNAI
Rental of meeting rooms, Rental of temporary accommodation
4470398   12/03/2020
M/S. SHIVSHAHI AMRUTTULY
MAULINAGR CORNER, SHIVAJI NAGAR, VAJJAPUR ROAD, OPP. PARAS FURNITURE, NEAR AURANGABAD DISTRICT
BANK GANGAPUR, tq – GANGAPUR, DIST. AURANGABAD – 431109. MAHARASHTRA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAPPORT SOLUTIONS
Shop No. 248, Shivaji Kuteer Mandal, 3rd Lane, L.B.S Road, Nr. Kurla Bus Depot, Kurla (W), Mumbai - 400070
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
4470435  12/03/2020
HEMANTH KUMAR BAGADE
773, 16th Main Road, Banashankari Second Stage, Bangalore-560070, Karnataka
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
4470742   13/03/2020
M/S EXPERION STUDENT HOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED
F-9, FIRST FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA 1, PLOT NO. 7, MLU SECTOR 10, DWARKANEW DELHI-110075.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4335045

DELHI

ACCOMMODATION SERVICES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES [ACCOMMODATION]; RENTAL OF ACCOMMODATION [TEMPORARY]; PROVIDING ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES [TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION]; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION.
4470749   13/03/2020
M/S EXPERION STUDENT HOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED
F-9, FIRST FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA 1, PLOT NO. 7, MLU SECTOR 10, DWARKANEW DELHI-110075.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4335045

DELHI
ACCOMMODATION SERVICES; HOSPITALITY SERVICES [ACCOMMODATION]; RENTAL OF ACCOMMODATION
[TEMPORARY]; PROVIDING ASSISTED LIVING FACILITIES [TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION]; RENTAL OF TEMPORARY
ACCOMMODATION.
4471117 13/03/2020
M. ABIRAMI
trading as; JUICY JUNCTION
NO.27, ROCKINS ROAD, JUNCTION, TRICHY-620 001. TAMILNADU, INDIA
SOLO PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVING OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES.
MAHESH SAMDANI
PLOT NO 13. NEW SHREY NAGAR, KALDA CORNER, AURANGABAD
HOTEL & RESTAURANTS
Proprietor
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Hotels and Restaurants
4474381  17/03/2020

G.RAGU
SENTHOOR TEA & KAAPP, 271, OLD BYPASS ROAD, VINAYAGA COMPLEX, PARAMATHI VELUR, NAMAKKAL,
PINCODE-638182, TAMILNADU, SOUTH INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V VASUKI
M/S.BGROW SERVICES,NO.500, 2ND FLOOR, 10TH EAST CROSS STREET,ANNANAGAR, MADURAI – 625 020.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
COFFEE SHOPS, COFFEE BAR SERVICES, COFFEE SHOP SERVICES, PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK, COFFEE
SUPPLY SERVICES FOR OFFICES [PROVISION OF BEVERAGES], TEA ROOM SERVICES, SNACK BAR SERVICES, FAST
FOOD, CAFES, CANTEENS, SELF SERVICE RESTAURANT.

Transliteration : SENTHOOR TEA & KAAPP
KONDAMMA MESS

4475777    18/03/2020

MR. KELLAMPALLI NAZEER
9-32, NIRMALA CONVENT ROAD, PODILI, VISWANADHAPURAM, PRAKASAM, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P. SAILAKSHMI
NO.250/8, 1ST FLOOR, KAMALAM, APARTMENTS, KALI AMMAN KOIL STREET, NATESAN NAGAR, VIRUGAMBakkAM,
CHENNAI-600092.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

RESTAURANT SERVICES, SELF/QUICK SERVICE RESTAURNTS, SNACK BARS, HOTELS, CAFES, CAFETERIAS,
CANTEENS, BANQUET SERVICES, CATERING, SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, PROVIDING
OF FOOD COUNTERS, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION IN HOTEL, MOTEL, RESORT, PROVIDING OF BOARDING AND
LODAGING SERVICES, HOSPITALITY SERVICES.
4475927  18/03/2020

VIKRAM MAYOR
D-16H, Hauz Khas, New Delhi-110016
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RITESH KUMAR GUPTA
A-2, Upper Ground Floor, Plot No- 10-B, 10-C, 14-A & 14-B, Khasra No.816, Lal Dora Extu, Near Syndicate Bank, Sant Nagar Burari, Delhi-110084
Used Since :01/03/2020

DELHI
Restaurant Services
HARIS ZAKI, AMIR KHAN
trading as ;ARABICAN
C-82, JHILMIL COLONY, DELHI-110095
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.

Used Since : 16/03/2020

DELHI
RESTAURANT (PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINKS)
TRIPJACK
4477101  19/03/2020

TRIP JACK PVT. LTD.
Marathon Innova CTS No. 2/142, Unit No. 1, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400013.
A Company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.N. POOJARI
M/s. Asian Patent Bureau, 73, Ashoka shopping center, Ground floor, L.T. Road, G.T. Hospital Complex, Mumbai-400001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation; Accommodation bureaux [hotels, boarding houses]; Accommodation (Rental of temporary); Hotel reservations; Hotels.
Le Cakery

4480724   21/03/2020

YASH BHATNAGAR
R/o-L-201, Lovekush Appartment, Seva Mandir Road, Fatehpura, Udaipur, Rajasthan, 313001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRIJESH CHAUHAN, ADVOCATE
IN FRONT OF RADAJI TEMPLE, MALI COLONY MAIN ROAD, TEKRI, UDAIPUR - 313 001 - RAJASTHAN.

Used Since: 01/10/2012

AHMEDABAD

Services For Providing Food and Drink, Eatable Foods, Bakery which are including in Class-43
Leba

4480740 21/03/2020

SELVARAJAN BALASUBRAMANIAN
234, 2nd floor, 9th Main, 16th cross, Sector 6, HSR Layout, Bangalore 560102
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Restaurant, Hotel, Catering services, Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
4482267 26/03/2020
G. PRATHEEK REDDY
NO. 1-11-220/3, HANUMANTH REDDY RESIDENCY, BRINDAVAN COLONY, BEGUMPET, HYDERABAD - 500016.
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since: 28/05/2017

CHENNAI
Restaurant services; Providing food and beverages
FOODYFLIX

4482732  27/03/2020

ANKIT KUMAR PROPRIETOR OF FOODYFLIX
S/O: PRAMOD SINGH, SONDHA, KHAGARIA, BIHAR 851212

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Restaurant services; Providing food and beverages
MEENAKSHI MADHAN PROPRIETOR OF SKYPIX
SKYPIX CENTRE, NO 2, MANJOLAI 3RD STREET, EKKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU, 600032

THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Used Since: 02/06/2018

CHENNAI

Hotel services; Restaurant services; Catering services for hospitals; Provision of food and drink as part of hospitality services; Providing temporary accommodation as part of hospitality packages; Booking of temporary accommodation; Agency services for booking hotel accommodation; Travel agency services for booking hotel accommodation; Accommodation bureaux services [hotels, boarding houses]; Accommodation bureaux; Accommodation bureau services; Providing temporary housing accommodation; Provision of temporary accommodation; Rental of temporary accommodation; Providing temporary accommodation in vacation apartments; Providing temporary accommodation as part of hospitality packages; Providing travel lodging information services and travel lodging booking agency services for travelers; Wine bars; Wine bar services; Youth hostel services; Washoku restaurant services; Udon restaurant services; Udon and soba restaurant services; Animal boarding services; Advice concerning cooking recipes; Hotel accommodation services; Temporary accommodation reservations; Corporate hospitality in the nature of providing food and drink; Rental of rooms for social events; Providing food and drink catering services for sports events, concerts, conventions and exhibitions; Rental and leasing of lighting apparatus and lighting systems for use in municipality lighting and public events; Medical tourism services being the reservation or booking of hotels or temporary accommodation in order to obtain health care
4484508  02/04/2020
BHOODEV SHARMA
263-C, VRINDAVAN VIHAR, NEAR KEDARESHWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, AGRA ROAD
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH KUMAR
C-76, Laxmi Vatika-A, Vijaypura Road, Agra Road, Jaipur

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Services for providing food, drinks and temporary Accommodation including hotels, boarding houses, hostel, canteens, cafeterias, holiday camp, motels, restaurants, retirement homes, tourist homes, renting of drinking water dispensers etc.
4484869  04/04/2020
TARASHREE VENTURES
First Floor, C21 Business Park, C 21Square In Front Of Radisson Blu Hotel, MR 10 Road, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Cafe services, Restaurant services.
4485001  04/04/2020
LAVINA MADHAN PROPRIETOR OF CHIDLYS
SKY PIX CENTRE, NO 2, MANJOLAI THIRD STREET, EKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI 600032
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :10/04/2019

CHENNAI
Hotel services; Restaurant services; Providing restaurant services; Hotel and restaurant services; Providing food and beverages; Catering services for hospitals; Provision of food and drink as part of hospitality services; Providing temporary accommodation as part of hospitality packages; Booking of temporary accommodation; Agency services for booking hotel accommodation; Travel agency services for booking hotel accommodation; Accommodation bureaux services [hotels, boarding houses]; Accommodation bureau services; Providing temporary housing accommodation; Provision of temporary accommodation; Rental of temporary accommodation; Providing temporary accommodation in vacation apartments; Providing temporary accommodation as part of hospitality packages; Providing travel lodging information services and travel lodging booking agency services for travelers; Wine bars; Wine bar services; Youth hostel services; Washoku restaurant services; Udon restaurant services; Udon and soba restaurant services; Animal boarding services; Advice concerning cooking recipes; Hotel accommodation services; Temporary accommodation reservations; Corporate hospitality in the nature of providing food and drink; Rental of rooms for social events; Providing food and drink catering services for sports events, concerts, conventions and exhibitions; Rental and leasing of lighting apparatus and lighting systems for use in municipality lighting and public events; Medical tourism services being the reservation or booking of hotels or temporary accommodation in order to obtain health care
4485370  06/04/2020
DEV HOSPITALITY
B-173, YOJANA VIHAR, DELHI-110092.
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION, RESTAURANTS, HOTELS, MOTELS, BANQUET HALLS, GUEST HOUSES, RESORTS, BARS, TAKE AWAY AND CATERING SERVICES, CAFETERIA, SNACK BAR AND COFFEE HOUSE.
4486145  09/04/2020

SHRUTIKSHYA AKASH BAGWE
202, MANGALMURTI APARTMENT, LANE NO. 14-G, TINGRE NAGAR, PUNE-411032
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing Food and Drinks, Self Service Restaurants, Fast Food Restaurants, Snack Bars, Take Away Food Outlets, Food Catering Services, Banquet Services, Home Delivery Services, Ice Cream Parlors
4486809  11/04/2020
VANITABEN NARENDRSINH VALA
C-40 PRASAD CO. OP. HO. SOCIETY, OPP. INOX, ZADESHWAR ROAD, BHARUCH-392012
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH SANTOSH BUCHASIA
306 , "GALA MART" Nr SOBO CENTRE" , Before "SAFAL PARISAR" SOUTH BOPAL , Ahmadabad -380058, Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PROVIDE SERVICES IN VARIOUS HOTELS, RESTAURANTS CANTEENS, HOTELS, MOTELS, INNS, CAFETERIAS AND DISCOTHEQUES OF BEVERAGES AND JUICES LIKE VEGETABLE JUICES, FRUIT DRINKS AND FRUIT BEVERAGES, FRUIT JUICES, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS, NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS, WHEY BEVERAGES, SHERBETS, SODA, MILK, COKE, MILK TEA, SYRUPS AND OTHER HOSPITALITY AND CATERING SERVICES AND RELATED SERVICES OF CLASS-43.
AU GRAND AIR

4487081 13/04/2020

FRESH AIR EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
11, MAHARANI BAGH, RING ROAD, NEW DELHI – 110065
Service Provider
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PANDEY
N 19 C, Saket, New Delhi 17
Used Since :14/05/2018

DELHI
CRÈCHES
4487120 13/04/2020
VASIREDDY VENKATA KRISHNAPRIYA TRADING AS KSR FOODS AND BEVERAGES
Flat 8-3-33/A, 1/2, 1/3-A-602,, Navodaya Colony, Yellareddyguda, Hyderabad, Telangana - 500073
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :02/03/2017
CHENNAI
Restaurant services.
4487121  13/04/2020

VASIREDDY VENKATA KRISHNAPRIYA TRADING AS KSR FOODS AND BEVERAGES
Flat 8-3-33/A/1,2,3/A-602,, Navodaya Colony, Yellareddyguda, Hyderabad, Telangana - 500073
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Restaurant services.
4487717  15/04/2020
NUTRESTA FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
KHASARA NO. 151/2, VILLAGE FAKHARPUR, TEH-DHANURA MANDI DHANURA Jyotiba Phule Nagar UP 244231 IN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURYAKANT GUPTA
CHAMBER NO. 11, SARASWATI BHAWAN BASEMENT, 1/4 LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Used Since :04/02/2020

DELHI
Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation
4488285 17/04/2020
MIRAJ BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PVT. LTD.
MIRAJ CAMPUS, UPER KI ODEN, NATHDWARA, RAJSAMAND, RAJASTHAN-313301. INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2010147
AHMEDABAD
DINNER THEATRE SERVICES BEING THE PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINKS; CAFÉS; CAFETERIAS; CAFE SERVICES; CAFÉ SERVICES; CAFÉ AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFE AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFÉ-RESTAURANT AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFÉ-RESTAURANT AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFÉ, CAFETERIA AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFE, CAFETERIA AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANT AND CAFE SERVICES; RESTAURANT AND CAFE SERVICES; CAFE AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFE AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANT AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFETERIA AND CANTEEN SERVICES; CAFETERIA AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF-SERVICE CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFE AND SNACK-BAR SERVICE; RESTAURANT AND CAFÉ SERVICES; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS; RESTAURANT SERVICES; GRILL RESTAURANTS; MOBILE RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS; CARRY-OUT RESTAURANTS; FOOD PREPARATION; FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS; TAKEAWAY FOOD SERVICES; SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS; PROVIDING FOOD AND BEVERAGES; PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; FOOD AND DRINK CATERING; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-AWAY FOOD SERVICES; TAKE AWAY FOOD SERVICES; SERVING OF FOOD AND DRINKS; SERVING OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; PREPARATION OF FOOD AND DRINK; FOOD AND DRINK PREPARATION SERVICES; SERVING OF FOOD AND DRINK; PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO FOOD; PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK IN BISTROS; TAKE-AWAY FAST FOOD SERVICES; PREPARATION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; CATERING OF FOOD AND DRINK IN CLASS 43.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 43

4488289 17/04/2020
MIRAJ BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PVT. LTD.
MIRAJ CAMPUS, UPER KI ODEN, NATHDWARA, RAJSAMAND, RAJASTHAN-313301. INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2010138

AHMEDABAD

DINNER THEATRE SERVICES BEING THE PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINKS; CAFÉS; CAFETERIAS; CAFE SERVICES;
CAFÉ SERVICES; CAFÉ AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFE AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFÉ-
RESTAURANT AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFÉ-RESTAURANT AND CAFETERIA SERVICES; CAFÉ, CAFETERIA AND
RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFE, CAFETERIA AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; RESTAURANT AND CAFÉ SERVICES;
RESTAURANT AND CAFÉ SERVICES; CAFE AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; CAFE AND RESTAURANT SERVICES;
CAFETERIA AND CANTEEN SERVICES; CAFETERIA AND RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF-SERVICE CAFETERIA
SERVICES; CAFE AND SNACK-BAR SERVICE; HOTEL, RESTAURANT AND CAFÉ SERVICES; RESTAURANTS;
RESTAURANT SERVICES; GRILL RESTAURANTS; MOBILE RESTAURANT SERVICES; SELF-SERVICE RESTAURANTS;
CARRY-OUT RESTAURANTS; FOOD PREPARATION; FAST FOOD RESTAURANTS; TAKEAWAY FOOD SERVICES;
SERVING FOOD AND DRINKS; PROVIDING FOOD AND BEVERAGES; PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK; FOOD AND DRINK
CATERING; FAST-FOOD RESTAURANT SERVICES; TAKE-AWAY FOOD SERVICES; TAKE AWAY FOOD SERVICES;
SERVING OF FOOD AND DRINKS; SERVING OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; PREPARATION OF FOOD AND DRINK; FOOD
AND DRINK PREPARATION SERVICES; SERVING OF FOOD AND DRINK; PROVISION OF FOOD AND DRINK;
CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO FOOD; PROVIDING FOOD AND DRINK IN BISTROS; TAKE-AWAY FAST FOOD
SERVICES; PREPARATION OF FOOD AND BEVERAGES; CATERING OF FOOD AND DRINK IN CLASS 43.
4488581  17/04/2020
YIHAI (SINGAPORE) FOOD PTE. LTD.
315 OUTRAM ROAD #15-08 TAN BOON LIAT BUILDING SINGAPORE (169074)
a Limited Liability Incorporated under the laws of Singapore

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
café services; cafeteria services; canteen services; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services; snack-bar services; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, glassware; rental of cooking apparatus.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 43

4488685 18/04/2020
BIJENDRA AGARWAL
10/401, NEAR CHURCH, BRAHMPURI, SUCHANA KENDRA CIRCLE, AJMER, RAJASTHAN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Hotel, Restaurants, Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation.
CADEBERG

4489154    20/04/2020
CADEBERG FOODS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
AT - SONARU, NEAR SHIV MANDIR, PO+PS – FATUHA, PATNA – 803201, BIHAR
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.

Used Since :06/11/2012
KOLKATA
SERVICES FOR PROVIDING OF FOOD & DRINK, RESTAURANT, EVENT CATERING
FOJETO FOOD SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
S/O MOHD SHARIF SHAIKH ,0-0 FLOOR GRD PLOT-14 INDIRA NAGAR HUTMENTS, HAJI BUNDER ROAD,
MUMBAI ,MAHARASHTRA-400015
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Restaurant services; Carry-out restaurant services; Take-away restaurant services; Cafeteria and restaurant services;
Restaurant and cafe services; Restaurant and catering services; Self-service restaurant services; Fast-food restaurant
services; Take-out restaurant services; Outside catering; Catering services; Catering of food and drink; Catering services
for company cafeterias; Catering services for educational establishments; Catering services for conference centers;
Catering services for retirement homes; Catering services for schools; Business catering services
MTP

4490915  24/04/2020

M/S.FLUENCE PHARMA PVT. LTD.
910, B-WING, SAMARHA AISHWARYA BUILDING, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, OFF NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI WEST,
MUMBAI-400053

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

LODGING & BOARDING, SERVICES RELATING TO PROVIDING OF FOOD AND DRINK, FOOD COUNTERS, HOTEL,
RESTAURANT, CAFES, CATERERIAS, CATERING, RESORT, BANQUETS, GARDEN in Class 43
4490918    24/04/2020
MANMEET SINGH SACHDEVA
110, VASANT VIHAR RAILWAY ROAD, JWALAPUR, HARIDWAR 249407
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; temporary accommodation.
VIRAYA EKO

4491141 24/04/2020

ROHIT KAPOOR
D-3,SEC-36, NOIDA UTTAR PRADESH--201301

THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Services for providing food and drink; Temporary accommodation
4491644  25/04/2020
QSR BRANDS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
M 302, Antriksh Golf View 1, Sector 78, Noida
company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL JALAN
M 302, Antriksh Golf View 1, Sector 78, Noida - 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food & drink, cafes, bars, hotels & restaurants.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 , 29/06/2020          Class 43

4491645    25/04/2020
QSR BRANDS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
M 302 Antriksh Golf View 1, Sector 78, Noida

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL JALAN
M 302, Antriksh Golf View 1, Sector 78, Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food & drink, cafes, bars, hotels & restaurants.
4491687    25/04/2020
KARANRAJ JAYENDRABHAI TANNA
M 302, Antriksh Golf View 1, Sector 78, Noida
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIKHIL JALAN
A-22, #307, Sector 3, Noida

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services for providing food & drink, cafes, bars, hotels & restaurants.
CAFÉ HATHGADI
4496340  06/05/2020
M/S. SUYASH HOSPITALITY LLP
Shop No. 16 Meghmalkar Raga Building Bavdhn Kh, Near LMS Chouk, Pune, Maharashtra, India- 411021
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AM LEGAL ASSOCIATES
#5, 3rd Floor, DSK Kartik Building, Apex Coloney, Shantisheela Society, Law College Road Erandwane, Pune 411004 M.S. India
Used Since :25/01/2020
To be associated with:
4448013
MUMBAI
Services for providing Food and Drinks.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 ,  29/06/2020           Class 43

4497341    07/05/2020
DHRUV SINGH
M-52, DELTA 3, GREATER NOIDA, U.P. -201308
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHIISHAA GROUP
F-26/120, SECTOR 7, ROHINI, DELHI-110085

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Restaurant and Bar, cafe, cafeteria, snack bar, coffee bar, tea bar, tea house, and carry out restaurant services; bar services; catering services; preparation of food and beverages; contract beverage services; restaurant services featuring a customer loyalty program that provides restaurant benefits to reward repeat customers
HEALTHVIVA

PURE HERBS

2971191  26/05/2015

BRIGHT LIFECARE PRIVATE LIMITED
T-01, 3RD FLOOR, PARSVNATH ARCADIA, SECTOR-14, M.G ROAD, GURGAON 122001, HR
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX FONS
1/B STREET NO -4 EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR DELHI 110092

Used Since :01/03/2015

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES AND HEALTHCARE
3232820  12/04/2016
DR. R.C. UPADHYAYA
19 PRAYAG APARTMENT BI-VASUNDHARA ENCLAVE DELHI-110096
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

HOMEOPATHY AND HEALTH CARE; HAIR AND SKIN CARE SOLUTIONS; SERVICES RENDERED BY PROFESSIONAL
AND EXPERT IN THE FIELD OF MEDICINES DIAGNOSING A PATIENTS AILMENT AND PRESCRIBING TREATMENT AND
MEDICINES, BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
3254896 09/05/2016
BML INVESTMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
264, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, PHASE-III, NEW DELHI-110020, INDIA
Service Providers
An Indian Company Incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC
313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical and healthcare services; pharmacy services; hospitals; medical clinics and nursing homes; rehabilitation centres; diagnostic services; Advisory services relating to medical and healthcare establishments, instruments and equipment; Healthcare relating to therapeutic massage; Medical and healthcare consultancy;
ISH ARORA trading as; BRIDE BEAUTY & HAIR STUDIO & TRAINING CENTRE
78A, CHAHAL NAGAR/ GREEN PARK, OPP. SOOD HOSPITAL LANE, PHAGWARA
Service Provider
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/07/2008
DELHI
Hairdressing and beauty salon services
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matter appearing on device. Mark shall be used as represented.
3269457  26/05/2016
DR. SHEKHAR TALWAR
trading as ;M/S. DR. TALWAR'S ADVANCE DENTAL CARE
HOUSE NO. 277 P, SECTOR-5, URBAN ESTATE, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Medical dental services
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
M/S. ASHIRWAD HOSPITAL MATERNITY & SURGICAL CENTRE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s. ASHIRWAD HOSPITAL MATERNITY & SURGICAL CENTRE PRIVATE LIMITED
NEAR DUKHARAN NATH MANDIR, KAILASH PURI COLONY, GONDA-271001, UTTAR PRADESH
SERVICES
A Company Incorporated Under Indian Company Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :27/09/2004

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HOSPITALS
SENSUOUS THE BEAUTY CLINIC
3282415  13/06/2016
HARSHA BHATIA
trading as ;SENSUOUS THE BEAUTY CLINIC
A-5, JHILMIL COLONY, OPP. VIVEK VIHAR PHASE-II, DELHI-110095
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/06/2016
DELHI
BEAUTY CLINIC, BEAUTY SALON& SPA SERVICES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words the beauty clinic
3302983  07/07/2016
KUMAR SUPERSPECIALITY HEALTHCARE CENTER PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/S KUMAR SUPERSPECIALITY HEALTHCARE CENTER PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO-1848/7360, DM RESIDENCE, SIPAHI LANE, GAYA-823001, BIHAR
Service Provider COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,BIHAR,INDIA.
Used Since :05/07/2016
KOLKATA
HOSPITAL, MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
MAX MEDICINES

3309408    14/07/2016
MAX HEALTHCARE INSTITUTE LIMITED
trading as ; Max Healthcare Institute Limited
Max House, 1, Dr. Jha Marg, Okhla Phase III, New Delhi, 110020, India
Service providers
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IRA LAW
I-34, 4th Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi - 110014

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3309406

DELHI
Medical services; Veterinary services and Hygienic care for human beings or animals, Pharmacy services, Pharmacy Advisory services, Pharmacy dispensary services
VISHAL RAVINDRAKUMAR METKAR
Gokul Colony, Javahar Nagar, Akola - 444001
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :19/07/2016

MUMBAI
Medical services, Medical information services.

The mark as a label should be used in whole as a composite mark and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the logo.
KARAM
3335796  12/08/2016
MRS. SUNITA SAPRA
HEMANT SAPRA
KAVITA NIGAM
RAJESH NIGAM
trading as :KARAM INDUSTRIES
D-95, SECTOR-2, NOIDA-201301 U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA LAW ASSOCIATES
8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI-110 001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
SARVODYA HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE (A UNIT OF ANSHU HOSPITALS LTD.)
trading as ; SARVODYA HOSPITAL & RESEARCH CENTRE (A UNIT OF ANSHU HOSPITALS LTD.)
YMCA ROAD, SECTOR-8, FARIDABAD, HARYANA, INDIA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
PROVIDING MEDICAL SERVICES, HEALTHCARE INCLUDING HOSPITALS AND HOSPITAL SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMANS; MEDICAL HOSPITALITY SERVICES, HEALTH SHOP, NURSING INSTITUTES, COLLECTION CENTRE SERVICES; RESEARCH CENTRE, NURSING (MEDICAL), PHARMACY ADVICE AND MEDICAL ASSISTANCE.
3491403  25/02/2017
MOVING UP ONLINE PRIVATE LIMITED
G-103, SHRI SAI BABA APARTMENT, SECTOR-9, P.S, PRASHANT VIHAR, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Used Since :01/10/2014
To be associated with:
3110310
DELHI
BEAUTY CONSULTATIONS, BEAUTY THERAPY, BEAUTY CONSULTANCY, BEAUTY COUNSELLING, BEAUTY TREATMENT, BEAUTY SALONS, BEAUTY CARE, BEAUTY CONSULTANCY SERVICES, BEAUTY CONSULTATIONS SERVICES, BEAUTY THERAPY TREATMENTS, BEAUTY TREATMENT SERVICES, HEALTH AND BEAUTY CARE, PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT BEAUTY, PET BEAUTY SALON SERVICES, MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS; AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
3494478   28/02/2017
Suresh Arora
trading as; LASERHELA HAIR SKIN SLIMMING AND BEAUTY LASER CLINIC
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARTI NIGAM
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38 VEER SAVARKAR BLOCK DELHI-92
Used Since: 31/01/1992
DELHI
BEAUTY TREATMENTS, HAIR DRESSING AND BEAUTY SALOONS, BEAUTY PARLOURS AND, HAIR REPLACEMENT SERVICES, COSMETIC, AESTHETIC LASER CLINIC AND BEAUTY RESEARCH, WEIGHT LOSS, BODY TONING THERAPIES, SKIN CARE TREATMENT, COSMETIC SURGERY, HERBAL, NATUROPATHY AND AYURVEDIC TREATMENTS
SAREEN HAIR AND SKIN CLINIC

3541482 03/05/2017
SAREEN HAIR CLINIC PVT. LTD.
E-101, GREATER KAILASH-1, NEW DELHI-110048
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hospitals, medical clinics & polyclinics, nursing homes providing medical services for human beings, Medical services, veterinary services, hair restoration, direct hair implantation, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals
3550246  16/05/2017
VIMAL CHAND ACHARYA
26/34, BIRHANA ROAD, KANPUR
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HEALTH SERVICES, HEALTH COUNSELING
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF
THE HOMOEOPATHIC CLINIC & RESEARCH CENTRE.
IMPACT PARAMEDICAL AND HEALTH INSTITUTE

3558884    29/05/2017
ARCHANA ARAVINDAN
57 - B, LIG FLATS MADIPUR NEW DELHI WEST DELHI DL 110063, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL JURIX
S-191/C, 3RD FLOOR, MANAK COMPLEX, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
HOSPITAL SERVICES; MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES; HUMAN HEALTHCARE SERVICES,
3567854 09/06/2017

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD.
D-26, Pushpanjali, Bijwasan, Delhi-110061. India.
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 25/02/2008

DELHI

Medical Services; Veterinary Services and Hygienic Care for Human Beings or Animals, Pharmacy Services, Pharmacy Advisory Services, Pharmacy Dispensary Services and Healthcare Services; Health Spa Services, Hospitals, Medical Assistance, Medical Clinics, Dispensary and Nursing Home Services, Diagnostic and Pathological Testing Services Including Consultation Relating to Medicine and Healthcare; Aromatherapy; Dentistry; Psychotherapy; Homeopathy, Nutrition, Nutraceutical Medicine, Functional Medicine, Ayurvedic Treatment, Food Supplement Nutrition Consultancy, Acupuncture, Nutritional Immunology, Holistic Health Consultancy, Anti-Aging Therapy.
3585764    06/07/2017
RAMAN KUMAR GAUTAM
trading as ;ADVAITA HEALTHCARE LLP
45 I.E.S APARTMENTS PLOT NO. 9, DWARKA SECTOR-4, NEW DELHI-110075
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/03/2016
DELHI
MEDICAL SERVICES, HEALTH CARE, HOSPITAL, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE TO HUMAN BEINGS AND ANIMALS.
3613613  16/08/2017
SRL LIMITED
Fortis Hospital, Sector 62, Phase VIII, Mohali 160062, Punjab
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & K ASSOCIATES
A-197, LGF DEFENCE COLONY, NEW DELHI-110024
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Consulting services in the field of health and nutrition; drug use testing services; health care services, namely, providing diagnostic medical testing and delivery of results; health, medical counselling; nutrition counselling; healthcare and medical diagnostic services
NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "CREATININE".
MANDEEP KAUR PROPRIETOR OF AVENUE UNISEX SPA SALON & BEAUTY ACADEMY
Kapil Takiar Market, Jalandhar Road, Nurmahal, District Jalandhar
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RCOL & PARTNERS
D-113, RIDGEWOOD ESTATE, DLF-4, GURGAON

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Hygiene and Beauty Care Services, Skin Treatment, Hair Care and Treatment, Mehndi Designing, Spa Treatment and Body Massage, Beauty Saloon and Beauty Parlour Services
3650965  06/10/2017
VIRNDA BAJAJ
G-1/4, MODEL TOWN-3 NEW DELHI-110009
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS.
Jiva Ayunique
3657998    16/10/2017
JIVA INSTITUTE OF VEDIC SCIENCE & CULTURE
1144, Sector - 19, Faridabad - 121002, Haryana

Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers
JIVA AYURVEDIC PHARMACY LTD
1144, Sector - 19, Faridabad - 121002, Haryana

Manufacturers, Traders and Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRB LEGAL
Z-29 LGF, HAUZ KHAS NEW DELHI 110016

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3441370
DELHI

Personalized and customized ayurvedic services, namely, ayurvedic treatment; ayurvedic therapy services; ayurvedic wellness services; ayurvedic massage therapy.
MediGence
Enabling Better Healthcare Decisions

3726553   13/01/2018
MEDIGENCE NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
3/446 PATHAN PURA, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110032
THE TRADE MARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
4120104  16/03/2019
PAREKH HEALTHCARE A DIVISION OF PAREKH INTEGRATED SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O PAREKH PRINTS, 1ST FLOOR, ITALIAN TEXTILE COMPOUND, ITT BHATTI, GOREGAON EAST, MUMBAI-400063
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G L VERMA
VERMA & CO, 221, V. B. PLAZA, PLOT-10, PKT-7, OPP. METRO, SECTOR-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals services included in class 44
4172692    10/05/2019
DR.SHANTHI.KARTHIK
C Narayanappa complex, Maheshwaramma temple road, Mahadevapura, Bengaluru-560048, Karnataka
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :04/09/2015

CHENNAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.HEALTH CENTRE SERVICES
In Use.
The mark should be used as a whole..
4186211  24/05/2019
GAUDIUM EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
S.No: 25/A, Velimala Village, Ramachandrapuram Mandal, Sangareddy District, Telangana – 502300
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Used Since :01/07/2015

CHENNAI
Class 44: Medical, physical rehabilitation and physical therapy services
Gaudium is in use since 01072015 and the present label is in proposed to be used basis
The mark should be used as a whole.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 44

4231983 11/07/2019
BLUSH CLINICS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO.6, GARDEN HOMES, VINCENT DE PAULS CHS LTD., CHITRAKAR DHURANDHAR MARG, 21ST ROAD, KHAVAR (WEST), MUMBAI-400052
SERVICES PROVIDER
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES, SERVICES RELATING TO BEAUTY AND COSMETICS TREATMENTS, CLINIC FOR COSMETIC SURGERY LASER AND PHOTO FACIAL TREATMENTS, HAIR AND SKIN CARE SERVICES, VETERINARY SERVICES, HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
JIGAR CHANDARANA
1st Floor, Aroto House, P.K. Road, Mulund(West) Mumbai - 40008, Maharashtra, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATENTWIRE CONSULTANTS PVT.LTD.
A-199, Ground Floor, Defence Colony, New Delhi-110024, India
Used Since: 10/04/2018

MUMBAI
Human healthcare services; medical services; diagnostics services; medical diagnostic services; medical and pharmacological laboratory and diagnostic services for the treatment of patients; online medical and diagnostic tests; providing information relating to medical results and diagnostic tests; diagnosis of infections and other illnesses; supervision and monitoring (health care); medical and pharmacological analysis services for monitoring and tracing of bacteria and other pathogens; tracing of pathogens; genetic testing for medical purposes; provision for the preparation of medical reports; information, advice and consultancy regarding the aforementioned services
4401795 08/01/2020
DR. RESHMA CHAWLA (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS BLANCO HEALTHCARE
101/ 102, AN CHAMBERS, OPP MAHESH NOTANDASS, TURNER ROAD, BANDRA WEST, MUMBAI 400050
A Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbui 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dental services; Cosmetic skin care services
4404533  10/01/2020
PATEL RAJAS BALKRISHNA
S/O PATEL BALKRISHNA DAMODAR, SUSHRUT NURSING HOME, KHETIYA ROAD, SHAHADA, NANDURBAR, MAHARASHTRA - 425409
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 15/10/2019
MUMBAI
Medical consultancy; Medical counselling; Medical services; Medical care services; Health consultancy services; Medical and health care services; Health advice; Health centre services; Health clinic services; Medical and healthcare clinics
4405331  10/01/2020
DR. BRIJBHUSHAN S. MAHAJAN
Near Vascon IT Park, Near WNS Global Services, Near Indira Nagar Jogging Track, Sant Sawta Mali Marg, Indira Nagar, Nashik – 422006
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :01/04/2012

MUMBAI
Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 , 29/06/2020   Class 44

4408678   15/01/2020
SHAGUN SHARMA
T-12 SHUKAR BAZAR ROAD UTTAM NAGAR DELHI-110059
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JABRA RAM CHHAGNA RAM MANUVER
Office No.303, 3rd floor, PP Trade Centre, Netaji Sibhash Place, Pitampura, New Delhi-110032.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE, HOSPITALS, MEDICAL ANALYSIS SERVICES RELATING TO THE TREATMENT OF PERSONS (SUCH AS X-RAY EXAMINATIONS AND TAKING OF BLOOD SAMPLES), PHARMACY ADVICE, NURSING HOMES & MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES.
ASCENDPSYCHOLOGY COGNIPSYTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
402/7A, Fortune 59 CHS, New Mhada Colony, Near Lokhandwala Circle, Versova, Andheri West, Mumbai-400053
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GNK LEGAL
E/601, 6th Floor, Crystal Palace, Link Road, Nr. Bikaji Restaurant, Malad West, Mumbai-400064
Used Since :01/04/2019
MUMBAI
Health Care and Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Counseling relating to holistic psychology and occupational therapy; Consultancy relating to integral psychology; Individual and group psychology services; Laboratory analysis services relating to the treatment of persons; Medical laboratory services for the analysis of blood samples taken from patients; Medical laboratory services for the analysis of samples taken from patients; Medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories; Medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons provided by a medical laboratory, Provision of mental rehabilitation facilities; Providing mental health and wellness information; arranging and conducting workshops and seminars, Counselling in the field of mental health and wellness; Mental health services; Providing mental rehabilitation facilities; Mental health screening services; Psychiatric testing; Psychiatric services; Psychiatric consultation; Addiction treatment services,
4458857 29/02/2020
GOPIKRISHNA C
D NO 147, THALARPATTAI BAGALUR HOSUR - 635103
THE TRADEMARK ACT - 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Hair salon services; Beauty salon services
4460381  02/03/2020
NICHICHEM LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 292, SECTOR-22, GURUGRAM-122015,HARYANA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :11/02/2020

DELHI
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
LYFXON LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
H. NO. 127/889, BLOCK1, JUHI, SAKET NAGAR KANPUR UP- 208014 INDIA
COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGINI GUPTA
C122/177, MANOJ CHUDI MAHAL, OPP. DR. JANKI PRASAD NAKHASH CHOWK, GORAKHPUR-273001, U.P.

**Proposed to be Used**
DELHI
MEDICAL HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE
4464604  06/03/2020
RD HEALTH FOUNDATION
312, Vikas Surya Tower, D C Chowk, Sector 9, Rohini, Delhi 110085
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMRIT PAL SINGH
34/1, KRISHNA NAGAR, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110029.
Used Since :19/11/2019
DELHI
Medical services
4466332  07/03/2020
DR. HARSH BHARAT AMIN
AN INDIVIDUAL INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RISHIT BHATT & CO.
602, Iscon Elegance, Beside Shapath 5, Prahaladnagar, S.G. Highway, Ahmedabad - 380015, Gujarat, India
Used Since :10/05/2014
To be associated with:
3176323
AHMEDABAD
Medical Services
4466569  07/03/2020
TEJAL DENISH CHOTHIYAWALA
GLAVISH GLOW BEAUTY SALON & ACADEMY, 135, 136, ARIHANT PLAZA, OPP. NAKSHTRA TOWNSHIP, NR. PRAYOSHA PRIME, KARADVA ROAD, DINDOLI, SURAT - 394210, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
BEAUTY SALON SERVICES
4466753    07/03/2020
TSUNG HWA CHEN
3486, 14th Main, HAL 2nd Stage, Indiranagar, Bangalore-560008 Karnataka, India
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOHAMMED IBRAHIM
3/2 MAHARANI SWARNAMOYEE ROAD Kolkata- 700009
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
LIVELYYOU

4466973  09/03/2020
MANOJ BALAKRISHNAN
XXII/464A, The Lounge, Millumpadi Parappuram Road, Parappuram, Perumbavoor
Indian Citizen

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Class 44. Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
4466974  09/03/2020
MANOJ BALAKRISHNAN
XXII/464A, The Lounge, Millumpadi Parappuram Road, Parappuram, Perumbavoor
Indian Citizen

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Class 44. Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954 , 29/06/2020           Class 44

COCCOLARE
4467184    09/03/2020
EVA BHAIRAVIA, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF, COCCOLARE.
FF-11, TIMES SQUARE ARCADE, NR. RAVIJA PLAZA, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD – 380 059, GUJARAT, INDIA
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :27/05/2019
AHMEDABAD
NAIL TREATMENT SERVICES, BEAUTY CARE SERVICES, BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS, SPA, , BEAUTY CARE OF FEET, SERVICES FOR THE CARE OF THE FEET.
Xloora Saloon

4468631  11/03/2020

S. SRIPRABHA
No.67/83, RKS Illam, Bajanai Koil Street, Choolaimedu, Chennai-600 094

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SARAVNAN DAKSHINAMURTHY, ADVOCATE
NO.11 A, MUTHALAMMAN KOIL STREET, SELAIYUR, CHENNAI - 600 073, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Beauty Care Services
SSNMC

4469350  11/03/2020

SSNMC SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL (A Unit of Dr. Shetty’s New Medical Centre Private Limited)
NO.8, IDEAL HOMES HBCS LAYOUT, RAJARAJESHWARI NAGAR, BENGALURU-560098, KARNATAKA, INDIA
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
praDeesh P.L
No.23, Hari Prem, 2nd floor, Behind Asha Sweets, CMH Road, Indira Nagar 1st Stage, Bangalore-560038.

Used Since : 01/03/2018

CHENNAI

MEDICAL SERVICES; HOSPITAL SERVICES; HEALTHCARE; DENTISTRY SERVICES; MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE CLINICS; EMERGENCY MEDICAL ASSISTANCE; SURGERY; ARRANGING OF MEDICAL TREATMENT; MEDICAL COUNSELLING SERVICES; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO HEALTH CARE; MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES; MEDICAL NURSING; NURSING HOMES; PROVISION OF MEDICAL INFORMATION; PHARMACY ADVICE; PHARMACY DISPENSARY SERVICE; BLOOD BANK SERVICES; PHYSICAL THERAPY; PROVIDING INFORMATION IN THE FIELDS OF HEALTH AND WELLNESS; PHARMACY DISPENSARY SERVICES; MEDICAL TREATMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY CLINICS AND HOSPITALS; HOSPITALS; PRIVATE HOSPITAL SERVICES; HOSPITAL NURSING HOME SERVICES; MEDICAL CONSULTATION; CLINICS (MEDICAL)
4470115  12/03/2020
RXOS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-15/19, LGF VASANT VIHAR NEW DELHI-110057
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AKASH VERMA
B-46 SHISH RAM PARK UTTAM NAGAR DELHI- 110059

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Integrated Ecosystem for Diabetes Management, Medical services, Veterinary services and Hygienic for human beings
MEDIFICIANS

4471847  13/03/2020
MEDIFICIANS PVT LTD.
H 302 SWADESH BHAWAN, A B ROAD, INDORE.
PVT LTD COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHAJIT DEY
FASTINFO LEGAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED GE 115, Rajdanga Main Rd, near Ruby, Sector G, Kasba, Kolkata, West Bengal 700107

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
HUMAN HEALTHCARE SERVICES, HEALTH COUNSELLING, HEALTHCARE CENTERS, HUMAN HYGIENE AND BEAUTY CARE, CLINICS AND DIAGNOSTIC CENTERS; MEDICAL HEALTH CARE CONSULTANCY SERVICES, MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES; RENTAL OF ULTRASONIC DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS; CONDUCTING STUDIES FOR MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC OR TREATMENT PURPOSES; COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION FOR BEAUTY CARE, SKIN CARE, COSMETICS, MEDICINES, HEALTHCARE AND NUTRITION; AND RENTAL, HIRE AND LEASING IN CONNECTION WITH THE AFORESAID; AND ADVICE, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION FOR THE AFORESAID.
4472193   14/03/2020
SMT. AMANINDER PAL KAUR PROPRIETOR OF M/S ACESO PHYSIOTHERAPY
# 429, JANDU ENCLAVE, BALOKE ROAD, NEAR H.P. PETROL PUMP, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/02/2020

DELHI
Physiotherapy services
4472934  13/03/2020
DR. VIJAYA S. JOSHI  
B-8/9, BEST Nagar, Phase-1, Goregaon (W) - 400104  
Proprietor 
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
SHUBHANGEE NILESH SAWANT  
C6/302, VEENA SAGAR CGS, VEENA NAGAR, L.B.S. MARG, Mulund (W), Mumbai-400 080.  
Used Since :05/02/2020  
MUMBAI  
Beauty care given by persons or establishments to human beings, Beauty Consultancy, Hair Implantation.
BHUVAR RAHIMBHAI MAJIDBHAI, TRADING AS : KHUSHBU HOSPITAL
1st Floor, Dipak Complex, Opp. New Bus Stand, Paliyad Road, Botad, Bhavnagar - 364710, Gujarat.
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EASY TRADE SOLUTION
561/3498, GUJARAT HOUSING BOARD, OPP. POLICE STATION, NEW BAPUNAGAR, AHMEDABAD - 380 024 - GUJARAT

Used Since :18/01/2018

AHMEDABAD
Medical Services and Hospital services

Transliteration : KHUSHBU HOSPITAL
AMARJIT SINGH DHALIWAL
ANANDPUR BASTI, WARD NO.5 TAPA, BARNALA (PUNJAB)
single firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AJAY PAL SINGH
3065, Blood Donors Apartments, Sector 50-D, Chandigarh

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AGRICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES.
KHEJRI NURSERY
4475175   17/03/2020
HETRAM BISHNOI S/O. LATE SH. G. R. BISHNOI
TRADING AS M/s. KHEJRI NURSERY AT- GURU JAMBESHWAR NAGAR, QUEENS ROAD, JAIPUR-RAJASTHAN
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Tree nursery services, Plant nursery services.
4475784  18/03/2020
DR.GAGAN SAKHUJA PROPRIETOR DR.RAMESH MEMORIAL ENT HOSPITAL
SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH LINK ROAD, BACK SIDE BUS STAND, BATALA-143505
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :11/12/2013

DELHI
ENT Health Consultations Services Medical Services, Hospital Services, Healthcare Services, Clinics, Diagnostic Centre, Health Consolations Services
BENVITA
4475988  18/03/2020
M/S. JOHHEM PHARMACEUTICALS
No: 202, Gulmohar Nest Apartment, Gulmohar Enclave Road, Kundalahalli Gate Signal, Bangalore-560037
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARTHIKEYAN. N
Law Office of Karthikeyan, Vista Heights, D43, Level 4, West Avenue, OMR - ECR Link Road, Near Tidel Park, Thiruvanmiyur,
Chennai - 600041, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, aquaculture,
horticulture and forestry services.
JOVISCON

4475989    18/03/2020

M/S.JOHEM PHARMACEUTICALS
No:202, Gulmohar Nest Apartment, Gulmohar Enclave Road, Kundalahalli Gate Signal, Bangalore-560037

Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KARTHIKEYAN. N
Law Office of Karthikeyan, Vista Heights, D43, Level 4, West Avenue, OMR - ECR Link Road, Near Tidel Park, Thiruvanmiyur,
Chennai - 600041, INDIA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Description: Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture,
aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services.
4476974  19/03/2020

RAJEEV KANACHANDA BOPAIAH
Address - O23, Diamond District, Old Airport Road, Bangalore – 560008, Karnataka
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Beauty treatment, Health and beauty care
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Health and beauty care services provided by saunas, beauty salons, sanatoriums, hairdressing salons and massage parlours
4477213  19/03/2020
BADHTE KADAM
Muktidham Ke Andar, Sector-3, Devendra Nagar, Raipur – 492001
A Public Charitable Trust registered under the provisions of Chhattisgarh societies registration act-1973

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
medical services , veterinary services
4478694    20/03/2020

SAGEPATH LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO : 564, FIRST FLOOR,BUDDA NAGAR,NEAR SAI BABA TEMPLE , PEERZADIGUDA ,BODUPPAL, HYDERABAD,500092
SAGEPATH LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn Colony,Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72,Telangana,

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
Priority claimed from 23/09/2019; Application No. : 88627813 ;United States of America

4478893  20/03/2020

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, United States of America
A Nevada Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Telemedicine services; medical, telehealth, remote care and virtual health care services, namely, providing medical services and consultation over the telephone and via the Internet through the use of personal computers, smartphones, tablets, and mobile wireless devices via video, email, or a global computer network; providing telehealth, telemedicine, remote care, and virtual health care services by providing real-time access to medical professionals; providing medical services, telehealth, remote care and virtual health services via web site and mobile app featuring health and medical information; providing users with real-time and on-demand access to health care professionals via computer, telephone, and other electronic means; providing telemedicine and virtual health care services for the diagnosis, consultation, and treatment of cardiovascular, cardiopulmonary, dermatological, endocrine, gastrointestinal, hematological, hepatological, metabolic, musculoskeletal, neurological, ophthalmic, otolaryngological, reproductive, and respiratory conditions; providing medical diagnosis services; providing chronic care management services; physician services; medical services in the fields of primary care, internal medicine, and geriatrics; medical counseling; consulting services in the field of medical care; health care services, namely, disease management programs; medical care services, namely, primary care medical services, family medicine, and specialized medical care services in the management of complex and chronic diseases, namely, diabetes, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, thyroid disorders, heart disease, asthma, and arthritis; osteopathic medical services; providing preventative health information; counseling services in the field of disease management; medical services in the nature of chronic pain management; medical services in the fields of women's and men's health; medical services in the fields of infant, youth and adolescent health; providing in-home medical care laboratory testing and diagnostic services; preparation of prescriptions by pharmacists; prescription reminder refill services; health care services in preparation for traveling including immunization services; medical services, namely, diagnosis and treatment of sports injuries; medical services, namely, diagnosis and treatment of skin disorders; chiropractic services; medical and pharmaceutical consultation; medical diagnostic testing, monitoring, and reporting services; medical analysis services for diagnostic and treatment purposes provided by medical laboratories; physical therapy and rehabilitation.
AGaaS – AGRiculture as a Service

4479203    20/03/2020
TRACTORS AND FARM EQUIPMENT LIMITED
No 861, Annasalai, Chennai – 600 002, Tamil Nadu
Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Agriculture services including aerial and surface spreading of fertilizers and other agricultural chemicals / aerial and surface spreading of fertilisers and other agricultural chemicals using UAVs
4482356    26/03/2020
BEV N JO'S THE STYLE STUDIO
101/1 Naskarhat, Amravati, Sarkar Apartments, Flat 2B, Kolkata - 700039
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
4482637    27/03/2020
SUSHIL KUMAR SINGH
920, KIRTI SHIKHAR BUILDING, PLOT NO -11, DISTT. CENTRE, JANAK PURI NEW DELHI, WEST DELHIDELHI -110058
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL GOEL.
109, DHARAMSHALA BAZAR, GOEL HATA, GORAKHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH-273001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BEAUTY CARE, BODY, SKIN, AND HAIR CARE SERVICES
DR. SACHIN NAVANATH UDMALE
B-204, B wing, Anuron Majestic Tower, Behind Hotel Parichay, Savedi, Ahmednagar- 414 003
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDRA SURESH DARANDALE
04, Shri Dattakrupa Apt., Plot No.11, Gat No.500/1, Rajya Karmachari Soc., Next to Savarkarnagar, Ashoknagar, Satpur, Nasik-422 012(M.S.)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 44

ICCAYA

4484189  01/04/2020

DR. TINA GUPTA
C-23, Lower Ground Floor, Hauz-Khas, New Delhi-110016
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEEL KAMAL JAIN
NeelKamal & Associates MP-55, Maurya Enclave, Pitampura, New Delhi-110034. Email: info@nkilegal.com (M): +91 9871378814

Proposed to be Used

DELIH
Consultancy relating to integral psychology; health center services; advisory services relating to health care; advisory services relating to health; medical analysis services relating to the treatment of persons; medical analysis services relating to the treatment of patients; medical and pharmaceutical consultation; providing information in the field of psychological counselling and treatment; special education; special school, occupational therapy; play therapy, early child intervention services; speech and language therapy; child psychology, autism therapy center, dyslexia treatment center, child psychiatry, adolescent health, adolescent guidance, youth mental health, student mental health, teenage mental health; providing information in the fields of health and wellness; providing medical information in the field of geriatrics; providing medical information via a web site; providing mental health and wellness information; providing medical rehabilitation facilities; provision of psychological advice; provision of psychological treatment; psychiatric consultations; psychiatric services; psychiatric testing; psychological and lifestyle counselling; psychological and medical consultancy; psychological assessment and examination services; psychological assessment services; psychological care; psychological coaching, counselling and therapy; psychological consultations; psychological counselling; psychological counselling of staff; psychological counselling services in the field of sports; psychological diagnosis services; psychological testing for medical purposes; psychological testing services; psychological therapy for infants; psychological treatment; psychosocial care; psychotherapy; psychotherapy and occupational therapy services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020 Class 44

4484368 02/04/2020
SIDRAH AGHARIA
PELICAN Apartments 501, Off Yari Road, Versova Andheri West, Mumbai, Maharashtra – 400061
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since: 25/12/2018

MUMBAI
MEDICAL SERVICES; VETERINARY SERVICES; HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS;
AGRICULTURE, AQUACULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MRS. MEENA BANSAL
96, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

HUMAN HEALTHCARE SERVICES, HEALTH CONSULTANCY, HEALTH SPA AND SAUNA SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44.
Happier

4485180  06/04/2020
DOCTOR MOREPEN LIMITED
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K. G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGD. UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICAL SERVICES VETERINARY SERVICES HYGIENIC AND BEAUTY CARE FOR HUMAN BEINGS OR ANIMALS
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 44
Arogyamala

4485737  07/04/2020

DHVANI ARCHAN PUJARA
ISH, 10 Royal Park, Behind G.T. Sheth School, Kalawad Road,
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K GHAYAL
03, Ishvar Darshan Society, Grid Road, Kabilpore, Navsari

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

medical care, including alternative medicine, hygienic and beauty care given by persons or establishments to human
beings and animals; hospital services; telemedicine services; dentistry, optometry and mental health services; therapy
services, for example, physiotherapy and speech therapy; pharmacy advice and preparation of prescriptions by
pharmacists; dietary and nutritional advice; health spa services; health clubs for physical exercise; health centre
services; home visit nursing care; medical advice for individuals with disabilities; medical assistance;
SOUL INDIEES

4486332   09/04/2020
POL HARSHAD SUHAS
Atlanta 2 C1-203, Wakad Hinjewadi link road, PUNE- 411057, MAHARASHTRA
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services.
4486403  10/04/2020
AMIT GARG S/O SHRI MAMCHAND GARG
69, MAIN ROAD, GALI NO. 10, ONKAR NAGAR-B, TRI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110035
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRTI SINGHAL
FK-31, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI - 110 052.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical, Clinical and Hospital Services, Healthcare & Hygienic Services; Medical Analysis and Diagnostic Services including Pathology Services; Pharmacy Services, Pharmacy Advisory & Dispensary Services; Medical Clinics, Medical Assistance Services, Rehabilitation for Patients including Physiotherapy Services as duly covered under NICE Classification.
ASHOK PERSHAD TRADING AS PERSHAD ANALYTICS
428/38, RAJIV COLONY, VILLAGE NAHARPUR RUPA, GURGAON, TEHSIL GAUGAON, DISTT. GURUGRAM (HR.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical Services, Hospital Services, Medical treatment Services provided by Clinics & Hospitals, Medical Consultancy, Medical Counseling, Healthcare Services & Surgical Treatment Services.
4486609  10/04/2020
GATTZ HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS LLP
Flat No. 183, Panorama Tower, 4th Cross Road, Lokhandwala Complex, Andheri (West), Mumbai - 400053, Maharashtra
A limited liability Partnership registered under Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KEJAS ASHOK PARMAR
302/B-45, Chinamani, Sector 1, Shanti Nagar, Mira Road, East-401107, Maharashtra.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Health-care services, medi-care, health-aids and provide medical relief, diagnostic services including therapy such as gynaecology, cardiology, diabetes, oncology, respiratory, paediatric, orthopaedic and gastro.
PHLEBEE HEALTHCARE NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
715A, SPENCER PLAZA 7TH FLOOR 768,769 ANNA SALAI CHENNAI CHENNAI TN 600002 IN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical services, Medical screening services, Medical clinic services, Taking of blood samples provided by medical laboratories, Electroacupuncture, Providing health care information via electronic means
4488560   17/04/2020
DR.SIDDHARTHAN.R, PROPRIETOR OF M/S. HEALIOSPHERE HEALTHCARE
NO:121/3-B, GREENPEACE AKSHAYA APARTMENTS, P.V.RAJAMANNAR SALAI, K.K.NAGAR, CHENNAI – 600 078, TAMILNADU, INDIA
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HEALTHCARE SERVICES, HEALTH CLINIC SERVICES, MEDICAL AND HEALTH CARE CLINIC SERVICES, ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO HEALTHCARE, MEDICAL TREATMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY CLINICS AND HOSPITALS, MEDICAL CLINIC SERVICES FOR TREATMENT PURPOSES PROVIDED BY MEDICAL LABORATORIES, PROVIDING HEALTH CARE INFORMATION BY TELEPHONE, PROVIDING HEALTH INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE.
Shreya j makeup and hair studio
4488672   18/04/2020
RAVI JAISWAL
12/57 CANTT ROAD UDAIGANJ LUCKNOW UTTAR PRADESH
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALRAASTA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LTD
B - 300 , Saraswati Vihar , Pitampura , Delhi - 110034
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Salons (Hairdressing -) Skin care salons,Make-up services
Nutrition By Kshitij

4489188  20/04/2020

KSHITIJ RAJESH MISHRA
Srishti Complex, Sector- 5, Ashwini C- 04, Behind Apna Bazar, Mira Road, Thane- 401107, Maharashtra.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Used Since :16/11/2019

MUMBAI
Medical services; Veterinary services; Hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services Under Class “44”
EF POLYMER PRIVATE LIMITED
Kala Khedi, Veeran Gunjol, Nathdwara, Rajsamand - 313326 Rajasthan
Private Limited Company incorporated in India under Companies Act 2013 - DPIIT Recognised Startup

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEELAM YADAV
Lawyers Chamber No. 775, District Sessions and Civil Court, Greater Noida, Gautam Buddh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh - 201306 Mobile: 9410629982

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medical services, veterinary services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
DHYRAAASONIC
4491360    24/04/2020
DHYRAA PRODUCTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit No 201 & 202, 2nd floor, Supreme Chambers, Off Veera Desai Road, 17/18, Shah Industrial Estate, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400 053, India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Beauty salon services, health spa services, massage services, Health and beauty care services provided by saunas, beauty salons, sanatoriums, hairdressing salons and massage parlours
BEERSHEBA SUPER SPECIALITY HOSPITAL

4492375  27/04/2020

SHAIK ISMAIL
5 - 8 - 381, ASHOK NAGAR COLONY, KAMAREDDY SNEHAPUR COLONY, NIZAMABAD KAMAREDDY ARTS & SCIENCE, TELANGANA - 503111

THE TRADEMARKS ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Medical services, Medical clinic services, Medical and healthcare services
BEERSHEBA'S DAYSTARS

4492377  27/04/2020

SHAIK ISMAIL
5 - 8 - 381, ASHOK NAGAR COLONY, KAMAREDDY SNEHAPUR COLONY, NIZAMABAD KAMAREDDY ARTS & SCIENCE,
TELANGANA - 503111

THE TRADEMARKS ACT - 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEWTON REGINALD
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medical services, Medical clinic services, Medical and healthcare services
4494422     01/05/2020
MOMIA HEALTHCARE AND CORPORATE HOSPITALS
6, NEW INDER PURI, AMBALA CANTT, 133001, HARYANA, INDIA
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medical services veterinary services hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals agriculture, horticulture and forestry services
2850292  26/11/2014
P.SELVAVINAYAGAM
trading as ;FOCUS CHARITABLE TRUST
NO.59, 4TH CROSS STREET, GAJALAKSHMI NAGAR, CHROMEPET, CHENNAI-600044
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :28/07/2014
CHENNAI
SOCIAL SERVICES TO CATER THE NEEDS OF THE POOR AND NEEDY INDIVIDUALS
SANT NIRANKARI MISSION (SNM)

2954767  01/05/2015
SANT NIRANKARI MANDAL (REGD.)
SANT NIRANKARI ADMINISTRATIVE BLOCK, NIRANKARI COMPLEX, DELHI 110009
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOCIETY DULY REGD. UNDER THE SOCIETIES ACT, 1860
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
A-4/61, SEC-17, ROHINI DELHI-89
Used Since :01/11/1997
DELHI
SOCIAL WELFARE ACTIVITIES, CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES, NGO SERVICES PERSONAL & SOCIAL, SPIRITUAL RELIGIOUS SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS AND SOCIETY AT LARGE AND GENERAL PUBLIC.
3218170   22/03/2016
ADESH A. KOLTHARKAR
trading as ;SHIV SHAKTI VISION
402/A, SAI MANGAL CHSL, BEHIND LAXMI NARAYAN TEMPLE, EKSAR ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DINESH & CO.,
110, SONAL SHOPPING CENTRE, NALASOPARA (W) MUMBAI-401203
Used Since :15/02/2013
MUMBAI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS LIKE PHOTOGRAPHY IN FUNCTIONS, VIDEO SHOOTING AND MARRIAGE EVENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
GHAR VASAO
3250389  03/05/2016
HARJEETKAUR/WO S. JOGINDER SINGH
trading as ;GHAR VASAO
House no. 53-L, Model Town, Hoshiarpur (Pb.)
Service Provider
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/04/2016
DELHI
Marriage counselling; Marriage bureaus; Marriage agency services
3271804   28/05/2016
GENUIIN IP SOLUTIONS LLP
trading as ;Genuiin IP Solutions LLP
J-16, Ground Floor, Vishnu Garden, New Delhi -110018, India
Trading as Genuiin IP Solutions LLP
Limited Liability Partnership entity incorporated in India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMITA KAPOOR
Genuiin IP Solutions LLP, J-16, Ground Floor, Vishnu Garden, New Delhi- 110018
Used Since :10/06/2015
DELHI
legal and paralegal services related to all forms intellectual property rights including Patents, Industrial Designs, Trademarks, copyrights, geographical Indications and Plant Variety protection.Intellectual property solutions to individuals and companies by assisting them with identification, analysis, protection, management and exploitation of Intellectual Property. Legal consultancy services and legal drafting services.
FOX

3291382   22/06/2016
FOX MEDIA LLC
10201 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035, United States of America
Service providers
a Delaware limited liability company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LALL & SETHI
D-17 SOUTH EXTENSION, PART-II, NEW DELHI 110049
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Internet based social networking services; providing a social networking website for entertainment purposes; providing an on-line computer database in the field of social networking
OM SWAMI
NAVRANG VIHAR COLONY, SAHAWAR GATE, KASGANJ - 207 123 (U.P.) INDIA.
MANUFACTURER / MERCHANT.
INDIVIDUAL.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since : 01/01/2005

DELHI
CHARITABLE, SOCIAL & WELFARE SERVICES INCLUDING SPIRITUAL UPLIFTMENT, ORPHANAGE, SERVICES PROVIDED TO INDIVIDUAL’S APPETITE AND PROJECTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF COMMUNITY & NEEDY PEOPLE.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matter appearing in label. Mark shall be used as substantially represented.
3305123  11/07/2016
UTTAM MANI
PRAKASH MANI
going as ;PRAKASH TEXTILES
D-27, Sector 11, Noida 201 301, Uttar Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
38/4, NABAPALLY, NEAR RANJANNAGAR, P.O-JOKA, KOLKATA 700104, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :01/04/1986
DELHI
LICENSING OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY; COPYRIGHT MANAGEMENT; LEGAL ADMINISTRATION OF LICENCES; ONLINE SOCIAL NETWORKING SERVICES; LICENSING OF FRANCHISING CONCEPTS; EVENING DRESS RENTAL; CLOTHING RENTAL; RENTAL OF DRESSES, JEWELLERY, HANDBAGS, HATS, SHOES & WATCHES; LICENSING OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE; LICENSING OF TECHNOLOGY [LEGAL SERVICES]; LEGAL SERVICES; LITIGATION SERVICES; PERSONAL FASHION CONSULTING SERVICES; INFORMATION ABOUT PERSONAL WARDROBE STYLING SERVICES.
3333112  10/08/2016
AMBAY GOODWILL INFRATECH PRIVATE LIMITED
B-9, 10, KH. NO. 27/13, SHIV RAM PARK, NANGLOI, NEW DELHI-110041.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :09/08/2016
DELHI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS IN CLASS -45
Mark shall be used as substantially represented.
3346909  28/08/2016

JAY ROY.
trading as ;FOCUSED SECURITY & MANAGEMENT PVT LTD.
47, ROY MULLICK COLONY, DUMDUM, KOLKATA- 700030.
SERVICE PROVIDERS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK CONSULTANCY
AUROBINDANAGAR,ST. NO.7,POST-HINDUSTHAN CABLES,BURDWAN-713335,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :15/08/2016

KOLKATA
SECURİTY SERVICES.
3492608  23/02/2017
MANOJ KUMAR SINGH
trading as ;Services
H-748A Ground Floor Palam Vihar Gurgaon-122017
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR CHHABRA
GF, J6/41, RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 110027
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Legal Services
CHANAKYA
3500291  02/03/2017
MR. KUMAR RANJAN
trading as ;Chanakya Associates
C-52, JVTS Garden, Chhatarpur Extension, New Delhi-110074, India
Service Providers
Sole proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SINGH
C/o Rudreshwar Singh, C-47, South Extension Part-2, New Delhi-110049
Used Since :01/11/2016
DELHI
Legal services; legal advisory and consultancy services.
3546803  11/05/2017
NAVEEN KUMAR
SHOP NO 21 COMMERCIAL MARKET, OFFICERS COLONY, SAMALKHA, PANIPAT, HARYANA, 132101
security agency
COMPANY

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
WORK AS SECURITY OR DETECTIVE AGENCY AND ALSO PROVIDES MANPOWER RECRUITMENT OR SUPPLY AGENCY SERVICE
3547184  12/05/2017
MR. PRADEEP SHARMA
223 2ND FLOOR, VARDHMAN STAR CITI MALL, DWARKA, SEC-7, NEW DELHI 110077
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAWNA BHATNAGAR ADVOCATE
61/A, B.D. ESTATE LUCKNOW ROAD, CIVIL LINES, DELHI-54
Used Since :01/02/2016
DELHI
WELFARE SERVICES TO THE DEFENCE VETERANS.
3574222   19/06/2017
RAHUL JAIN
N 166, Panchshila Park, New Delhi-110017
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHITRA ARVIND
RAJESHWARI & ASSOCIATES, AMSOFT BUSINESS CENTRE, UNITECH TRADE CENTRE, Sector 43, Gurgaon- 122 002,
Haryana, India
Used Since :02/05/2017
DELHI
Personal And Social Services Rendered By Others To Meet The Needs Of Individual Such As NGO And Charitable Trust Included In Class 45.
3674417  10/11/2017
BHARTI KAPOOR
4/16, West Patel Nagar, Delhi – 110008
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT KUMAR BHATNOTRA
Flat No. 301, Plot No. A-74, Joshi Colony, Behind MCD Community Hall, I.P. Extension, Delhi 110092

Used Since :01/02/2015

DELHI
Sargun Solutions
4411849   18/01/2020
SUNNY VERMA
1 Prince Arcadia, Shivala Road
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNNY VERMA
1 Prince Arcadia, Shivala Road, Jagraon, Punjab, India-142026
Used Since: 15/07/2019
DELHI
Legal Consultancy, IT Services & Solutions
IMKISHORIJI
4440987    14/02/2020
JAYA SHARMA
SWANAMANI, BI - CHRIST, 33A CANAL CIRCULAR ROAD, 4TH FLOOR, FI - 4CC, KANKURGACHI, KOLKATA - 700054, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANINDITA DASGUPTA, ADVOCATE
5/226,JATIN DAS NAGAR,BELGHARIA,KOLKATA 700056,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2010
KOLKATA
CONDUCTING RELIGIOUS CEREMONIES; ORGANIZATION OF RELIGIOUS MEETINGS; SPIRITUAL CONSULTANCY; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
4457138  28/02/2020
AMOL NETAJI SHINDE
At Khamgaon, Post-Sakharwadi, Tal-Phaltan, Dist-Satara
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
OSTWAL CHETNA RAJKUMAR
ARM & ASSOCIATES, OFFICE NO. 302 B, A WING, PATIL PLAZA, MITRA MANDAL CHOWK, SWARGATE PUNE-411009 MH IN.
Used Since :11/02/2019
MUMBAI
Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.Matrimonial services
4459340  02/03/2020
MR.KOLA SHRAVAN KUMAR
M/s. Shravan Enterprisers; R/o P.No: 1039W/P; Vinayaka Hills II Almasguda, Hyderabad-500058; Telangana State; India.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R. V. R ASSOCIATES.
FLAT NO. G-4, #, 3-4-543 & 544, LAXMI NILAYAM, ADJ: YMCA GROUND NARAYAN GUDA, HYDERABAD-500027.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Legal services; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
4461838  04/03/2020
P.R.GOKKUL
OLD NO. 18, NEW NO. 5, SUBBA NAIDU STREET, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI, TAMIL NADU 600112
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Legal services; Security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4463707  05/03/2020
SHAHEEN BHATT.
B/205, Silver Beach Apartments, A B Nair Road, Juhu, Mumbai 400 049.
Indian Inhabitant.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Personal & social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; political and social services; providing social & community services; charitable & philanthropic services; security services for the protection of property & individual; organization of spiritual & religious meetings being services included in class 45.
4464855  12/02/2020
MEEHWA WANG (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS WANG’S ROSE BEAUTY SALON
Duplex No. 3, Narmada Road, Katanga Crossing, Jabalpur - 482002, Madhya Pradesh
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4466243  07/03/2020
ARUNA JAYESH SAMPAT
A-501, KANTI APARTMENTS, MOUNT MARY ROAD, NEAR MOUNT MARY ROAD, BANDRA MUMBAI Maharashtra 400050
9820410220
individual

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3344552

MUMBAI
Providing personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals; social introduction, networking and dating services; providing access to computer databases in the fields of social networking, social introduction and dating; providing social services and information in the field of personal development, namely self-improvement, self-fulfillment, charitable, philanthropic, volunteer, public and community services, and humanitarian activities and services included in class 45
4468176  11/03/2020
LAWFT ADVISORS LLP
Unit No. 3 26, 1st Floor, 3rd Cross, 4th Block, SS Temple Street, Kumara Park West, Opp Jain Temple, Bengaluru - 560020
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Legal document preparation services; Conveyancing services [legal services]; Legal services; Legal compliance auditing;
Reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with laws and regulations.
4469362    12/03/2020
K. SUDARSHAN
New No 20, Old No 19, Karthik, Third Avenue, Besant Nagar, Chennai – 600090
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since :30/11/2019

CHENNAI
Legal consultancy in the field of taxation; Information, advisory and consultancy services relating to legal matters; Legal compliance auditing; Providing information in the field of law;
4469537  12/03/2020
MANISH SHARMA
HOUSE NO-310, GALI NO-14, VIJAY NAGAR, REWARI, HARYANA-123401
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VMS LEGAL SERVICES LLP
K-2/7, GROUND FLOOR, MODEL TOWN 2, NORTH DELHI, DELHI 110009

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4469753  12/03/2020
SOUNDARAYA KUMAR
5-D, POCKET-4, MAYUR VIHAR, PH-III, VASUNDHARA ENCLAVE NEW DELHI
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL KUMAR ADVOCATE
F-122, GF, UTSAV APARTMENT, SECTOR-18, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL AND SERVICES PROVIDED TO INDIVIDUALS IN RELATION WITH SOCIAL EVENTS
4469794  12/03/2020
SILVERLABS TECHNOLOGIES, INC
18 S. 2nd St, San Jose, CA 95113, USA
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Used Since :12/02/2020

CHENNAI

online social networking services, personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
4469802  12/03/2020
SILVERLABS TECHNOLOGIES, INC
18 S. 2nd St, San Jose, CA 95113, USA
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since: 12/02/2020

CHENNAI

online social networking services, personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
RIZZLE

4469804    12/03/2020
SILVERLABS TECHNOLOGIES, INC
18 S. 2nd St, San Jose, CA 95113, USA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.

Used Since : 12/02/2020

CHENNAI

online social networking services, personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals.
PEACOCK
Priority claimed from 13/09/2019; Application No. : 88615876 ;United States of America
4469931  12/03/2020
Peacock TV LLC
1201 North Market Street, Suite 1000, Wilmington, Delaware 19801, United States of America
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Social networking services; online social networking services.
4470114   12/03/2020
JAMGHAT-A GROUP OF STREET CHILDREN
18-A, (MIG), PHASE-I, TRIVENI, NEW DELHI-110017
SOCIETY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M-10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, AZADPUR, DELHI-110033.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOCIAL SERVICES.
M/S EXPERION STUDENT HOUSING PRIVATE LIMITED
F-9, FIRST FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA 1, PLOT NO. 7, MLU SECTOR 10, DWARKANEW DELHI-110075.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ LUTHRA
A-3, CHRISTIAN COLONY PATEL CHEST DELHI-110007

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4335046

DELHI
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS.
4470772   13/03/2020
CENKO EVEPAR PVT.LTD.
OFFICE NO. 322, NAOKHTRA-6, OPP. PANCHVATI HOTEL, GONAL ROAD, RAJKOT- 360001
BODY- INCORPORATE PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAJYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS,B/H.PAVANDHAM FLATS, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
LEGAL SERVICES – INCLUDING IN CLASS-45
4471595 13/03/2020
DEEPAK VAID
127A, Bricklin Road, 1092, Lumbini square, Purasaiwalkam, Chennai - 600007
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK VAID
TIS Legal 44/30, Dewan Rama Road, 2nd Floor, Purasaiwalkam, Chennai - 600084
Used Since: 06/10/2017
CHENNAI
Legal services, intellectual property consulting, licensing of intellectual property, legal research, consulting
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD LEGAL.
4471598  13/03/2020
DHRUV MANCHANDA
M-10/4 Dlf City Phase 2 Gurgaon, Haryana, 122008
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
DELI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
4471930  14/03/2020
KALAKRIT ART STUDIO SOCIETY
House No. 827A, Block-B, Palam Vihar, Gurgaon - 122017, Haryana
Registered Society
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAKHAR GARG & SWATI GARG
GARG LAW FIRM, A-72, Ground Floor, East of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065, India
Used Since: 30/12/2016
DELHI
Personal Growth And Motivation Consulting Services, Providing Personal Support Services For Cancer Patients And Their Families, Personal and Social Services Rendered By Others To Meet The Needs Of Individuals.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1954, 29/06/2020

Class 45

4472551  14/03/2020
KARAN PARTAP SINGH
5519/5, Gandhi Nagar, Thanesar, Kurukshetra, Haryana -136118
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNNY DAHIYA
SHOP NO -6, FIRST FLOOR, ARYA SCHOOL BUILDING, PANIPAT -132103

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOCIAL SERVICES
PROVACH IP

4475019  17/03/2020

CHANCHAL UPADHYAY
H.No. A-127 Gali No 12 New Ashok Nagar, Delhi
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALRAASTA TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LTD
B - 300, Saraswati Vihar, Pitampura, Delhi - 110034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Intellectual property services, Legal services relating to intellectual property rights
SAY YES TECHNOLOGIES
SR NO. 46/49, PLOT NO. 29, SHOP NO. 02, NR SARASWATI SCHOOL, BHAKTI GULMOHAR APT., TAPODHAM, TALEGAON DABHADE, PUNE-410507, MAHARASHTRA
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dating services, Online social networking services, Internet-based social networking, introduction, and dating services, Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications
SANJAY K
No 171, 4th D Main, 30 Ft Road, Near BNES College, Mahalakshmi Layout, Bangalore - 560086, Karnataka
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LEGAL SERVICES; SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PHYSICAL PROTECTION OF TANGIBLE PROPERTY AND
INDIVIDUALS; PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS
4484513  02/04/2020
NEERAJ MAHESHWARI
47, HARNI MAHADEO ROAD, SHASTRI NAGAR, BHILWARA, RAJASTHAN-311001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JYOTI BANSAL
21, NEW LAYAL PUR EXTENSION, CHANDER NAGAR, DELHI-110051
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4484794    03/04/2020
KARMANYA SINGH SAREEN
F-11, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :16/03/2020
DELHI
Legal Consultancy relating to intellectual property management and rights, Intellectual property consultancy services in the field of Patent and Patent applications, Consultancy relating to the financial valuations of Intellectual property assets, management of intellectual property and copyrights, trademark protection, Advice, representation and assistance in litigation and judicial procedures relating to intellectual property and associates rights, Online services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications.
4484798    03/04/2020
KARMANYA SINGH SAREEN
F-11, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :16/03/2020
DELHI
Legal Consultancy relating to intellectual property management and rights, Intellectual property consultancy services in the field of Patent and Patent applications, Consultancy relating to the financial valuations of Intellectual property assets, management of intellectual property and copyrights, trademark protection, Advice, representation and assistance in litigation and judicial procedures relating to intellectual property and associates rights, Online services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications.
SATYAPUR CLUB
Plot No; 544, 1st Floor, Hinglaj Nagar, (Mojiya), Narmada Colony Road, Sanchore, Rajasthan 343041

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES
HIREN THAKKAR & ASSOCIATES 603B CENTRAL BUSINESS SPACE NR.PARTH RESIDENCEY OPP. FORTUNE LANDMARK HOTEL USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since :01/12/2016

AHMEDABAD
SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERS BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEED OF INDIVIDUAL FILING IN CLASS 45
VIRUSHKA

4485014  04/04/2020

GULFAM SAIFI
S-2 PLOT NO. 51 VIKRAM ENCLAVE SHALIMAR GARDEN SAHIBABAD GHAZIABAD UTTAR PRADESH 201005

NEW APPLICATION

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
QUALITY REGISTRATION CO.
S-2,Plot No. 51 Vikram Enclave Shalimar Garden Sahibabad Ghaziabad Utter Pradesh 201005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

LEGAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES FOR THE PROTECTION OF PROPERTY AND INDIVIDUALS, PERSONAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS.
4486425  10/04/2020
NIDHI GOYAL
A-3, MOD APARTMENT, 61 VASUNDHRA ENCLAVE, DELHI - 110096
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BLUE INKK
GOEL NIWAS, J-62, STREET NO. 4, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI - 110092
Used Since :15/07/2014
DELHI
Regulatory compliance auditing, Preparation of regulations, Advisory services relating to regulatory affairs, Consultancy on regulations on safety at work, Legal compliance auditing, Legal consultancy in the field of taxation, Representation of clients in tax matters before tax authorities, Legal services relating to the management, control and granting of license rights.
4486450  10/04/2020
SHILPA YADUKUMAR RAO
Jargundy Entertainments Private Limited, 70, Flower Garden, Pattinathamman Koil Street, PeriyaPillari, Thaivyur- Kelambakkam market road, Kelambakkam, Chennai 603103
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Legal services; security services for the physical protection of tangible property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4487108    12/04/2020
SUNIL KUMAR TIWARI
2/13, MALVIYA NAGAR
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
URVASHI JAIN
63, James Colony, Sector-3, Vidhyadhar Nagar, Jaipur, Rajasthan - 302039
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SOCIAL SERVICES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45
4488099  16/04/2020
THE AATMIYATA TRUST, A TRUST REGISTERED IN INDIA UNDER INDIAN TRUST ACT 1882, AND REPRESENTED BY MR. RAKESH KUMAR JOLLY
Flat No. 501, Amrapali, Tower 10, Grand sector Zeta 1, Greater Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh-201306
Trustee
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Used Since :03/04/2020
DELHI
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
THE AATMIYATA TRUST, A TRUST REGISTERED IN INDIA UNDER INDIAN TRUST ACT 1882, AND REPRESENTED BY MR. RAKESH KUMAR JOLLY
Flat No. 501, Amrapali, Tower 10, Grand sector Zeta 1, Greater Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh-201306
Trustee

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KHAITAN & CO.
1105, ASHOKA ESTATE (11TH FLOOR), 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI.
Used Since: 03/04/2020

DELHI
Personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
RCW SECURITIES

4488118   16/04/2020
SONU ARORA PROPRIETOR OF RCW SECURITIES.
D-24, DEFENCE COLONY, DELHI-110024.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Security services for the protection of property and individuals; Legal services; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals
4492428  27/04/2020
S. PARMEET SINGH CHADHA
H. NO. D-20, BEHIND HALDIRAM, LAJPAT NAGAR-3, DELHI-110024.
INDIVIDUAL NAME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES FOR SIKH COMMUNITY AND SOCIAL SERVICES RENDERED BY OTHERS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 45.
4493524  29/04/2020
OPEN SHARED MOBILITY FOUNDATION
No. 87, Block B, 4th Block, Koramangala Ward No. 68, Ejipura, Bangalore- 560034
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INDUSLAW
#101, 1st Floor, "Embassy Classic", #11 Vittal Mallya Road, Bangalore - 560 001
Used Since :30/07/2019
CHENNAI
Security services, namely, providing digital user authentication services for digital transactions and e-commerce transactions; investigation and surveillance services relating to the safety of persons and entities.
4493757  27/04/2020
SRIVASA LEGAL LLP
S-557, Second Floor, Office No.- 4 School Block, Shakarpur, New Delhi-110092
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SM LAW ASSOCIATES LLP
C-108, Third Floor, Kothari Building, Sector-2, Noida-201301, Uttar Pradesh
Used Since : 24/05/2018
DELHI
Providing Legal and Secretarial Services
illuminIP

4494123  30/04/2020

KANGAN RODA
A-21, East of Kailash, New Delhi
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANGAN RODA
A-21, East of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065
Used Since: 17/03/2020

DELHI
Legal services; security services for the protection of property and individuals; personal and social services rendered by others to meet the needs of individuals, Legal services, security consultancy, intellectual property consultancy, arbitration and mediation services, domain names legal services, legal research, litigation services, Legal services in this including services as lawyers, advocates, attorneys, solicitors, legal consultations/advice, online legal consultations/advice, litigation support, legal transcription, registration of trademarks, patent, copyright, designs, geographical indications and other intellectual property rights services and legal research